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Preface
Since their discovery and description in the nineteenth century, electromagnetic
waves have become an essential instrument for the advancement of the human race.
Among the prominent scientists who contributed with pioneer work to the classical
electromagnetic theory, we would like to mention here the names of H. C. Ørsted,
J. Henry, A. Ampere, M. Faraday, J. C. Maxwell, H. R. Hertz. Since the first
exciting experiments at the beginning of the last century,7 electromagnetic waves
has definitely established as a mean of communication over long distances. These
early experiments led to the discovery that the Earth ionosphere can reflect inci-
dent electromagnetic waves, depending on their wavelength. The first radio wave
measurement of ionospheric reflecting layers dates back to 1924 ([101]). Also the
possibility to detect distant reflecting objects by means of electromagnetic waves
was already known by that time, but it was only during the World War II that this
discovery was transformed into an operative defense system, which was given the
name of RADAR: RAdio Detection And Ranging. We regard this circumstance
as the birth of the Remote Sensing : the science and technology intended to acquire
information about distant objects by means of opportune sensing devices which
gather electromagnetic energy emitted or reflected by the investigated object. The
possibility to have the sensing device in the vicinity of the physical object to be
analyzed and to exploit radio waves8 to transmit the attained information to the
remote experimenters plays a central role in space exploration, as ground-based
observation at Earth are severely limited by the distance of the investigated objects
and –depending on the kind of the observation– by the presence of the Earth at-
mosphere. Spacecraft missions offer the opportunity to conduct observation from
a close distance in addition to in situ measurements, where a probe is released by
the spacecraft to directly measure the medium of interest.
Remote sensing techniques are grouped into two categories which are known as
active remote sensing, and passive remote sensing. In the active remote sensing
the investigated object is excited through electromagnetic radiation emitted by the
7We cite here among others the names of G. Marconi, A. Meucci, A. G. Bell.
8Electromagnetic waves whose frequency is suitable for transmission/reception.
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sensing equipment (i.e. a radar system). The reflected radiation is then collected
by the same device (i.e. mono-static radar) or by a different one (i.e. bi-static
radar) and stored for analysis. In passive remote sensing the probed medium is
not artificially excited: the probing device gathers electromagnetic energy which is
either spontaneously emitted by the observed object or reflected, being the source
of radiation of natural origin (i.e. the sun, a star, etc.). An example of passive
remote sensing are radiometric measurements. In this case the use of different
wavelengths and observation times help to separate emitted and reflected radia-
tion coming from the target.
A particular kind of remote sensing, which can be classified neither as passive,
nor as active (although emission of radio-waves by the probing equipment is im-
plemented) is Radio Science (RS)9. The Radio Science technique is based on the
interaction between electromagnetic waves and physical media which may be en-
countered by a radio signal during its propagation from the transmitting- to the
receiving antenna. The media lying on the radio signal path induce variations on
some signal parameters –set constant at transmission– which can be relate to some
physical properties of the crossed media. Therefore, the practicability of remote
investigation of physical media by means of radio science depends on the possibil-
ity to retrieve time-dependent variations of some parameters of the received radio
signal. If proper reception is guaranteed, it is possible to extract the looked-for
information by means of opportune signal processing techniques.
Among the Radio Science observation techniques, “occultation” experiments ex-
ploit a special observation geometry in which the planet lies on the radio path
between spacecraft and Earth in order to let the RF carrier signal transmitted by
the satellite propagate through planetary ionosphere and atmosphere. Due to the
interaction with the interposed media, signal parameters such as frequency, am-
plitude, polarization, group delay undergo modifications which allow investigators
to characterize the media itself.
Occultation measurements are carried out in the frame of the Radio Science ex-
periment on board the “Venus Express” (VEX) mission, which is part of the solar
system exploration program of the European Space Agency (ESA). Particularly
severe are the conditions imposed by the thick Venus atmosphere on the occul-
tation experiment: the deeper atmospheric layers encountered by the RF carrier
signal transmitted by the VEX spacecraft during the sounding cause remarkable
changes and change rates of the signal parameters. Degradation of the Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) can exceed 50 dB, depending on the observation geometry;
9One of the different observation techniques of radio science, the “bistatic radar” experiment,
can be indeed regarded as an active remote sensing technique.
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the frequency shift caused by the interposed medium can reach up to 60 kHz,
with frequency shift rate exceeding 2 kHz/s. Under such conditions, PLL-based
receivers, which constitute the “Closed Loop” receiving system (CL), are very soon
driven in the out-of-lock status and data acquisition stops. The implementation
of the so-called “Open Loop” (OL) receiving technique has revealed of enormous
advantage when dealing with critical values of signal attenuation and dynamics,
as it eliminates real-time tracking of the signal, thus overcoming the problem of
conflicting requirement on the PLL-receiver bandwidth. (High signal dynamics
require large reception bandwidth, whereas degraded SNR imposes narrow-band
reception). The incoming voltage-signal is sampled at proper rate, dictated by the
Nyquist criterion, which safeguards the high dynamics impressed onto the signal
by the deep layers of the planetary atmosphere. The possibility to recover the
weak S/C signal sunk in the receiver thermal noise lies in digital post-processing
techniques. For this reason, Venus Express is the first Venus mission to implement
an Ultra-Stable-Oscillator, the USO, whose purpose is to provide the Radio Sci-
ence investigation with a highly stable frequency reference driving the probing RF
carrier signal. This implies the possibility in the post-processing phase to reduce
the noise bandwidth below 1Hz, which is the limit at which the contribution of
the phase noise becomes appreciable.
This work is concerned with algorithms for the analysis of radio science data, par-
ticularly with the digital signal processing techniques developed and applied at
the Institute of Space Technology at the German Armed Force University, “Uni-
versität der Bundeswehr”, in Neubiberg (Munich) to the Open Loop data arising
from radio science occultation measurements at Venus.
The developed routines will also be suitable for data analysis of the Radio Science
Investigation (RSI) carried out within the “Rosetta” mission, ESA exploration
project of high scientific relevance, currently in cruise toward its target, the comet
“67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko”. Like Venus Express, the Rosetta spacecraft is
equipped with an USO which makes it possible to adopt -for the first time in a
cometary mission- the “One-Way” transmission mode10 for Radio Science experi-
ments.
Besides the OL data evaluation software, computational routines were developed
for the radio science bistatic radar experiment, which is performed on both Venus
Express and Rosetta missions. Target of the programmed software tool is the
calculation of the expected Doppler frequency shift of the echo signal from the
surface of the investigated planetary body. The availability of a such a prediction
10Transmission mode in which the RF carrier signal is sent from the spacecraft to the ground
station (see Ch. 2).
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is indispensable to the proper setting of the ground receiving system during the
performance of the experiment and also of great advantage in the post-processing
of the data.
After a brief general insight on missions and spacecraft, the radio science (RS)
experimental techniques are discussed, in particular the occultation experiment
(OCC) and the bistatic radar experiment (BSR). The on-board radio science in-
strumentation and ground equipment are described along with the different receiv-
ing techniques and data kinds. The inherent advantages of the open loop record-
ing strategy toward the closed loop technique are discussed. Additional benefits
brought by the OL recording technique in multipath environments are addressed.
The Open Loop software, the package which encompasses all processing routines,




The ESA Missions “Venus
Express” and “Rosetta”
1.1 The “Venus Express” mission
Orbiting the Sun at a medium distance of 0.7AU in a quasi-circular orbit of period
224.7 days (sidereal), the planet Venus is the Earth’s next neighbor. With a mean
radius length of 6051.8 km, corresponding to 0.949 Earth radii and a mass of
4.869 × 1024 kg (0.815 times the mass of the Earth), Venus shows at first sight
a certain similarity with our planet ([10]). But early studies of the Earth’s next
neighbor, based both on ground observations and spacecraft missions (Venera,
Pioneer-Venus and Vega, 1962-1985), had reveled a unique scenario: Venus is
surrounded by a thick atmosphere consisting mainly of CO2 (∼96.5%) and N2
(∼3.5%), shrouded by an inhomogeneous sulfuric acid clouds layer extending for
∼20 km in the middle atmosphere. The dense gases cause a pressure at ground
exceeding 90 bar, whereas the greenhouse effect determines a surface temperature
as high as 735 K. Starting from the cloud tops, with velocities decreasing from
∼100 m/s to near zero at the surface, strong winds cause this portion of the
Venus atmosphere to rotate around the planet in about four-five terrestrial days,
much faster than the planet itself (Venus rotation period (sidereal day): ∼243
terrestrial days, retrograde), a phenomenon known as “superrotation” which is
not yet completely understood ([46], [93]).
The VEX mission science objectives have been grouped in seven categories: ([93])
• atmospheric structure;
• atmospheric dynamics;
• atmospheric composition and chemistry;
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• cloud layer and hazes;
• energy balance and greenhouse effect;
• plasma environment and escape processes;
• surface properties and geology.
The synergy of the investigation instruments on-board Venus Express, which com-
pose the so called “payload”, guarantees the coverage of all relevant issues. In
particular the Radio Science experiment makes contributions to different topics:
structure and dynamics of the atmosphere, plasma and escape processes, clouds
and surface.
1.1.1 Mission overview: mission design and operations
The conception of the “Venus Express” (VEX) mission was born from the idea of
the European Space Agency (ESA) to exploit know-how, technology, and hardware
developed for the missions “Rosetta” and “Mars Express”. The proposal which
won the competition was to re-use the Mars Express bus with some opportune
changes, needed mainly because of the smaller distance of Venus from the Sun.
The expertize gained in the Rosetta and Mars Express missions, along with the
possibility to employ the same industrial and scientific teams, made it possible
to ESA to prepare the mission in less than four years ([93]). The Venus Express
spacecraft was launched on November 9, 2005 from the Baikonur cosmodrome,
Kazakhstan, by a Soyuz-Fregat rocket and successfully inserted in orbit around
Venus on April 11, 2006. The mission is based on a highly elliptical polar orbit
(semi-major axis a = 39494 km, eccentricity e = 0.84, height of pericenter main-
tained by thruster firings in the range between 180 km and 250 km). The orbit
period is 24 h. The operations are directed by the ESA Mission Control Centre
(MCC) located at the European Space Operation Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt,
Germany, via the ESA ground stations in Cebreros (Spain) and in New Norcia
(Australia). Cebreros is employed for communication tasks, while the New Norcia
ground station supports the Radio Science investigation. The location of both
stations ensures radio coverage during almost the complete VEX spacecraft orbit
([68], [93]).
The VEX payload consists of seven instruments designed and developed by research
institutes and space industries of participating countries (see fig.1.1). These are:
three spectrometers: VIRTIS, an imaging and high-resolution spectrometer in
the spectral range from visible through thermal infrared ([78], [96]), PFS, high-
resolution infrared spectrometer ([25], [96]), and SPICAV, a high-resolution UV
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and near-IR spectrometer for stellar and solar occultation and nadir observations
([7], [96]); a camera,VMC , operating in the visible and near-IR range ([65], [96]),
a plasma analyzer, ASPERA ([96]), for in situ investigation of plasma and neutral
energetic atoms around the planet ([5], [96]), a magnetometer, MAG ([96]), for
magnetic field measurements ([105], [96]). The radio science experiment VeRa
is conducted by means of an ultra-stable oscillator (USO), which provides the
investigators with the needed stability of the frequency source for the purpose of
studying the fine structure of the atmosphere and ionosphere, investigating surface
properties and gravity anomaly and performing solar corona sounding ([45], [46],
[96]).
Figure 1.1: Payload accomodation on-board VEX. ([93])
1.1.2 Mission Planning
Task of the mission planning process is to transform the top-level mission science
targets into operative procedures by taking into account both, scientific goals and
operational constraints. To this purpose, the main science topics are decomposed
into sub-themes which, in turn, lead to detailed scientific objectives. These, along
with operational characteristics such as trajectory, environment and spacecraft
constraints, define different kinds of possible instrument measurements, the obser-
vations or science cases (see fig. 1.2). A science case establishes the geometry of
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the observation by defining the satellite position in the orbit during the measure-
ment (i.e. from apocenter, pericenter, ascending branch, etc.), the instruments
which shall carry out the observation, and the observation duration (see fig. 1.3).
This high-level mission planning is ruled by the Science Activity Plan (SAP) and
is part of the long-term planning, which started two years before the launch. Rou-
tine operations are planned monthly and scheduled in medium-term plans (MTP)
([96]).
Figure 1.2: VEX high-level planning scheme ([96]).
1.1.3 VEX Spacecraft technical constraints
Technical constraints of the S/C have to be respected when planning observations,
first of all thermal constraints, as certain S/C panels are designed for heat exchange
or host payload parts sensitive to solar heating. As a result, they must be kept
in the shadow throughout the mission or are allowed to be directly illuminated
by solar radiation only for a certain amount of time under certain angles. The
only panel which can be fully illuminated by the Sun for long time durations is
the +X panel (reference system is defined in fig. 1.4), where the large dish of
the main high-gain antenna (HGA1) acts as a sun-shield. The minimum incidence
angle allowed for the incoming radiation on the +Z panel is 10 ◦because of the
presence of sensible optical instruments. The ±Y panels (attachment points of
the solar arrays) can be exposed under an incidence angle > 80 ◦, but for no
longer than 1h (see fig. 1.4), whereas −Z and −X panels can be exposed only
within very limited profiles (sun aspect angle on the spacecraft wall vs. time, [96],
4
Figure 1.3: Example of science cases #1, #2, #3 and #5. Thicks along the orbit
mark the time in hours past pericenter; solid lines and dots mark different kind of
payload activity. (For a detailed description of the VEX science cases see [96])
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[19]). Furthermore, mechanical constraints allow a maximum S/C angular rate of
0.15deg/s ([68], [96]). All constraints have been implemented by the Radio Science
experiment team in the algorithms which compute the S/C attitude for different
radio science observational modes. Depending on the particular experiment to
be executed and on the relative positions of the involved celestial bodies, S/C,
and Sun, the mentioned constraints pose limitations which sometimes lead to the
impossibility to perform the desired measurement.
Figure 1.4: Simple representation of some thermal constraints imposed on the VEX
spacecraft (+Y , and +Z panels). The same protection policy adopted for the +Y
panel is also valid for the −Y panel, whereas the −Z, and −X can be exposed only
within very limited profiles (sun aspect angle on the spacecraft wall vs. time, [68],
[96], [19]).
1.2 The “Rosetta” mission
The Rosetta mission is named after the Rosetta stone, the basaltic stele found by
French soldiers in 1799 near the village of Rashid (Rosetta), at the Nile’s delta. As
the stone was carved both with hieroglyphs and ancient Greek text, it was possible
for the English physician and physicist Thomas Young and the French scholar Jean
François Champollion to decipher the ancient Egyptian writing, thus opening the
access door to one of the most interesting cultures of the antiquity. The analogy
with the Rosetta mission lies in the consideration that comets travelling the solar
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system are leftovers of the vast swarm of asteroids and comets which surrounded
the Sun at the time when planets were not yet formed. As comets have not under-
gone the geological processes which are typical for large bodies (planets), they can
reveal interesting clues on the origin of the solar system, thus offering the scientists
with the “deciphering key” for the origin of the solar system, as the Rosetta stone
did for the hieroglyphs ([21]).
Spacecraft-based observations and in situ measurements of comets performed by
precedent cometary missions revealed comet activity which is rather localized at
the nucleus surface. Only minor parts are active and the activity is highly con-
stant on short time scales. Sometime dramatic outbursts with increase of activ-
ity occur, but their origin is still unclear. Many physicochemical processes, like
(photo)chemical reactions, and interaction with solar wind alter the material orig-
inally present in the nucleus. All the present results indicate that cometary nuclei
are unique, have their own history, and are not entirely pristine ([28]).
In 2014 the Rosetta spacecraft will encounter comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
close to its aphelion and will study the physical and chemical properties of the
nucleus, the evolution of the coma during the comet’s approach to the Sun, and
the development of the interaction region of the solar wind and the comet for more
than one year, till the comet will reach perihelion ([28]).
The Rosetta mission science objectives include: ([28])
• global characterization of the nucleus;
• determination of nucleus’ dynamic properties;
• surface morphology and composition;
• determination of chemical, mineralogical, and isotopic compositions of volatiles
and refractories in the cometary nucleus;
• determination of physical properties and interrelation of volatiles and refrac-
tories in the cometary nucleus;
• studies of the development of cometary activity and the processes in the
surface layer of the nucleus and inner coma, that is dust/gas interaction;
• studies of the evolution of the interaction region of the solar wind and the
outgassing comet during perihelion approach.
The Radio Science experiment in the frame of the Rosetta mission is concerned
with modeling of gravitational properties of the comet, with the radar probing
of the comet surface, the occultation and near-forward scattering by the coma
particles and occultation by the coma ionosphere and neutral gas.
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1.2.1 Mission overview: mission design and operations
The Rosetta mission, cornerstone in the ESA’s long term program “Horizons
2000” and logical follow-up of the very successful ESA mission Giotto to comet
“1P/Halley”, is intended to investigate the origin of our solar system by studying
the origin of comets. Originally planned as a comet nucleus sample return mission,
it consists of two mission elements, the Rosetta orbiter and the lander “Philae”. A
cooperation between ESA, several national space agencies, and NASA, the Rosetta
mission, being comprised of 25 experiments, is unprecedented in scale.
The original target of the mission was comet 46P/Wirtanen, but a rocket fail-
ure shortly before launch forced ESA to re-schedule the mission start and to re-
target Rosetta, now heading for comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Launched
on March 2, 2004 from the French Guyana by an Ariane-5 G+ launch vehicle,
the Rosetta spacecraft will travel the distance Sun-Earth five times, during a cir-
cuitous 10-year trek, and will pass through the asteroid belt into deep space beyond
5AU solar distance. Four planetary gravity assist manoeuvres (Earth-Mars-Earth-
Earth), successfully executed between 2005 and 2009, shall confer the spacecraft
the sufficient energy to reach its target. We mention here the successfully Rosetta
flyby with the asteroid “Lutetia”, on July 10, 2010, which is of great significance
for the Radio Science Investigation of the asteroid gravitational properties (see
[3]).
After the first rendezvous manoeuvre on January 2011, the S/C will enter the
“hibernation” mode till early 2014. After a second rendezvous manoeuvre on
March 2014, “Near-Nucleus” operations will be started. The “Philae” lander will
be delivered on November 2014, close to the start of the “Comet Escort” phase to
the perihelion passage on August 2015. End of Nominal Mission: December 31,
2015 ([28]).
Fig. 1.5 shows the Rosetta spacecraft design. Tables 1.1, and 1.2 summarize the
payload of the Rosetta orbiter, and of the Rosetta lander, Philae, respectively.
(See [28]).
1.3 Communications, Ground Segment, and
Spacecraft Communications-Subsystem
Information exchange between the Mission Control Center and the probe is of cen-
tral importance for spacecraft-based space missions. To this purpose a radio link
between the controlling ground station and the spacecraft must be established. In
this regard, the main concern are the large distances which are typical for space
exploration missions, as the power of the transmitted electromagnetic waves dis-
tributes on spherical surfaces centered at the transmitting source. This causes the
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Figure 1.5: Rosetta spacecraft design. Image: ESA. ([22]).
power of the received radio signal to be inversely proportional to the square of
the traveled distance, which implies that only a tiny fraction of the transmitted
power will reach the receiving antenna (free-space loss, see App. B). On ground,
employment of large antenna dishes -up to 35m in diameter- and cooling of the
radio receivers by means of liquid helium make it possible to retrieve the weak S/C
radio signals out of the receiver- and background noise. Values of the irradiated
electromagnetic power at the G/S as large as 20kW guarantee proper reception
on the S/C side. Transmission from the G/S to the S/C is indicated as up-link
(U/L), whereas the reverted communications flow is indicated as down-link (D/L).
The VEX spacecraft is equipped with two high-gain antennas, HGA1 and HGA2,
and two omni directional antennas, LGA1 and LGA2 (see fig. 1.6). The HGA1,
with a dish diameter of 1.43m and two feeds for S- and X-Band, is mounted on
the S/C +X wall and serves also as sun shield. The antenna gain at X-Band
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Instrument Name Scientific Objectives
ALICE UV-Spectroscopy (70nm− 205nm)
CONSERT Radio sounding and nucleus tomography
COSIMA Dust mass spectrometer





ROSINA Neutral gas and ion mass spectroscopy
RPC Ion composition analyzer





RSI Radio science experiment
SREM Standard radiation environment monitor
VIRTIS VIS and IR mapping spectroscopy (0.25− 5µm)
Table 1.1: Payload of the Rosetta orbiter. ([28]).
is 38.6 dBi for the up-link and 39.8 dBi for the down-link. At S-Band the gain
is 27.8 dBi and 28.5 dBi, respectively for up- and down-link. The HGA2, with
a dish diameter of 0.2,m and only a X-Band feed (gain 21.5 dBi and 22.7 dBi,
up- and down-link, respectively) is mounted on the top S/C panel (+Z wall) and
aligned along the−X axis in order to guarantee communications during Venus
inferior conjunction.1 The two omni-directional antennas, which are operated at
S-band as back-up for the communication system, are mounted on the spacecraft
+Z wall (top panel) and −Z wall (bottom panel). All antennas are rigidly fixed
to the bus. This implies that antenna pointing has to be executed by S/C attitude
maneuvers. Two on-board transponders (TRSP#1, and TRSP#2)2 receive and
1When the planet is inside the quadrature positions, the sun shines from behind the spacecraft.
Since no solar illumination is allowed on the −X wall (which carries a “cold plate” for the
radiometers), the S/C must be flipped.
2The transponders are identical, they are redounded.
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Instrument Name Scientific Objectives
APXS α-p-X-Ray spectrometer
CIVA Panoramic camera and IR microscope
CONSERT Comet nucleus sounding
COSAC Evolved gas analyzer:
elemental and molecular composition
MUPUS Multi purpose sensor for surface
and sub-surface science
PTOLEMY Evolved gas analyzer: isotopic composition
ROLIS Descent camera
ROMAP RoLand magnetometer (ROMAG)
Plasma monitor(SPM)
SESAME Comet acustic surface Sounding experiment
(CASSE)
Dust impact monitor (DIM)
Permittivity probe (PP)
SD-2 Drill, sample, and distribution system
Table 1.2: Payload of the Rosetta lander “Philae”. ([28]).
transmit RF-signals at S- and X-Band with an output power of 5W (solid state
amplifier) and 65W (traveling wave tube amplifier, TWTA), respectively ([6]). A
system of switches and diplexers makes it possible to couple both transponders
to each of the antennas, provided the relevant antenna is suitable for transmis-
sion/reception at the chosen frequency band (see fig. 1.7). For the purpose of
the Radio Science investigation, an Ultra-Stable Oscillator (USO) is connected to
TRSP#2 in order to increase the frequency stability of the down-link signal (see
par. 2.2 and App. D.1). As from November 2006, an anomaly on the S-Band
transmitting chain is reducing the S-Band radiated power by an amount of 14 dB.
This was a fatal failure for the radio science experiments “Bistatic-Radar” (see par.
4.4), and “Solar Corona” (see par. 2.3.2), which had to be canceled after that date.
The Rosetta spacecraft is provided with a high-gain steerable antenna of 2.2m dish
diameter, a fixed 0.8m medium-gain antenna and two omni-directional low-gain
antennas. The same conception and design of the VEX USO3 is also exploited
3The first developed and implemented USO was the USO on-board Rosetta. The VEX USO
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Figure 1.6: S/C overview within reference frame. The four antennas are labeled
([68]).
for the Rosetta communication subsystem (identical to the VEX communication
subsystem, except that the USO drives both TRSP’s, see fig. 1.7) which utilizes
S-Band up-link for commands and S- and X-Band down-link for telemetry and
science data ([28]). Output power is 20W at X-Band (delivered by a TWTA), and
5W at S-Band (solid state amplifier). The gain of the main antenna is ∼ 40 dBi
at X-Band and 28dBi at S-Band ([73]).
Communications are supported on ground by the ESA ground station in Cebreros
(Spain), which consists of a 35m parabolic antenna with a gain of 68.2 dBi in up-
link and 66.5 dBi in down-link (X- Band4, [100]). The heart of the ground station
communication system, which performs transmission and reception of the RF sig-
nals, is the IFMS (Intermediate Frequency and Modem System) ([82]). Besides the
transmission of commands and the reception of telemetries, the ground equipment
is manufactured on the base of the Rosetta USO design.
4S-Band communications are not supported by the Cebreros G/S.
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Figure 1.7: Block diagram of the VEX S/C communication subsystem ([6]). The
USO drives the TRSP#2 during the one-way Radio Science experiments (see par.
2.2 and App. D.1) .
supports recording of Doppler- and range measurement5, which are employed by
the flight dynamics (FD) team in order to determine position and velocity of the
spacecraft (tracking). (See App. A). Communications are indicated by the expres-
sion TT&C, which stands for Tracking, Telemetry and Commands.
The ESA Station in New Norcia (NNO, Australia), provided with a 35m parabolic
antenna with a gain of 66.0 dBi and 68.2 dBi at X-Band (up- and down-link, re-
spectively) and 54.6 dBi and 55.8 dBi at S-Band (up- and down-link, respectively),
([100]), will serve as prime deep space ground station in all phases of the Rosetta
mission. Furthermore, the NNO G/S supports the Radio Science experiment of
both missions: VEX and Rosetta. For this purpose the VEX orbit was arranged
in order to have visibility with the NNO station around pericenter, where the
radio science observation are carried out because of the reduced distance of the
spacecraft from the planet.
For some occultation observations the Radio Science experiments also rely on the
ground stations of the Deep Space Network (DSN) of NASA. Some of these stations
are 70m in diameter with low system noise temperature (∼ 25K and ∼ 20K at
X- and S-Band, respectively).
5A special ranging (RNG) tone is modulated on the carrier for ranging measurements.
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1.3.1 Link-Budget
The radio link of a spacecraft mission must be carefully dimensioned by taking
into account physical- and budget constraints. A proper design of the radio link
must guarantee the required minimum value of the received signal power. This
is determined by the sensitivity of the receiver and by the presence of thermal
noise in the receiver electronics. It is common use to relate the power of the
received signal, as measured at the input stage of the receiver, to the power of
the thermal noise measured at the same point of the receiving chain in order to
obtain a dimensionless quantity which is representative of the radio link quality.






where PR and N denote the power of the received signal and the power of the
thermal noise, respectively6. Since information is conveyed by base-band signals
modulating a high-frequency carrier, the spectral content of the received signal is
comprised of the contributions of data and carrier. Considering the simple case
of a single sinusoidal tone7 modulating an RF carrier signal (FM or PM, see App.
A), we shall define a link-budget for the carrier signal itself, indicated as S/N , and




J20 (β) · PT ·GT ·GR
LFS ·N0 ·Bc
(1.2)
where Jn is the n
th modified Bessel function of the first kind, β is the modulation
index, PT is the radiated power, GT and GR are the gain of the transmitting- and
receiving antenna, respectively, LFS is the free-space loss, N0 is the noise power
spectral density, and Bc is the bandwidth of the receiver set for reception of the
carrier signal (see App. B).




2J21 (β) · PT ·GT ·GR
LFS ·N0 ·Bdata
(1.3)
6The term N also comprehends the back-ground noise, whose contribution is specified by the
equivalent antenna temperature (see App. B).
7The chosen example might seems to have scarce practical relevance, since a single sinusoidal
tone can convey a very small amount of information. Nevertheless, by considering that a signal
can be thought of as made up of single sinusoidal tones (see Ch. 6), the developed theory can
be applied to a vaster category of signals.
8A more comprehensive treatment of the topic is given in App. B.
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where Bdata is the (two-sided) bandwidth of the receiver, set for proper reception
of the data, in this case the transmitted sinusoidal tone.9
It must be noticed that additional losses, not included in (1.2), and (1.3), have
also to be taken into account when dimensioning a radio link. These degradations
can be due to various causes, such as mismatching in the transmission lines (i.e.
transmitter-antenna or antenna-receiver), inaccuracy in the antenna pointing, and,
generally, some characteristics of the circuitry which are not modeled by the sys-
tem temperature.
A basic link-budget for the case of pure carrier signal for the ESA ground station
Cebreros is presented in the table 1.4. The general data are given in tab. 1.3. The
maximum distance Venus-Earth (1.7AU) was considered for worst condition case.






Tsys|dB 17.1 dBK 23.6 dBK
Table 1.3: General data for VEX essential X-Band link-budget for the Cebreros
ground station. (D is the diameter of the antenna dish, and Tsys is the system
temperature.)
9Choosing a value of β near to one lets the power of the information signal be mostly comprised
in the first sideband, so that the receiver bandwidth is minimized. See also App. A
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Up-Link Down-Link
PT 73.0 dBm 48.4 dBm
GT 66.5 dBi 37.0 dBi
GR 35.0 dBi 68.2 dBi
LFS 277.7 dB 279.1 dB
N0 −175.0 dBm/Hz −181.5 dBm/Hz
PR −103.2 dBm −125.5 dBm
SNR0 71.8 dBHz 56.0 dBHz
Table 1.4: VEX essential X-Band link-budget for the Cebreros ground station
(fU/L = 7.2GHz, fD/L = 8.4GHz). Distance: 1.7AU .
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Chapter 2
The Venus Radio Science
Experiment “VeRa” and
the Rosetta Radio Science
Investigation “RSI”
2.1 Fundamentals of Radio Science
The Radio Science method has established itself over the last decades as a unique
remote sensing technique for the study of some physical features of celestial bodies,
including the Earth. This technique allows scientists to investigate planetary at-
mospheres and ionospheres, gravitational fields, roughness and dielectric properties
of planetary surfaces and solar coronal plasma.
The experiment is conducted by letting the investigated object be on the radio
path between a transmitter and a receiver (typically a space probe and a receiving
ground station on Earth, respectively). It is based on the principle that a radio
frequency signal propagating through a physical medium will experience variations
of some of its parameters because of the interaction between the electromagnetic
waves and the medium itself. Information on the investigated object can therefore
be obtained by evaluating time-dependent changes of parameters of the received
radio signal. It is also possible to carry out a radio science observation when the
object of the investigation does not directly lie on the radio path between trans-
mitting and receiving antenna: this is the case for analyses of gravity fields, as
the gravitational forces acting on the satellite alter the transmitted signal, thus
allowing conclusions on the probed gravity field.
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The Venus Express Radio Science experiment VeRa1 is devoted to the study of:
• ionosphere: profiles of electron density vs. height above ground;
• atmosphere: profiles of temperature, pressure, and density as function of the
height above ground;
• surface: dielectric properties and roughness (on a length-scale comparable
with the signal wavelength);
• localized gravity anomalies;
• solar coronal plasma effects.
The almost polar orbit of Venus Express provides the opportunity to investigate the
temperature structure of the atmosphere at all planetocentric latitudes, including
day-night variations and signal absorption effects caused by gaseous components
such as H2SO4, CO2, and N2. ([45], [46]).
Among the objectives of the Rosetta Radio Science Investigation RSI are ([73]):
• the determination of the cometary mass and bulk density, gravity coefficients,
non-gravitational forces (gas-, and dust emissions);
• the determination of size and shape of the nucleus, its internal structure and
the electromagnetic properties of the surface;
• the study of the abundance of mm-to-dm-sized dust grains near the nucleus,
the inner coma plasma content, combined gas- and dust mass flux.
2.2 Instrumentation and operational modes
For the radio science investigation, the information about the inspected object is
contained in the variations of some parameters of the received RF signal, such as
frequency, amplitude, polarization, group delay. Such modifications,which are due
to the interaction of the transmitted RF signal with the explored medium2, allow
investigators to draw conclusions about the nature of the target of the observation.
Hence, it is evident that the most suitable probing signal to be used for radio
1(Venus Radio Science)
2In the case of the gravity experiment, the signature imposed by the mass of the investigated
object on the signal frequency (Doppler effect) can be regarded as the effect of an indirect
interaction between the transmitted RF signal and the medium.
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science is a pure sinusoid of constant amplitude and constant frequency. For this
reason, the VeRa- and RSI experiments exploit the RF carrier signal which is
normally used for communications between spacecraft and ground station, thus
relying on the spacecraft communication subsystem. In order to preserve spectral
cleanliness, all possible modulating signals (TM, TC or RNG data) have to be
switched off when a RS observation takes place.3
In a radio science experiment, the variations of the frequency of the received signal
represent a primary font of information. For this reason, besides guaranteeing an
adequately low system temperature of the receiver at the G/S,4 it is very important
to minimize the phase noise of the frequency source both at the G/S- and at S/C
side. On ground, the purpose is achieved by implementation of an Hydrogen Maser
which drives the local oscillator (LO). The frequency stability of the H2-Maser
is of the magnitude order of 10−15 (∆f/f , Allan Deviation, see App. C). On-
board, the needed stability of the frequency source is achieved by implementation
of an Ultra Stable Oscillator (USO, see App. D.1), whose Allan Deviation has
proved to be better than 4 × 10−13 for integration times comprised between 10 s
and 100 s for both, VeRa (see [43] and App. D.1), and RSI (see [73]). When a
radio science observation is performed, the relevant transponder switches from its
internal reference source, the TCXO (thermal controlled crystal oscillator), whose
stability ∆f/f = 10−9 is too poor for science purposes (see Ch.8), to the USO.
Originally, the VEX USO should have driven both transponders. However, during
the integration phase, some problems of electromagnetic compatibility have shown,
which resulted in the difficulty for TRSP#1 to achieve lock when the USO was
switched on. On the base of the troubleshooting activity, performed at the AS-
TRIUM facility at Toulouse, it was decided to connect the USO only to TRSP#2,
whereas the second output connector of the USO was terminated into a 50 Ω load
(see fig. 1.7) ([44], [66]).
On ground, the functionalities of the communication system have been enhanced
in order to support the radio science experiment. Besides the generation of the
up-link- and the reception of the down-link signal, the IFMS #1, #2, and #3
provide Doppler, Ranging, AGC 5, and Meteo data, which constitute the so-called
Closed Loop (CL) data. Furthermore, the IFMS equipment was augmented for
reception and recording of Open Loop (OL) data, which complement the CL data
3An exception to this rule is represented by the solar corona sounding experiment, when the
observable is the group velocity (see par. 2.3.2). In that case the modulation of ranging tones is
required.
4In each of the foreseen operational modes of the RS investigation, the employed RF signal is
received and stored on ground, independently of which the transmitting source is (S/C or G/S).
This concept will be clarified in the following.
5Automatic Gain Control, a circuitry which monitors the incoming power and tunes the value
of the amplification accordingly, in order to guarantee constant signal level to the receiver chain.
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for the radio science investigation. In particular, the IFMS#3 is dedicated to
Radio Science in order to provide special settings of the receiver.
For many observations the radio science experiments also rely on the ground
stations of NASA-JPL Deep Space Network (DSN). Some of these stations are
equipped with 70m dishes and the state-of-the-art receivers have a very low sys-
tem noise temperature (25K and 20K at X- and S-Band, respectively, [68]).
Four different configurations of the radio-link, known as transmission modes, were
specified by the radio-science team and made available by the ESA for the Radio
Science investigation. They are (see fig. 2.1):
1. ONE-S (One-Way Single) in which the S/C sends a down-link signal at one
frequency (S- or X-Band). In this mode the USO is the frequency reference
source.
2. ONE-D (One-Way Dual). The same as ONES, with D/L signal sent on both
frequencies.
3. TWO-S (Two-Way Single). This is a coherent communication mode, by
which an up-link signal is sent from the G/S, received on-board, frequency
converted, and transmitted back by the S/C. This mode is called coherent
because the transponder acts as a mirror, conserving the phase information.
In this case, the stability of the frequency reference source is governed by
the G/S H2-Maser (frequency stability ∆f/f ∼ 10−15).
4. TWO-D (Two-Way Dual). The same as TWOS, with D/L signal sent on
both frequencies.
2.3 Brief description of the Radio Science Ex-
periments
The basic idea of the radio science method –acquirement of information over remote
targets by evaluating possible modification of some parameter of a radio signal–
gives rise of a broad spectrum of possible applications, making radio science a very
versatile remote sensing technique. A variety of different physical media can be in-
vestigated by means of radio science by exploiting different observation geometries.
In the frame of the Venus Express mission, the VeRa radio science investigation is
comprised of four categories of observations, or experiments (see fig. 2.2). They
are:
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Figure 2.1: Transponder configurations and transmission modes of the satellite.
The Ultra-Stable Oscillator (USO) serves as on-board reference frequency source in
the One-Way modes. In the Two-Way modes the reference frequency is generated
by the G/S H2-Maser (frequency stability ∆f/f ∼ 10−15) ([45]).
• the occultation experiment (OCC), in which the object of the investigation
are the ionosphere and atmosphere of Venus (down to altitudes lower than
40 km above the surface). The occultation experiments, as the name sug-
gests, exploits a geometry in which the satellite, as seen from the Earth,
disappears behind the Venus at a certain point of its polar orbit and then
re-emerges from the opposite side of the planet. The transmission mode is
ONE-D.6
• the bistatic radar experiment (BSR), in which the object of the investigation
are the dielectric properties of the Venus surface and the roughness at a scale
comparable with wavelength of the employed radio signals. The observation
geometry requires the S/C antenna beam to be directed toward the planet
in such a way that the reflected signal can be collected at the Earth. Also
for the BSR experiment, as for the OCC experiment, the transmission mode
is ONE-D.7
6The transmission of two different frequencies allows separation of dispersive refraction effects
(caused by the ionosphere of the target planet) from the neutral atmosphere. After failure of the
S-Band link (see par. 1.3), the occultation observations have being performed in One-Way single
mode, exploiting the fact that at Venus the ionosphere and atmosphere are quite well separated,
(see par. 5.2.2, [72], [94]).
7S-Band failure was fatal for the BSR experiment, as the strong atmospheric absorption of
the X-Band signal does not grant levels of SNR which are suitable for the investigation.
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• the gravity experiment (GRA), in which the RF carrier signal sent by the
G/S is coherently sent back by the S/C (TWO-D). This experiments re-
quires the radio-path between satellite and ground station to be free in order
to evaluated the signatures impressed on the radio signal by gravitational
force.8
• the solar corona experiment (SCO), in which the Sun must lie on the radio-
path between satellite and ground station (within certain elongation angles),
so that the RF signal can propagate through the solar corona. Object of
the investigation is the the structure of solar coronal plasma. Transmission
mode is TWO-D.9
The Rosetta radio science investigation (RSI) exploits the same four observation
modalities, which allow the study of: ([73])
• cometary mass- and bulk density, gravity coefficients, moments of inertia,
non-gravitational forces. This suite of studies -based on the observation of
perturbations of the S/C orbit by means of Doppler- and Ranging data- falls
under the category of the gravity experiment;
• size, shape, and internal structure of the nucleus. These characteristics of the
cometary nucleus are observed by means of occultation experiments. Com-
paring repeated occultation profiles, carried out at different relative positions
between the S/C and the comet, the extension and the form of the occulting
nucleus can be determined. Furthermore, it is expected that the nucleus, or
at the least its external layers, will be penetrable by microwaves. This will
give the possibility to study the bulk refractive index of the nucleus.
• scattering properties of the nucleus : carried out by means of a bistatic radar
configuration;
• coma investigations. Scientific observation targets are:
– the abundance of dust grains; hereby the observables are the signal
attenuation (expressed as optical depth τ(λ)) and the Doppler shift of
the scattered signal. The optical depth at X-Band (λ = 3.6 cm) reveals
grains of the size of a few mm, whereas the differential optical depth,
8The effects of the S-Band failure on the GRA experiment depend on various parameters
which have to be analyzed in order to draw conclusions.
9S-Band failure was fatal also for the SCO experiment, since the S-Band signal is more
sensitive to the effects of charged particles.
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τ(3.6 cm)− τ(13 cm), where λ = 13 cm is the wavelength of the S-Band
signal, accounts for grains up to dm size. The experiment geometry is
of the type of an occultation experiment, The signal impinging on the
dust grains undergoes near-forward scattering, which implies a Doppler
shift and frequency spreading of the scattered signal w.r.t. the direct
signal (see paragraphs 5.1, and 4.3.2).
– the plasma content;
– combined gas- and dust mass flux: gas and dust impinging on the S/C
surface impress radial accelerations which causes orbit perturbations
detectable as Doppler shift of the received radio signal.
• solar corona; secondary science target. The experiment is conducted during










Figure 2.2: The four observation geometries of the Radio Science Experi-
ment“ VeRa”.
2.3.1 The “Gravity” Experiment (GRA)
The objective of the gravity experiment (GRA) is the investigation of anomalies
in the planet’s gravity potential in particular regions. The experiment is based
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on the Doppler effect,10 as the gravitational forces acting on the satellite contin-
uously modify the relative velocity11 of satellite and ground station. This results
in time-dependent variations of the frequency of the received radio signal, which
are evaluated in order to draw conclusions about the investigated gravitational
anomalies.
To the purpose of evaluating gravity data, at first a model must be developed,
which contains all known forces acting on the spacecraft. These are gravitational
forces, due to the field interaction of the spacecraft with the mass of celestial
bodies, and non-gravitational forces, i.e. the solar radiation pressure, due to the
collision of the sun photons with the spacecraft (mainly with the surface of the
solar arrays). From such a model is possible to calculated the expected frequency
shift of the received radio signal, the so-called predict, which is then subtracted
from the data. It is this difference, which is called frequency residual, that contains
the looked-for information, that is, the unknown localized gravitational anomalies
which are not comprised in the original force model.
The experiment is conducted in the two-way coherent mode (TWO-D), thereby
relying on the ground station H2-Maser as frequency reference source. The targets
are located in the proximity of the orbital pericenter for experiment sensitivity
reasons (minimum S/C altitude). The most important target of the VeRa GRA
experiment is “Atalanta Planitia”, a low basin measuring ∼ 1500 km in diameter
and 2 km in depth. Suitable orbits for GRA observations must be occultation-
free and well separated in time from solar conjunction periods, in order for the
gravitational signature exhibited by the frequency of the received signal not to
be affected by spurious effects. The experimental method is sensitive to velocity
changes as small as ∼ 10µm/s which can be interpreted as localized gravity effects
and can contribute to the understanding of effects like mantle dynamics ([45], [46]).
2.3.2 The “Solar Corona” Experiment (SCO)
The solar corona is the outer, highly ionized part of the Sun’s atmosphere, ex-
tending millions of kilometers into space. The coronal structure is highly variable
over time and characterized by coronal holes, coronal streamers and rapid outburst
events like Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). The Solar Corona experiment (SCO)
is executed in order to investigate the structure of solar coronal plasma during the
planetary superior conjunction phase (see fig. 5.1). The transmitted radio signal
experiences a frequency shift during its journey through the coronal plasma. The
magnitude of the frequency shift is related to a quantity called “Total (Columnar)
Electron Content” (TEC), which represents the electron content of a column with
10The Doppler effect is the change in frequency of a wave, which an observer in motion w.r.t.
the source would perceive.
11The difference of the velocity vectors of S/C and G/S considered in the same inertial frame.
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a base surface of 1m2 and extending between transmitting and receiving antenna
for the length of the optical path of the signal. Typically, the TEC is measured in
hexems (1 hexem = 1016 electrons pro m2, [46]).
As for the occultation experiment (see par. 5.2.1), the measurement is based on the
different length of the optical path experienced by the signal w.r.t. the propagation
in free space. Under the assumption of straight-line propagation in medium, the




(n− 1) dl , (2.1)
where l0 is the signal path through free space. Variations of the travelled optical
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For a ionized medium, the index of refraction is related to the signal angular





For ω >> ωp, which is for planetary and interplanetary plasma usually the case,
eq. (2.4) can be expanded in series. By neglecting the contribution of higher
order terms, the index of refraction can be expressed as: (dropping the explicit
dependence on ω)












where Ne is the electron number density ([1/m
3]) of the medium, e is the electron
charge, me is the electron mass, and ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant, eq. (2.5)
can be rewritten as:
n = 1− 40.3 ·Ne
f 2
, (2.7)
where f = ω/2π is the signal frequency, and the numerical constant 40.3 has the
dimension of [m3/s2]. Combing eqs. (2.3), (2.2), and (2.7) one obtains for the








Ne(l) dl , (2.8)
where Ne depends on the optical path l, which extends between S/C and G/S,
and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The integral
∫ G/S
S/C
Ne(l) dl is the looked-for
TEC, so that the observed Doppler frequency shift is proportional to the changes
in the electron content of the observed region of the medium.
The total frequency shift experienced by the transmitted signal will also con-
tain non-dispersive contribution due to the motion-related Doppler shift (classical
Doppler effect). The difference ∆f between the received frequency f and the














Ne(l) dl , (2.9)
where dl/dt is the rate of change of the distance between spacecraft and receiver
(relative velocity). The first term on the right-hand side of eq. (2.9) is the classical
Doppler shift (linear in f0 in first order). Making use of two coherently transmit-
ted down-link frequencies allows one to separate non-dispersive effects from the
plasma-induced frequency changes. In the case of VEX and Rosetta, the constant
transponder ratio for the coherent dual frequency link is 880/240 = 11/3. Indicat-
ing with subscripts S and X respectively S- and X-Band, the differential Doppler





















































The dual frequency measurement thus provides the time derivative of the TEC
and, by integration, the variations of the plasma density.
The absolute value of total electron content can be determind from the differential
propagation delay (group delay) between both D/L frequencies (ranging signals)
as ([73]):










Ne(l) dl , (2.11)
where τS and τX are the propagation delay of the S-Band- and X-Band signal,
respectively.
The two methods have different sensitivities: assuming a frequency uncertainty of
10mHz in eq. (2.10) (worst case conditions: distance: 1.7AU , G/S: NNO, see
[43]) leads to an uncertainty of 10−4 hexem, whereas an uncertainty of 1ns in the
measurement of the group delay in eq. (2.11) implies an uncertainty of 10−1 hexem.
As mentioned in par. 1.3, the deterioration of the S-Band link caused solar corona
measurements to be canceled, so that only the first SCO observation campaign
could be successfully executed.
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Chapter 3
The Radio Science Simulator
(RSS)
In this chapter the Radio Science Simulator (RSS) will be briefly introduced. This
is a software package which was conceived and developed at the Institute of Space
Technology at the German Armed Force University in Neubiberg (Munich) as a ba-
sic computational tool for the analysis, planning, execution, and data evaluation of
the Radio Science investigation ([39]). The data analysis software tools developed
in the frame of this work are closely related to the RSS as either they exploit many
of the computation functionalities of the RSS, or they need calculation from the
RSS as input (for instance the prediction of the expected atmospheric frequency
shift of the received signal during the mission), or even develop the RSS further
by new functional blocks.
3.1 Concept & lay-out of the Radio Science Sim-
ulator
The RSS code is written in a MATLAB R©/Simulink R© environment and runs on
the same platform. The central characteristic trait of this SW tool is its modular
assembly, which allow maximum flexibility for enhancement and further develop-
ment. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the structure of the RSS: the blue blocks represent
independent pieces of SW (modules) which analyze different aspects of the exper-
iment; they communicate by means of the storage arrays (yellow blocks), which
serve as input/output units for the various modules. The coordination of the mod-
ules is provided by a priority factor assigned to each module. This guarantees the
correct execution order of the modules.
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3.1.1 Modules of the Radio Science Simulator
Hereafter the core modules of the simulator are described.
Time-Module
The first block of the RSS to be executed is the “Time-Module”. As in a digital
circuit, where each state transition of the elements happens on the edges of a
clock signal, the simulation runs in step triggered by the MATLAB internal clock,
which is capable of variable step size. The current value of the time step is added
to the cumulative sum whose first element is the start time of the simulation,
given as input in Julian Date (see after) format. The obtained time information
is distributed to the other computation blocks.
Orbit-Module
The second block in order of execution is the “Orbit-Module”. Position and ve-
locity of the S/C around the target planet/celestial body are calculated at each
simulation step also by taking into account the influence of the sun, planets and
moons in the solar system and other effects, such as the solar wind. In order
to increase the accuracy in all cases when not all intervening elements can be
simulated, as for instance the spacecraft wheel off-loading maneuver, besides au-
tonomous calculation, the orbit module is provided with the capability of reading
and interpolate on a database providing the state vector of the S/C. This is the
case for the Rosetta and Venus Express missions, where the simulations executed
by the RSS are based on the orbit files provided by the ESA.
Ephemeris-Module
By means of the “Ephemeris-Module” is possible to obtain current position and
velocity of defined celestial bodies of the solar system during the simulation. The
calculation is based on the JPL DE 405 model of JPL (for a reference list see
[86]). Effects of the finite propagation velocity of the light are accounted for, so
that at each simulation step the Ephemeris-Module provides the RSS with the
correct position vectors between S/C and G/S. This is achieved by means of a
recursive calculation: first the propagation time for a given position of the bodies
is computed; then the position of the bodies is updated to the elapsed time; after
that the new propagation time is calculated; this leads to a new position and so
on, until the algorithm converges within a specified error value.
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Occultation-Module
This block calculates the interruptions of the visibility between S/C and G/S due to
an interposed celestial body, typically the target planet. Thanks to the possibility
of setting a variable step size for the simulation, the “Occultation-Module” can
provide the exact time instant for the beginning (ingress) and the end (egress) of
an occultation, this is, the time instants at which the line-of-sight between S/C and
G/S strikes the outer limb of the atmosphere of the chosen planet (or the planetary
disk), coming from the outer space or from behind the planet, respectively.
Ray-Correction-Module
Purpose of this module is the calculation of the required pointing of the S/C an-
tenna in order to let the sent radio signal reach the G/S after propagation through
the atmosphere of the interposed planet during an occultation event. It exploits the
method of ray tracing technique applied on a model atmosphere derived by Jenkins
from the Magellan Venus mission ([56], [62]). The data set implemented in the RSS
assumes a spheric-symmetric atmosphere with increasing value of refraction index
from outside toward the center, discretized in layer of 1m thickness. Due to the
refraction in the atmosphere, the radio signal sent by the S/C is continuously bent
in the atmosphere (see Ch.5). Adopting the perspective of the geometric optic,
for each given position of the S/C along its orbit, the “Ray-Correction-Module”
computes the bending angle of the relevant “ray” and the consequent antenna
pointing ([79]).
Bistatic-Radar-Module
For each given position of the spacecraft- and ground station in the reference sys-
tem, the “Bistatic-Radar-Module”, or “BSR-Module” performs the computation
of the coordinates of the “specular point”1. The set of all specular points which
can be seen during the observation slot forms a “specular track” on ground. Con-
sidering this line as the subsequent positions of a single running point, it is possible
to define a velocity of the specular point on ground, which has to be considered for
the computation of the expected frequency shift in the bistatic radar experiment
(see par.4.11).
1The “specular point” is the geometric point on the surface of the investigated celestial body
which, under the assumption of “specular reflection” (the reflection angle equals the incidence
angle) reflects the incoming wave in the direction of the G/S. (See pars.4.1, and 4.2)
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Attitude-Control-Module
The “Attitude-Control-Module” transform the computed antenna pointing, pro-
vided either by the Occultation-Module or by the Bistatic-Radar-Module, depend-
ing on the experiment which has been simulated, in a time series of quaternions,
which are written in a file and derived to the ESA for check and implementation
on-board. In addition to that, the Attitude-Control-Module is capable of optimize
the pointing in reference to given illumination constraints (see par.1.1.3), that is,
the S/C is rotated around the antenna boresight in order to obtain the best illu-
mination conditions while simultaneously keeping the required pointing (see also
([68])).
Doppler-Module
The “Doppler-Module” is in charge of the computation of the expected Doppler
frequency shift due to the relative motion between the transmitting- and the re-
ceiving antenna. The computation accounts for relativistic effects, which can not
be neglected at the implicated velocities ([47, 40]). (See also par. 4.11). This
block also provides the RSS with the functionality of the prediction of the ex-
pected media-induced frequency shift, whose calculation is based on the pointing
provided by the Ray-Correction-Module. Both, straight-line- and atmospheric
predict are used as input for the Open Loop software (see 7.1.1)
3.2 Time Bases and Reference Systems
A clear understanding and a correct usage of the large variety of the conventional
time- and reference systems is indispensable for each space mission ([40]). The
RSS can handle different frames and time bases and the relevant transformations,
needed to convert quantities from one system to another. A short overview of
some of them is given hereafter.
3.2.1 Time Bases
A time-standard defines a strategy for time measuring; it can define the time unit
and the time rate, a specific epoch, or a time scale, thus specifying a method for
measuring divisions of time. Among the conventional time standards which are
commonly in use (see fig. 3.3):
• Julian Date (JD) The interval of time in days and fractions of a day since





Figure 3.1: Lay-out of the RSS (part a)
• Modified Julian Date (MJD) Since the JD on January 1, 2000 had al-
ready grown to 2, 451, 545 days, taking into account that the precision of
usual computers is nowaday 15 decimal digits, the achievable accuracy in
time is ms ([86]). In order to obtain better time resolution, it was retained
sensible to reduce this number by subtracting the amount of days reached
to a certain date, or epoch, i.e. November 17, 1858, at 00 : 00, so that
MJD = JD2400000.5d. In the RSS a MJD is used, which refers to January
1, 2000, at 12:00. (See 8.2.6).
• Ephemeris Time (ET) A former standard astronomical time scale adopted
in 1952 by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) and superseded in
the 1970s. Ephemeris time was proposed in order to overcome the drawbacks
of irregularly fluctuating mean solar time; it was a first application of the
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Figure 3.2: Lay-out of the RSS (part b)
concept of a dynamical time scale, in which the time and time scale are
defined implicitly, inferred from the observed position of an astronomical
object via the dynamical theory of its motion.
• Universal Time (UT1) Medium solar time with constant average length
of the day of 24 hours. Variations in the Earth revolution and rotation result
in a not constant length of the second.
• International Atomic Time (TAI) Practical realization of a uniform time
scale measured on the Earth surface by means of atomic clocks; the unit of
TAI in the SI2 is seconds ([s]).
• Global Positioning System (GPS) Reference time of the American satel-
lite navigation system; introduced at the beginning of operations, runs par-
2International System of Units, Systme international d’units.
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allel to TAI.
• Terrestrial Time (TT) Terrestial Time, formerly Terrestrial Dynamical
Time (TDT). Uniform time scala with a constant difference to TAI. TT is
the independent variable of geocentric ephemerides. TT replaced Ephemeris
Time (ET) in 1984.
• Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) Time standard based on atomic
clocks measurements, as for TAI, but corrected by leap seconds, in order to
maintain the time difference to the UT1 system within 0.7 s. It is: TAI =
UTC + LS, where LS is the sum of all introduced leap seconds.
• Terrestrial Time (TCG) Geocentric Coordinate Time TCG represents the
time coordinate of a four dimensional reference system and differs from TT
by a constant scale factor.
• Barycentric Dynamic Time (TDB) Relativistic coordinate time3 scale
applied to the solar-system-barycentric reference frame. It was first defined
in 1976 as a successor to the (non-relativistic) former standard of ephemeris
time (ET).
• Barycentric Coordinate Time (TCB) Coordinate time standard used
as independent variable for all calculations pertaining to orbits of planets,
asteroids, comets, and interplanetary spacecraft in the Solar system. It is
equivalent to the proper time experienced by a clock at rest in a coordinate
frame co-moving with the barycenter of the Solar system: that is, a clock
that performs exactly the same movements as the solar system but is outside
the system’s gravity well. It is therefore not influenced by the gravitational
time dilation caused by the Sun and the rest of the system, as for the TDB
time scale.
• Dynamical Time Scale for the JPL DE 405 Ephemeris (Teph) During
the years 1984 - 2003 the time scale of ephemerides referred to the barycenter
of the solar system was TDB. Since 2004 this time scale for the JPL DE 405
ephemeris was be replaced by Teph, which is approximately equal to TDB,
but not exactly. On the other hand Teph is mathematically and physically
equivalent to TCB, differing from it by only an offset and a constant rate. In
the RSS it is assumed: Teph ∼ TDB, as this is within the required accuracy .
3In the theory of relativity the time is not an independent variable but the fourth coordinate
of a four-dimensional reference system. The time specified by the time coordinate is referred to
as coordinate time in order to distinguish it from proper time, which is time measured by a single
clock between events that occur at the same place as the clock. Coordinate time depends not
only on the events but also on the motion of the clock between the events.
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Figure 3.3 shows the difference in seconds among the mentioned time-standards.
Figure 3.3: Difference in seconds among different time-standards from 1950 to
2020 ([85]).
3.2.2 Reference Systems
The position of an object in space is given through its coordinates, which express
the distance of the object from the origin of a specified reference system.
As main inertial reference system, the RSS makes use of the International Celestial
Reference System (ICRS), the current standard celestial reference system adopted
by the IAU. This is a frame centered in the barycenter of the solar system, whose
axes are intended to be “fixed” with respect to space. The ~X axis is directed
toward the vernal point ; the plane it forms together with the ~Y axis is the same
plane of the Earth equator in the year 20004. Therefore this reference system is
called “BC J2000 EME”: BC stands for barycentric, and J2000 EME stands for
Earth Mean Equator on January 1, 2000.
The position of some objects of interest could be specified in a “local” frame, rather
than in the BC J2000 EME, as, for instance, the position of the feed of the High-
Gain-Antenna of the spacecraft, which is known in the reference frame centered
in the S/C. Another example is the position of the ground station antenna feed
4Due to axial precession and nutation the position of the equatorial plane w.r.t. the ecliptic
plane changes over time.
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on the Earth, or the location of the specular point (see 4.1) on the surface of the
target planet, or some points of interest in an occultation entry or exit (see 5.1).
All this points are specified in not inertial frames, as, for instance, a planetocentric
reference system. Such a frame has its origin in the center of a considered planet
and proper orientation, specific for each planet. It is fixed with the planet, so
that objects on the surface on the planet don’t change their coordinates due to
the motion of the planet in space. An example of planetocentric reference system
is the International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS).
In order to perform vector summation, all vectors of a system must be expressed in
the same frame. The RSS is provided with opportune libraries for the conversion.
3.2.3 Reference frame and time basis of input data
Of central importance when processing the data is the homogeneity of reference
frames and time bases in the whole processing chain.
Along with the raw data, whose time stamps are specified in UTC ([55]), the Open
Loop data processing software assumes as input the straight-line- and atmospheric
frequency predicts delivered by the RSS. These are, in turns, based on the ESA
orbit files, as mentioned in par. 3.1.1, where the S/C state vector is specified in
the J2000 inertial reference frame, with Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB) as
independent variable ([20]). The RSS converts all times in UTC format for the
computation, but delivers the frequency predicts with time in the TDB format.
Therefore, after input acquisition, a conversion from TDB to UTC takes place in
the OL SW, which, analogously to the RSS, operates in UTC.
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Chapter 4
The Bistatic Radar Experiment
4.1 The concept of the “Bistatic Radar” exper-
iment
The bistatic radar experiment (BSR) is devoted to the study of surface character-
istics in regions of special interest. By aiming the main high-gain antenna of the
spacecraft toward the “specular point” on the target body, it is possible to receive
and measure the reflected power at the ground station as the spacecraft moves
along its orbit. Estimates of the dielectric constant can be derived from the eval-
uation of the power received in two orthogonal polarizations and comparison with
Fresnel reflection coefficients. From the dielectric constant (and suitable modeling)
it is then possible to estimate the density of the surface material. Furthermore,
frequency dispersion of the echo signal provides information about the roughness
of the surface, whose rms slope can be determined at horizontal scales from a few
tens- to some hundreds of wavelengths ([87]).
Figure 4.1 illustrates the Deep Space Network (DSN) ground station configuration
for bistatic radar experiments: four independent channels allow reception, sam-
pling, and recording of echo signal in both polarization senses for S- and X-Band.
It is possible to implement the bistatic radar geometry with at least three different
S/C attitudes, which are called “pointings”. These are the specular-pointing, the
spot-pointing, and the inertial-pointing ([86]).
In the specular-pointing mode, at each given time t0 the S/C antenna bore-sight is
directed toward the specular point on ground, i.e. the point which gives specular
reflection in the direction of Earth. As the relative position of the involved bodies
(target planet, S/C, and G/S) changes during the experiment, the S/C is contin-
uously steered while flying over the region of interest, in order to let the antenna
beam follow the specular point on ground. The specular points line up in a track
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Figure 4.1: DSN ground station configuration for bistatic radar experiments: by the
implementation of four independent receivers the system is capable of coherently
sampling and recording signal at S- and X-Band at both, right- and left circular
polarization (RCP and LCP, respectively). ([88]).
on the surface of the planet, which is called “specular track”.
Instead of following a line of specular points on ground, in the spot-pointing con-
figuration the antenna beam is kept on the observation target on the surface for
the whole duration of the pass, while the back-scattered echo signal is collected at
the Earth.
The inertial-pointing is used when no slew maneuvers can be executed during the
observation. In this case the antenna is pointed toward the planet surface at the
beginning of the experiment and the S/C remains in the same attitude for the
whole duration of the pass. The initial pointing direction must guarantee that the
target point is contained in the track formed by the projection of the antenna beam
on ground and that it will be met by the radio signal at the proper incidence angle,
i.e. the angle which causes the reflected signal to propagate along the direction of
the Earth.
In the frame of the VeRa investigation, bistatic radar observations are conducted
in specular-pointing mode from positions in the orbit which are located in the
vicinity of the pericenter, as the distance between S/C and planet is minimal. The
proper S/C attitude, which shall take into account the refraction of the radio sig-
nal in the Venus atmosphere, is computed by the VeRa team by means of the RSS
(see par.3.1.1). ([68], [45], [46]).
The same observation configuration is implemented in the Rosetta mission for
the study of the surface properties of the nucleus at comet 67P/Churyumov-
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Gerasimenko. In addition, evaluation of some signal spectral features, such as
Doppler shift and spectral broadening, will contribute to the investigation of
cometary dust (see par. 2.3).
The case of BSR at Churyumov-Gerasimenko requires particular attention, as the
small angular moment of the comet imposes particular conditions on the received
signal. Details are given in the paragraph dealing with the algorithm for calcu-
lation of the expected Doppler frequency shift for bistatic radar observations (see
par.4.5.1).
4.2 Experiment geometry
In a down-link1 bistatic radar configuration, the bore-sight of the spacecraft an-
tenna is pointed toward the observation target at the planet surface and transmits
an opportune RF signal. Proper antenna pointing makes it possible to receive the
reflected echo signal at the Earth ground station.
Fig. 4.2 show the bistatic radar geometry in the plain formed by the probe, the
center of mass of the target planet, and the receiver. The position of a general
scattering point at the planet surface in the planetocentric coordinate system is
given by the vector ~s, whereas vectors ~t′ and ~r′ respectively denote the positions
of transmitter and receiver in the same frame.
Fig. 4.3 shows the general scattering geometry in the case of electromagnetic
radiation impinging on a locally homogeneous and isotropic surface. In the ideal
case of a perfect smooth surface, specular reflection would occur. In this case the
incidence plane and the observation plane2 coincide, that is, φa = 0. The scattering
angle is called reflection angle and equals the incidence angle, that is, φs = φi (see
App. E).
4.3 Power frequency spectrum of echo signal
In order to infer surface properties from the echo signal, a physical optics model is
put at the base of the VEX BSR investigation. This kind of models assume that
the reflecting surface is homogeneous and isotropic, that it is gently undulating on
dimensions equal to or larger than the radio wavelength λ of the transmitted RF
1Bistatic configurations for radar observations offer the possibility of two different imple-
mentations, namely up-link and down-link, depending on which of the two involved antennas is
sending or receiving. ([87])
2Respectively, the plane containing the wave vector of the incident radiation and the vector
normal to the surface of incidence and the plane containing the wave vector of the scattered
energy and the vector normal to the surface of incidence.
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Figure 4.2: Two-dimensional geometry for a bistatic radar observation (down-link
configuration). In the planetocentric reference system, positions of transmitter
(S/C) and receiver(G/S) are given by vectors ~t and ~r, respectively. The S/C
flies with velocity ~v. Transmitter- and receiver positions w. r. t. the general
scattering point, determined by the vector ~s, are given by ~t′ = |~t − ~s|, and ~r′ =
|~r − ~s|, respectively. The incidence angle is φi; the scattering angle is φs. The
azimuthal angle φa between the incidence plane and the observation plane (see text
for definition) is not shown. In the case of specular reflection, the two planes
are the same (φa = 0) and scattering (reflection) angle equals the incidence angle
(φs = φi). ([87])
carrier signal, that subsurface scattering is negligible, and that the surface radius
of curvature is large with respect to λ (“tangent plane” approximation), ([87]).
In this way, the experiment can be regarded as “quasi-specular”, that is, surface
elements in the vicinity of the specular point are assumed to have tilt angles and
orientations such as to reflect the incident radiation toward the Earth. Therefore,
the echo signal is comprised of the coherent summation of the fields reflected by the
single scatterers, since the phases of the component fields are narrowly distributed
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Figure 4.3: General scattering geometry for locally homogeneous and isotropic sur-
face. ~ki and ~ks are the wave vectors of the incident and scattered wave, respectively.
φa defines the angle between the incidence plane and the observation plane (see text
for definition). The conditions φa = 0 and φi = φs define “specular” scattering
(specular reflection). ([87])
around the phase of the echo from the specular point.
Fig.4.5 shows the frequency spectrum of a time average of the signal received
during a VEX BSR experiment on 15th June, 2006. The spectrum of the received
echo signal shows three typical characteristics:
• Doppler-shift or frequency drift;
• dispersion, or spectral broadening;
• echo strength.
4.3.1 Doppler-shift
The Doppler-shift of the echo signal spectrum is a time-dependent quantity. It
depends on the continuous variation of the length of the radio path which goes
from the spacecraft to the specular point and from the latter to the ground station
as the satellite proceeds along its orbit. Referring to the geometry described in








It must be considered that, besides the reflected signal, it is very common during a
BSR experiment to receive signal directly radiated by a side-lobe of the spacecraft
antenna in the direction of the ground station. Similarly to the echo signal, also
the direct signal will show a time-dependent Doppler shift with respect to the
nominal frequency of the transmitted carrier frequency. Referring to the geometry







By looking at eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), it can be seen that spectral contributions from
echo signal and direct signal are separated and both drifting apart with respect to
a fixed reference.
4.3.2 Spectral broadening
Frequency dispersion of the echo signal is due to the fact that the reflected energy
is made up of the sum of single reflections arising from many elementary scatterers
surrounding the theoretical specular point in the footprint of the antenna beam.
Any surface element contributing to the echo involves a different radio path (the
geometrical path from S/C to reflector and from reflector to Earth, neglecting
atmospheric/ionospheric bending effects), whose change rate slightly differs from
the other ones. This causes each echo contribution to exhibit a different Doppler-
shift, which results in a spectral broadening of the total echo signal. In the case
of a perfectly conducting planetary surface with Gaussian roughness statistics,
uniformly illuminated by both antennas, the width of the bell-shaped spectrum of
the echo is directly proportional to the rms surface slope ξ: ([87])
B = 4
√
(ln2) · V ξ
λ
· cosϕ (4.3)
where B is the half-power width of the echo, V is the velocity of the specular point
on ground, ϕ is the incidence angle, and ξ is the adirectional rms surface slope in
radians. ξ is a very important parameter for characterizing planetary surfaces.
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4.3.3 Echo strength
The amount of signal power received at the G/S from the reflection is given in the










where PT is the transmitted power, GT is the gain of spacecraft antenna in the
direction defined by ~t and ~s, σ0 is the specific radar cross-section of the illuminated
surface S, GR is the gain of the receiving antenna in the direction defined by ~r
and ~s. The integration is performed over the surface S which is mutually visible
from both transmitter and receiver.
In practice, there is an “effective” scattering area Aeff which is responsible for
most of the quasi-specular echo. If the transmitting- and receiving antennas do
not illuminate the whole surface, but cover the effective area, then eq. (4.3) is
still a good approximation. In the case of backscattering (mono-static radar), the
effective area is a spherical cap of radius reff within which the elementary scatterer
are conveniently oriented for specular reflection. In fig. 4.4, the angle φi is the
tilt angle required to the ith facet in order to give maximum contribution to the
backscattering. The effective area is then given by: ([87])
Aeff = π r
2
eff (4.5)
Referring to fig. 4.4, for modest rms slopes (ξ ∼ 0.1 radian) is: ([87])
reff ∼
{
2RP ξ hr >> RP
2hrξ hr << RP
(4.6)
In the case of bistatic radar, the oblique incidence deforms the projection of the
beam onto the surface into an ellipse of radial and transverse half axes ar, and at,
respectively, and approximate area:
Ai ' π ar at (4.7)
.
In this case, the reduction in the received power can be estimated from the ratio
of eq. (4.7) to eq. (4.5).
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Figure 4.4: Two-dimensional geometry for estimation of “effective” scattering area
for mono-static radar. RP is the planet radius, hr is the radar distance from the
surface, ~s is the vector from center of the planet to the ith elementary scatterer, ~t is
the vector from the ith elementary scatterer to the radar, φi is the tilt angle required
to the ith facet in order to give maximum contribution to the backscattering, and,
finally, reff is the radius of the considered effective area. ([87]).











Typically, the intensity of the received echoes ranges from tenths of zeptowatts
(zW ) to hundreds of zW , where 1 zW = 10−21W ([90]).
4.4 Estimate of the dielectric constant of the plan-
etary surface
The estimation of the dielectric constant from radar returns is instrumental in the
characterization of the material(s) forming the soils object of the investigation.
Since the dielectric properties of many kinds of natural materials are known, it is
possible to infer about the composition of the probed terrains from the estimate
of the dielectric constant. The scattering process, however, results from a variety
of concomitant factors which have to be understood and modeled in order to
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Figure 4.5: Example S-Band power density spectrum from the VEX-VeRa BSR ob-
servation of June 15, 2006 (right circular polarization). The 1024-points 100 kHz
spectrum is the average of 976 individual power spectra collected within an inter-
val of 10s centered at time 01:56:16, when the specular point was in a plains area
northwest of Maxwell Montes. The surface echo, identified by the horizontal bar
over 38-47 kHz, is spread over a bandwidth of about 10kHz. Within the echo win-
dow a narrow carrier signal propagating directly from the spacecraft is visible at
43 kHz. In order to compute the echo strength, the baseline noise power density N0
is calculated from the spectral regions on either side of the echo (identified by hor-
izontal bars over 10-37 kHz and 53-88 kHz, respectively). The signal was acquired
by DSN (see fig. 4.1). ([90]).
draw reliable conclusions. First of all, depending on materials, density, mixing
ratio, humidity, and, to a minor extent, temperature and frequency, have influence
on the value of the complex dielectric constant ([11]). In addition to this, the
morphology of the illuminated terrains plays an important role in the shaping of
the echo power spectrum. By considering that the characterization of a surface
as “smooth” or “rough”, or the determination whether the reflection is ruled by
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“surface scattering” or “volume scattering” are relative to the adopted wavelength,
it is evident that caution has to be adopted when inferring physical properties of
the observed areas from spectral features of the radar echoes.
In the following, the case of Gaussian scattering law (scattering from a deep,
gently undulating surface with Gaussian statistics and autocorrelation function)
will be assumed. This allows reflectivity (and, therefore, dielectric constant3) and
roughness to be determined independently to a first order ([87]), since the total
received power is only weakly dependent on slopes ([97]).
4.4.1 Reflection coefficients
When specular reflection occurs at a plane boundary between physical media of
different refraction index, a fraction of the power of the incident signal is trans-
mitted through the interface with a different propagation direction (refraction)
and the remnant power is reflected back in the half-space of provenience under
the same angle of the incident wave. Fresnel’s coefficient relate the amount of
transmitted and reflected power to the incidence angle and to the dielectric and
magnetic properties of the involved media (see App. E).
In the special case of a planetary bistatic-radar experiment, at first neglecting plan-
etary atmospheric/ionospheric contributions, one of the involved media is vacuum,
whose relative dielectric and magnetic constants are unitary. Furthermore, except
for special cases of terrains with magnetic features, the relative magnetic perme-
ability of the planet crust can be considered to be unitary, as well. Under these


















where the subscript “⊥” was substituted by the subscript “H” for horizontally
polarized waves and the subscript “‖” was substituted by the subscript “V ” for
vertically polarized waves. When ε is complex (conductivity of the involved ma-
terials > 0), RH and RV are complex quantities. In case of circularly polarized
wave investing the observed surface with incidence angle θi 6= 0, θB , where θB is
3Reflectivity relates the received power to the dielectric constant through the Fresnel reflection
coefficients (see eq. (E.7)).
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the Brewster angle (see App.E), the reflected wave will exhibit circularly polarized









where “SC” stands for same circulation sense and “OC” stands for opposite cir-
culation sense. Therefore, when specular reflection occurs, the reflected power is
proportional to the incident power through the Fresnel’s coefficients (squared). As-
suming right circular polarization for the radiated signal, the power of the reflected
signal in both polarization senses is given by:
PRCP = |RSC |2 · Pi (4.13)
PLCP = |ROC |2 · Pi (4.14)
where RCP and LCP stand for Right-Circular-Polarization and Left-Circular-
Polarization, respectively, and Pi indicates the incident power at the reflecting
surface. Consequently, computing the ratio of the power received in both po-
larizations allows direct calculation of the dielectric constant, as the observation
geometry is known. Figure 4.6 shows the dependence of ε on the incidence angle φ
for different values of the ratio of the received power, whereas figure 4.1 illustrates
the Deep Space Network (DSN) ground station configuration for bistatic radar ex-
periments: four independent channels allow to receive, sample and record signals
in both polarization senses for S- and X-Band.
As an example, figure 4.7 shows spectrograms of received S-Band signals from
the VEX-VeRa bistatic radar observation at Maxwell Montes on June 15, 2006.
In order to keep the signal in the displayed bandwidth a tuning offset of 29kHz
was introduced at 01:57, causing the discontinuity in the signal tracks. The left
panels represent time sequence of power density spectra of RCP- and LCP received
signals (top, and bottom, respectively). The right panels show the time sequence of
magnitude and phase of the cross-spectrum (top, and bottom, respectively), which
is the product of the Fourier Transform of the RCP signal times the conjugate of
the Fourier Transform of the LCP signal.
The phase of cross-spectrum is of particular importance as it is sensitive to complex
values of the dielectric constant, so that it is possible to asses whether the inspected
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Figure 4.6: Contours of RCP/LCP power ratio vs. incidence angle φ and dielectric
constant ε, ([89]).
region contains conducting materials or not. In the lower right panel, emerging
from the background noise, the clear signature of the phase spectrum attests the
coherency of the RCP and LCP echoes, thus confirming the validity of the quasi-
specular assumption. Time variations of the phase difference between the RCP-
and the LCP echo signal are due to the spacecraft rotation around the antenna
bore-sight4, plasma effects, and differences in the electronics of the two receiving
chains ([90]). Such a slow phase drift would anyway not prevent the recognition
of abrupt phase changes which would occur in the transition from non-conductive
to conductive terrains and vice versa. Spectral broadening of the echo signal is
also evident, particularly when compared with the sharp signature of direct RCP
carrier signal, radiated by a side-lobe of the spacecraft high-gain antenna (upper-
left panel). Unfortunately, RCP echo signal drops consistently at about 02:00 in
correspondence of Maxwell Montes, compromising the ability to conclude about the
dielectric constant in the region of interest. An anomaly in the S-Band transmitting
chain on the S/C side (see par. 1.3) prevented further BSR observations, since,
due atmospheric absorption in the Venus atmosphere, the X-Band echo results too
weak for definitive conclusions to be drawn.
4The S/C rotation is imposed by the thermal protection policy. The maneuvers do not affect
the pointing, as the spaceraft rolls around the antenna bore-sight.
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Figure 4.7: Spectrograms of S-Band echo signals received during the VEX-VeRa
bistatic radar observation at Maxwell Montes on June, 15th 2006. Upper-left and
lower-left: RCP- and LCP time sequence of power spectra, respectively. Upper-
right and lower-right: time sequence of magnitude and phase of the cross-spectrum,
respectively. Color bars represent signal power in units of zeptowatt (zw) per
97.7Hz frequency bin (1 zw = 10−21W ) except for the lower-right panel, where
the side color bar represents phase values in radians. (Signal acquired by DSN).
([89]).
4.5 Computation of expected Doppler
frequency shift of echo signal
Besides accurate determination of the position of the specular point during the
flight and precise calculation of the relevant spacecraft attitude needed to follow
the specular track on ground (see par. 4.1), the successfully execution of a bistatic
radar experiment also depends on proper settings of the receiving systems at the
ground station. In particular, the determination of the receiver bandwidth is of
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central importance for the correct reception and sampling of the echo signal. To
this purpose, the expected bandwidth occupation of the received surface echo must
be evaluated. Among the spectral characteristics of the reflected signal described
in paragraph 4.3, those which are relevant to this analysis are the Doppler fre-
quency shift- and shift rate of the received echo signal.5 In order to perform this
calculation, a new module of the RSS was developed, the “Bistatic Radar Doppler
Module”.
The frequency shift of the reflected- and direct signal is due, as foreseen by the
Doppler effect, to the time changes of the distance traveled by the signal during
the propagation, as in (4.1) and (4.2). Nevertheless, when high velocities are
implied, as in space applications, relativistic effects can not be neglected ([47]). For
this reason a more comprehensive formula was adopted, which takes into account
also the effects of the General Relativity. Considering a signal transmitted by a
platform S at the frequency fS, a receiving platform E will measure a frequency
fE for the same signal because of the Doppler shift
6. Considering the geometry of





1− n̂ · ~βE + 12 |~βE|
2 − ΦE/c2
1− n̂ · ~βS + 12 |~βS|2 − ΦS/c2
(4.15)
where subscripts S and E denote the transmitting and the receiving platform,
respectively. The direction from S to E is given by the unit vector n̂, which
is oriented in the direction of the signal propagation; ~β = ~v/c, where ~v is the
coordinate velocity of the platform and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The
last terms in numerator and denominator of the right side of (4.15) account for
the effects of General Relativity: Φ is the gravitational potential of the relevant




where G is the gravitational constant, M the mass of the planetary object, and r
the distance from the reference point.
The Doppler frequency shift experienced by the transmitted signal upon reception
5Spectral broadening of the echo signal contributes only for a small percentage of the total
bandwidth occupation.
6Coordinates and vectors are given in the barycentric inertial frame (see 3.2).
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can therefore be calculated as:








1− n̂ · ~βE + 12 |~βE|
2 − ΦE/c2
1− n̂ · ~βS + 12 |~βS|2 − ΦS/c2
]
(4.17)
In order to perform the calculation of the vector ~β and the gravitational potential
Φ, needed to determine the resulting Doppler shift, the reference system and the
time basis must be carefully considered when defining the observation geometry.
Each vector must be defined at the relevant time (transmission time does not
coincide with reception time, which includes the calculation of the light-time) and
all vectors must be defined w.r.t. the same reference system or transformed before
performing vectorial summation. Furthermore, all velocity vectors must be added
accordingly to relativistic summation (see par. 3.2).
Figure 4.8: Geometry for computation of Doppler frequency shift as in eq. (4.15).
4.5.1 Implementation of the “BSR Doppler Module” in
the RSS
The path of reflected signal was divided into two segments: from the spacecraft to
the planet surface and, after reflection, from the surface to the ground station on
Earth. The specular point was considered as receiver in the first segment (called
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“up-link”, for analogy with common G/S- to S/C transmissions) and as trans-
mitter in the second segment (called “down-link”). The total Doppler shift was
calculated as the sum of both contributions. The calculation of the frequency shift
of the direct signal from the S/C was also implemented, in order to use it as a
reference for the reflected signal. Fig. 4.9 shows the relevant geometry, with each
vector being considered at the appropriate time. To this regard, transmission from
the S/C and reflection at the specular point were considered to happen simulta-
neously at t = t0. The assumption is justified by the small distance between S/C
and planet during the experiment. As an example, an average distance of 1000 km
(which is quite conservative) would produce a time error of 3.3̄ms, which would
not significantly alter position- and velocity vectors of the specular point at the
surface. Similarly, reflected- and direct signal are considered to arrive simultane-
ously at the G/S at t = t1, as the difference in the length of the traveled paths is
negligible.
Considering the up-link path (from S/C to the specular point), the vectors ~β for




























The second term on the right-hand side of eq. (4.19) describes the velocity of the
specular point in the inertial frame, which is due to the rotation of the planet
around its axes and to the sweeping of the spacecraft antenna beam across the
planetary surface. This second contribution can be computed as the time derivative






PSi aligned along the
specular track at each considered time.
For the down-link path (from the specular point to the /GS), the vector ~βS is the
same as in eq. (4.19) (as the specular point becomes the transmitter for the D/L














Position of celestial bodies at each time is calculated by the RSS “Ephemeris Mod-
ule”, as described in Ch. 3.
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Figure 4.9: Geometry for the computation of the Doppler frequency shift of echo-
and direct signal in the BSR experiment. All vectors are expressed in J2000 EME
reference system, whose origin is located at the barycenter of the solar system.
All times are specified in TDB. Transmission from the S/C and reflection at the
specular point are assumed to be concurrent at t = t0. Similarly, reflected- and
direct signal are considered to arrive simultaneously at the G/S at t = t1. Dashed:
Earth position at t = t0.
From considering eqs. (4.1), (4.2), and (4.19) follows that the spectral separation
of the echo signal from the direct signal radiated via an antenna side-lobe is mainly
due to the rotation of the target celestial body on its axis. In the case of the Rosetta
bistatic radar experiment at the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the small
angular momentum of the comet will result in the spectral closeness of direct signal
and echo. A coarse evaluation of the frequency shift ∆f of the echo w.r.t. the





with vtang the magnitude of tangential velocity of a point on the surface, and λ the
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wavelength of the probing RF carrier signal. Assuming for the comet a spherical
shape of radius r = 2 km, and a rotation period T = 12h (see [61]), and considering
X-Band signal (λ = 3.6 cm) yields ∆f ' 8Hz.
In this case, the implementation of an ultra-stable oscillator (USO) on-board guar-
antees very high stability of the frequency source, which is required in order to
separate spectral contributions by large integration times of the received signals.
Besides the mentioned time approximation, a second simplification was made re-
garding the bending effect of the Venus atmosphere on the signal. In the computa-
tion of the Doppler frequency shift (as well as in the determination of the specular
point on ground) the presence of the atmosphere was not considered. The effects
of the simplification are illustrated in fig. 4.10: in the hypothesis of homogeneous
plane atmospheric layers, the effective outgoing ray (vector
−→
HI) is parallel to the
fictive one (vector
−→
FG). As a consequence, the main lobe of the effective outgoing
radiation is displaced from the computed one.7 This is not of concern: considering
an offset on ground of 100 km (displacement between the computed specular point
and the effective one, length of the segment DH) and a distance Venus- Earth of
0.5AU , this would result in a angular offset of ∼ 0.36 seconds of arc, which is a
fraction of the 3dB−aperture of the antenna at S-Band in the magnitude order of
10−5. (The same applies for X-Band, as the two D/L frequencies have the ratio
3/11.)
After separate calculation of the ~β vectors and of the gravitational potentials
for each individual signal path, up-link and down-link frequency shifts were put
together in order to obtain the total Doppler frequency shift of the echo signal.
The relationship (4.17) was also applied to the calculation of the frequency shift of
the direct signal. From eq. (4.17) follows: fE = fS −∆f ; by substituting ∆f/fS
with PUL (for the up-link case), with PDL (for the down-link case), or with PDLdir
(for the direct signal from the S/C) in the relationship (4.17), three quantities were
separately calculated:
fEdir = fS · (1− PDLdir) (4.22)
fEUL = fS · (1− PUL) (4.23)
fEDL = fEUL · (1− PDL) = fS · (1− PUL) · (1− PDL) (4.24)
7The radiation arising from the reflection on ground is regarded as an antenna pattern given
by the scattering function of the illuminated surface.
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Figure 4.10: Ray path approximation in the geometry used for the calculation of
the specular point for the bistatic radar experiment at Venus. Two signal paths
are displayed, with- and without consideration of atmospheric effects. Two plane
homogeneous atmospheric layers with refraction index n1 and n2 are considered in
the computation of the ray path from point A to point G through the specular point
located in D. The ray path without atmospheric effects goes from point A to point
I through the specular point located in H.
In order to apply the relationships from (4.22) to (4.24), the frequency of the USO-
driven S/C carrier, fS, must be evaluated. This was made by interpolation over
a look-up table, filled up with values from observations carried out throughout
the mission during occultation seasons. Final result of computation of Doppler
frequency shift of the echo signal w.r.t. direct signal, fEDL − fEdir , is shown in fig.
4.11. The calculation was performed for the BSR experiment of June 15, 2006,
in order to compare the simulation with the data obtained from the experiment
shown in fig. 4.7. Both figures show the frequency signature of the echo signal
w.r.t. the direct carrier signal, which was steered to a constant frequency by the
down-conversion process. The direct carrier signal is located at about 42 kHz in
the spectrogram of the received RCP signal (upper-left of fig. 4.7), whereas in the
simulation it is centered at 0Hz (not shown). Furthermore, the signal tracks of the
data in the spectrograms of fig. 4.7 are broken at 01:57 because of the introduced
tuning offset of 29kHz, as mentioned. The simulation shows the Doppler shift
of the echo signal coming from the geometric specular point, without considering
reflections from the surrounding illuminated area. As a consequence the frequency
signature is represented by a line, whereas real data show dispersion around the
signature of the specular point.
Comparison of fig. 4.11 with fig. 4.7 shows good agreement of the computation
with the measurement.
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Figure 4.11: Expected Doppler frequency shift for the VEX BSR experiment on
June 15, 2006. Direct carrier signal is centered at origin of frequency axis (not
shown). Simulation exhibits consistency w.r.t. data shown in fig. 4.7.
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Chapter 5
The Radio Occultation Method
5.1 The “Occultation” Experiment
The probing of planetary (or terrestrial) ionospheres and/or atmospheres by means
of radio signals exploits the variation of the value of the refractive index along the
signal optical path in the investigated medium (media), since it reflects itself on
time-dependent changes of some signal parameters. Generally, it is possible to
observe either modifications of the refractive index of the same portion of the
medium, observed over time (i.e. ground-based radar observation of the terrestrial
atmosphere, [84]), or a time series of consecutive observations of different regions
of the investigated medium, each one characterized by a different value of the
refractive index, which is assumed to be stationary; hereby the dependency of
the refractive index on the position is translated into time-dependent variations,
which, therefore, can be evaluated in the received probing radio signal. The latter
approach is at the base of the occultation method, which exploits the transit of the
investigated medium across the line-of-sight connecting transmitting- and receiving
antenna.
Typically, the occultation geometry is a bistatic configuration, which is carried out
by means of spaceborne applications for one- or both of the involved radio systems.
The VEX-VeRa occultation experiment (OCC) is performed in the one-way trans-
mission mode (see par.2.2): the spacecraft transmits a down-link carrier signal,
which, after transit in the Venus atmosphere, is received by the NNO G/S1.
1The draw-back of the two-way in occultation experiments is the necessity to reestablish the
radio-link coherency after the deep occultation phase, when the level of the on-board received
signal begins to increase over the sensitivity threshold of the receiver (∼ −146 dBm for both,
X- and S-Band; narrow-band acquisition. [16]), thus missing on a portion of the measurement.
On the other hand, the one-way radio-link presents the disadvantage of a less stable frequency
source (USO vs. H2-Maser, see par. 2.2); however, this is not of concern: even if two orders of
magnitude larger than the frequency stability of the G/S maser, the frequency stability of the
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The occultation measurements are performed in so-called “Earth occultation” con-
stellations. In this observation geometry, the spacecraft-to-Earth communication
link is interrupted by the planet itself. Throughout the mission, the relative po-
sitions of Earth and Venus varies continuously leading periodically to so-called
“Occultation Seasons”. Each occultation season lasts about two to three months
depending on the planetary constellation, as shown in fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.2 shows the
latitudinal distribution of the Earth occultation ingress and egress points as a func-
tion of time for the nominal and extended mission periods. An occultation pass
can last up to 50 min. depending on the orbital/geometrical configuration among
spacecraft, Venus, and Earth ([45]). The maximum occultation times occur in the
middle of the occultation season, when VEX passes diametrically behind Venus
and the ingress/egress points are essentially at the Venusian poles (diametric oc-
cultation). Although the coverage is best at northern polar latitudes, occultations
occur at all planetocentric latitudes over both hemispheres ([46]).
Figure 5.1: Nominal mission overview in the Sun-Earth fixed coordinates. Arrows
define orbital plane (perpendicular to the planetary disc) and direction of the S/C
motion along the orbit. Red- and blue bars mark Solar- and Earth occultation,
respectively. Local time at ascending node is also specified (LTAN). ([96]).
USO meets the specified accuracy requirements ([43]).
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of planetocentric latitudes for occultation ingress (blue)
and egress (red) at the planetary disk for the nominal (orbits 0-550) and extended
(orbits 551-1000) Venus Express mission. ([46]).
In a typical occultation pass, as the satellite approaches the planet, the down-link
signal from S/C to the G/S consecutively penetrates interplanetary space, plane-
tary ionosphere, and neutral atmosphere. This represents the “ingress” phase of
the pass. The reverse sequence, as the S/C emerges from behind the planetary
disk, is called the “egress” phase. The interaction with the planetary media al-
ters the transmitted radio signal by impressing time-dependent variations on its
parameters. By evaluating the received signal is then possible to derive vertical
profiles of planetary atmospheric- and ionospheric parameters.
During an occultation pass, the very dense atmosphere of Venus with its associated
strong density gradients causes continuous refraction of the transmitted RF carrier
signal. As a consequence, in order to compensate the bending angle –which would
deviate the emerging signal away from the Earth– special S/C attitude maneuvers
must be executed, which result in a continuous steering of the spacecraft high-gain
antenna.
The proper S/C attitude, which allows occultation observations and which is dif-
ferent for each occultation pass, is computed by the VeRa team by means of the
Radio Science Simulator (RSS), a dedicated software tool which was developed by
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the VeRa team in order to support the Radio Science investigation (see Ch.3).
The physical behavior of the Venus atmosphere has also the effect that it can only
be sounded to a minimum height of approximately 33 km, the so-called “super-
refraction height”. Here the curvature of the ray path approaches the curvature
of the planet’s surface (atmosphere). ([68], [45], [46]). (See par. 5.2).
5.2 Measurement principle
The purpose of an occultation experiment is the retrieval of the refractivity µ, with
µ = (n− 1)× 106, and n refractive index, as a function of the radial distance from
the center of the planet, r.
The refractivity is a key parameter for the investigation of both, ionosphere, as
it is related to the electron number density, and neutral atmosphere, since µ is
proportional to the number density of the different constituents of the atmosphere
(see eq. (5.16)).
As the ideal gas law relates pressure, temperature, and number density of the gas
(see eq. (5.17)) and since hydrostatic equilibrium applies very accurately through-
out well-mixed atmospheres, it is possible to derive the vertical structure of the
neutral atmosphere from the refractivity profiles ([23], [56], [46], [94]).
Continuous refraction of the radio signal in the investigated atmosphere causes
the wave vector to follow a curved trajectory in medium. If spherical symmetry is
assumed, the refractive index is function only of radius r (radial distance from the
origin of the planetocentric coordinate system). In this case, the experiment can be
described by means of a bi-dimensional geometry, where the involved parameters
are described in the plane formed by the spacecraft, the ground station, and the
gravity center of the reference planet.
Figure 5.3 show the experiment geometry in a Venus-centric coordinate system
(z, x), along with the relevant parameters: the refraction angle α, the impact pa-
rameter a , and the distance of closest approach r0. These parameters are to be
understood in the context of geometric optics, where they can be put in relation-
ship with the perturbations of the frequency and amplitude (the observables) of
the probing signal, which are caused by continuous refraction in the transected
medium.
For radial variations on a scale large compared with the radio wavelength, the
radio waves propagate locally as in a homogenous medium but follow paths that
can be determined by ray optics ([23]). Referring to the geometry shown in fig.
5.3, where the (z, x) plane is the plane containing S/C, G/S, and Venus at a given
moment in time, the asymptotes of the considered ray, that is, the tangents to
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Figure 5.3: Geometry used for calculation of an electromagnetic wave refraction in
the Atmosphere of Venus during an occultation. Ray path closest approach distance
r0 and deflection angle α are related to the impact parameter a (asymptote closest
approach distance) and index of refraction n(r). The (z, x) coordinate system is a
planetocentric coordinate system. ([46])
the curved ray in the transmission- and reception directions, cross each other over
the point of closest approach, given by the vector ~r0, forming the refraction angle
α. The distance of both asymptotes from the center of the planet is the impact
parameter a. Knowing position and velocity of the S/C, G/S, and planet at each
time, it is possible to relate the Doppler frequency shift of the received signal to
the refraction angle α and impact parameter a.
In the method proposed by Fjeldbo ([26], [27]) for the evaluation of the Mariner
V occultation data, and re-elaborated by Eshleman ([23]), and later by Häusler
([45], [46], [47]), the measured Doppler shift is related to the projection of the
spacecraft- and ground station velocities –given in the Venus reference frame– onto
the ray asymptotes. Referring again to fig. 5.3, considering a stationary Earth and
planet, parallel rays from the Earth, and the S/C outside the atmosphere, so that
both impact parameters have the same length, the frequency residual ∆f , which





· [vx sinα + vz (1− cos α)] , (5.1)
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The quantities in eq.(5.1) are time-dependent: the variations of the retrieved fre-
quency residual reflect the variations of the refraction angle while the RF carrier
signal propagates through the sounded atmosphere. From eq. (5.1) follows that
the sensitivity of occultation measurements to the variations of α (minimum value
of α which can be resolved) is dictated by the uncertainty of the retrieved frequency
residual. Whereas the evaluation of the accuracy attainable in the computation
of the frequency residuals is object of Ch. 8, a quick estimate of the experiment
sensitivity is given in par. 5.2.1.
The time series of the values of α, obtained by evaluating the time-dependent
frequency residual in (5.1), enter a second equation, which relates the bending
angle to the impact parameter a:
a = Rs cos(γ − α) , (5.2)
where Rs is the S/C distance from the origin of the reference system, and γ is the
angle between the asymptote at the Earth side and Rs. The values of ~vS/C rel, Rs,
and γ can be determined from spacecraft tracking data, station location informa-
tion, and precise planetary ephemerides. Thus a measurement of ∆f as a function
of time establishes both α and a as functions of time. From these it is possible to
form α(a), the ray bending angle as a function of the impact parameter ([23]).
Based on general principles of optics ([8]), Fjeldbo et al. ([27]) showed that deter-
mining the refractive index profile from α(a) is a special case of Abelian integral
inversion. For a ray path through the atmosphere, it can be shown that for a
radially symmetric atmosphere the asymptotic bending angle α is related to the











with r the radius from the planet center to the ray.
Inverting equation (5.3) yields the refractive index as a function of the atmospheric
height (radius) ([27], [23], [46]):







Eq. (5.4)2 gives the value of the refractive index for a particular value r01 of the
radius r as a function of a1, which is a particular value of the impact parameter





the refractive index can be determined as a function of the radius from the ray
bending angle, which in turn is determined from the Doppler frequency measure-
ments ([23]).
The inferior limit for the radial distance is given by the height of critical refraction,
or super-refraction, when the radius of curvature of a horizontal ray is equal to the
distance to the planetary center of mass ([27]). This fixes the maximum probing
depth at Venus to r − RV ∼ 33 km, with RV = 6051.8 km. As we will show
later (see par. 7.2.1), VeRa can perform atmospheric sounding down to depths
comprised in the range of 36−35 km, achieved by means of the OL data processing
software.
5.2.1 Actual optical path
The “optical path” of an electromagnetic wave propagating in a medium is a
fictive path, larger than the actual traveled path, as it accounts for the effect of
the reduction of the propagation velocity w.r.t. vacuum.
The ratio between the speed of light in vacuum, c, and the speed of light in a







· √µ ε = √µr εr = n (n > 1 ⇔ c ′ < c) , (5.6)






where lm is the curved path followed by the wave in the medium (actual path).
The frequency shift considered in eq. (5.1) is an approximation. Actually, there
are two causes for the phase difference experienced by the received signal w.r.t. the













vacuum, as shown by eq. (5.7): the different propagation path (which is curved and
not straight), and the variations of the refractive index along this path. Therefore,
a more accurate solution shall consider integrating the refractive index along the
actual traveled path.








where l0 is the straight-line path followed by the wave in vacuum. This leads to a
phase difference ∆φ which is given by:










where λ is the wavelength in vacuum. The correspondent frequency shift w.r.t.












with dr the elementary radial distance. From the Bouguers Rule ([26]), a =




















The approximated expression of the frequency residual shown in eq. (5.1) can be
derived from the exact relationship (5.13) under the assumption of small changes
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of the optical path in the atmosphere ([79]). Applying eq. (5.10) to eq.(5.13) yields









vz (1− cos α)
λ
(5.14)
which corresponds to eq.(5.1).3
Experiment sensitivity
As already mentioned in par. 5.2, the sensitivity of the experiment depends on
the sensitivity to the variations of the refraction angle α, which is dictated by the
accuracy attained in the calculation of the frequency residuals.
For very small values of the bending angle near the top of the atmosphere/ionosphere,
at X-band frequencies (λ = 3.6 cm), assuming in (5.1) vx ' 8 km/s, and vz ' 0,
and a residual frequency noise of the order of 1mHz (see Ch. 8), we obtain for
the angle increment ∆α:
∆α ' 5× 10−9 (rad) , (5.15)
(see also [46]). Near the top of the atmosphere/ionosphere, based on an observation
interval of 1 s, this deflection angle can be transformed via an Abel transform into
a refractivity error of the order of ∆µ ≤ 103, ([46]).
5.2.2 Atmospheric Profiles
The refractivity profile µ(h) as a function of the altitude h is determined by the
local state of the neutral atmosphere and the electron density distribution Ne(h)
in the ionosphere as ([94]):
µ(h) = −C3 ·
Ne(h)
f 20
+ C1 n(h) k, (5.16)
where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38065(26)× 1023[J/K−1], [70]), n(h) is the
vertical distribution of neutral number density, C3 = 40.31[m
3/s2], and fo is the
frequency of the radio signal. The first term in eq. (5.16) describes the effect of the
3Relativistic effects are being treated in [47], including also effects from the General Theory
of Relativity.
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ionospheric electron density. The neutral number density is related to the refractiv-
ity profile through the constant factor C1, which depends on the composition of the
atmosphere. This proportionality factor has the value C1 ∼ 1312×10−6[Kms2/kg]
for an atmospheric composition of 96.5%CO2 and 3.5%N2 ([24], [94]). At Venus,
the ionospheric contribution is much weaker than the one from the neutral atmo-
sphere. It has been observed from the evaluation of closed-loop data from VEX
occultation passes that the neutral and ionized regions are well separated in alti-
tude, the atmospheric term dominating below about 100 km, the ionosphere above
100 km ([72], [94]).
Pressure, temperature, and neutral number density of an atmosphere are related
through the ideal gas law ([94]):
p(h) = k · n(h) · T (h) (5.17)
Since hydrostatic equilibrium is very accurate throughout a well-mixed planetary
atmosphere, height profiles of pressure and temperature can be derived directly










n(h′) · g(h′) dh′, (5.18)
where m̄ represents the mean molecular mass of the mixed neutral atmospheric
species, and g(h) the altitude-dependent acceleration of gravity ([64]). The inte-
gration parameter Tup = T (hup) represents the temperature at the upper boundary
of the detectable atmosphere.





Fig. 5.4 show a typical temperature profile, retrieved from CL data obtained
during the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY234-2006, orbit #123, at latitude
71◦ N, derived with three different upper boundary temperature conditions of 170,
200, and 230K. Regardless of the upper boundary condition, all three profiles
converge to the same temperature distribution below 90 km. The temperature
shows a constant cooling (lapse rate) of −10K/km within the cloud deck below
60 km. The inversion at 62 km marks the tropopause, the transistion from the
troposphere to the mesosphere. On average, the temperature is isothermal (233K)
within the upper cloud deck up to 75 km, but displays significant fine structure,
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a series of small inversions, with amplitudes larger than the measurement error
([72]).
Figure 5.4: Typical temperature profile, retrieved from CL data obtained during
the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY234-2006, orbit #123, at latitude 71◦ N,
derived with three different upper boundary temperature conditions of 170, 200, and
230K ( [72]). (Comments: see text).
Fig. 5.5 shows a temperature map based on 12 temperature profiles from the
southern hemisphere obtained during the third occultation season during nighttime
from DoY 116-2007, to DoY 146-2007). Some typical characteristic of the Venusian
atmosphere are apparent in this map. The most striking feature is the presence of a
strong inversion layer at a pressure level near 100hPa (' 60−70 km) that becomes
apparent in the latitude range between 60◦- and 80◦ latitude. This inversion layer
corresponds to the “cold collar” region (see [94]).
5.2.3 Signal Attenuation: Absorption and Defocusing-Loss
Besides refraction effects, a planetary atmosphere of neutral gaseous molecules
and atoms exhibits also absorptive radio effects ([23]). Both affect the amplitude
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Figure 5.5: Nighttime temperature in the southern hemisphere for the third oc-
cultation season. Local times range from 22:30 at low latitudes to 05:00 at high
latitudes. Contour map is based on measurements from 12 occultations in the
interval DoY 116-146, 2007 ([94]).
of the received signal. Since the effects of refraction are contained also in the
frequency signature of the received signal, it is possible to calibrate them out in
order to compute absorption profiles as function of altitude from the observed
signal attenuation.
Defocusing-Loss
The gradient of the refractive index with respect to the radius and the assumed
spherical symmetry spread rays forming the antenna beam in the plane of occulta-
tion. By defocalizing the probing signal, the atmosphere acts as a diverging lens.
The resulting effect is an attenuation τ of the received signal w.r.t. the vacuum







where D is the distance from the spacecraft to the crossing of the asymptotes.
Therefore once the refraction angle as function of the impact parameter has been
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retrieved (α(a)), it is possible to calculate the defocussing loss and subtract this
quantity from the total attenuation of the received signal in order to estimate the
dispersive absorption in the atmosphere.
Eq. (5.20) is an approximate expression. A more accurate analysis of defocusing
effects is afforded in ([64]). Here, besides the energy spreading in the plane of
refraction, another effect is considered: the compression of the rays in the plane
perpendicular to plane of refraction. Fig. 5.6 shows that the signal energy crossing
the surface of the annulus of inner radius a is distributed on the annulus of inner
radius r. In order to calculate the effect of the phenomenon on the received signal
strength, a correction factor has been considered, which corresponds to the ratio
of the two radii: φ1 = a/r. Depending on which radius is larger, φ1 accounts for a











Figure 5.6: Geometry for the computation of the defocussing loss factor φ1 ([81]).
In order to account also for the effects of defocusing in the plane of refraction (that
is, the effects of the differential refraction of the rays contained in the antenna
beam), a second corrective factor, φ2, is considered in [64]. Fig. 5.7 shows that
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the distance ∆a vertically separating incident rays is spread over the distance ∆r

















Figure 5.7: Geometry for the computation of the defocussing loss factor φ2 ([81]).
The overall defocussing-loss-factor is, therefore:

















By means of the retrieved values of refraction angle α, impact parameter a, and
distance between S/C and asymptotes crossing point D, a profile of the defocusing
loss as function of the height above ground can be calculated by means of eq.
(5.20), or eq. (5.23).
4Fig. 5.7 considers an up-link configuration: incident, parallel rays transmitted by the G/S
(left-hand side) are received by the S/C (right-hand side) after differential refraction in the
atmosphere. The considered geometry applies also for the down-link case, which is obtained by
swapping the positions of S/C and G/S in the figure. In this case, the transmitted incident rays




In order to estimate absorption effects in the investigated atmosphere, the com-
puted defocusing loss profile must be subtracted from the attenuation curve of the
received signal. Fig. 5.8 shows the results obtained from CL data collected during
the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY196-2006, orbit #85.
The measured signal attenuation (red curve) can be compared with predicted
defocusing loss (blue curve, dashed), and computed defocusing loss (blue curve,
continuous) from formula (5.20). The difference between the measured attenuation
and the defocusing loss yields the absorption profile (green curve, continuous).
Figure 5.8: Comparison of measured signal attenuation (red curve) with predicted-
(blue curve, dashed), and computed (blue curve, continuous) defocusing loss from
formula (5.20). The difference between the measured attenuation and the defocus-
ing loss yields the absorption profile (green curve, continuous), whereas the dashed
green curve represents a model-based prediction of the absorption loss ([60]).
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5.2.4 Spatial Resolution
In the adopted geometric optics approach no diffraction effects are considered.
Therefore the spatial resolution of the atmospheric probing is given by the exten-
sion of the first Fresnel zone in the crossed medium. Due to the assumed spherical
symmetry (radial refraction gradient), the Fresnel zone is flattened in the plane of
refraction and undisturbed from its free space value perpendicular to this plane,
that is, the effect of refraction is that of changing the section shape of the Fresnel
zone from circular to elliptical. The result is an improved altitude resolution in
regions for which defocusing is larger.












where λ is the wavelength, d is the distance from the transmitter (S/C) to the
atmospheric reference point, and b is the distance from the planet to the receiver
(G/S). The second factor on the right-hand side of eq. (5.25) represents the de-





For X-band frequencies (λ ∼ 3.6 cm) and for typical distances (d = 10.000 km),
the horizontal diameter of the Fresnel zone –which is approximately the horizon-
tal resolution– is 2 rH ∼ 1200m. Considering a defocusing loss of 25 dB at a
sounding altitude of ∼ 40 km, applying eq. (5.25) leads to values of the vertical
resolutions at low altitudes 2 rV ∼ 66m ([46]). Special techniques, such as “wave
back-propagation” have been developed to recover the complete refractivity pro-
file at resolutions an order-of-magnitude better than the Fresnel scale ([50]). The
techniques also provide a means of deciphering multipath propagation ([57], [52];
see par. 7.2.2).
5.3 Data kind and data acquisition
The primary observables in an occultation experiment are the received signal phase
and amplitude. Two different techniques are used for the signal acquisition on
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ground: the “Closed Loop” (CL) mode and the “Open Loop” (OL) mode (see figs.
5.9, and 5.10).
Figure 5.9: Principle scheme of a “Closed Loop” receiver. The elements shown are
defined in the text.
The CL receiving system makes use of a Phase-Lock-Loop (PLL) circuit in order to
track the incoming RF radio signal. The phase of the received signal can be directly
recovered from the error signal which drives the local oscillator (LO) of the PLL,
whereas its squared amplitude (peak power) is recorded by an Automatic-Gain-
Control (AGC) circuitry.5 The inherent characteristic of a closed-loop tracking
system on the one hand makes it possible to extract information from the incom-
ing RF signal in real-time but on the other hand makes the CL receiving technique
not suitable for low sounding altitudes, which are characterized by large values of
attenuation (absorption and defocusing), and signal dynamics. In fact, the PLL
is not capable of maintaining the“lock-status” when the degradation of the SNR
and the shift rate of the signal frequency exceed the constraints imposed by the
system bandwidth (BW) of the PLL.6 (Attenuations > 50 dB and frequency shift
5The LO of the PLL is called “VCO” (Voltage-Controlled-Oscillator): it is steered by a
voltage error signal which arises from the comparison of the phases between incoming signal and
oscillator signal. In order to reduce the dynamics of the error signal, the VCO is provided with
the information about the expected straight-line Doppler frequency shift (the frequency shift
induced by the relative motion between S/C and G/S).
6Signal attenuation and signal dynamics impose conflicting constraints on the system band-
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Figure 5.10: Principle scheme of a “complex” coherent receiver. The quantities
shown are defined in the text. ([68]).
rates up to 2 kHz/s are expected for the received signal as atmospheric-induced
effects for deep occultation passes in the case of the VeRa experiment.)
These limitations are overcome in the OL mode by avoiding the tracking process at
all. The incoming RF signal is simply heterodyned to base-band by feeding the LO
with the nominal carrier frequency and prediction of the expected motion-induced
frequency shift. A proper setting of the system bandwidth and sampling rate must
guarantee the recovery of the full signal dynamics: the looked-for information –no
longer available in real-time, as it is in the CL receiving mode– shall be contained
in the recorded samples, even when masked by thermal noise. The advantage of the
OL system w.r.t. CL is to have signal recorded through the whole occultation pass,
which implies the possibility to extract the information from noise by application
of suitable post-processing techniques.
Similarly to the case of Bistatic Radar, it is evident that numeric simulations are
of central importance also for the Occultation experiment, as the settings of the
receiver system at the G/S are based on the prediction of the expected frequency
width: on the one hand the BW should be reduced to maintain a given value of the SNR when
the incoming signal starts to fade out; on the other hand it should be increased when the shift
rate of the frequency of received signals increases. Since signal attenuation and signal dynamics
boost happen simultaneously as soon as the spacecraft signal enters the investigated atmosphere,
it is not possible to meet a trade-off in the settings of the receiver.
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and amplitude of the incoming signal.
In order to recover both amplitude and phase of the base-band signal, coherent
reception is implemented (see fig. 5.10). This kind of approach can be illustrated
starting from an analog signal represented in complex form:
s(t) = Re{sc(t)} = Re{A(t) ejφ(t) ejωc(t)} =
= Re{A(t) cos[ωc(t) + φ(t)] + j A(t) sin[ωc(t) + φ(t)]} (5.27)
where s(t) is the incoming radio signal, ωc the carrier angular frequency, and A(t),
and φ(t) the looked-for observables of the experiment, that is, the time-varying
amplitude and phase of the base-band signal, respectively. The complex signal
associated to the real signal s(t) is called the “analytic signal”7:
s+(t) = A(t) ejφ(t) ejωc(t). (5.28)
The base-band component of the analytic signal is:
s(t) = A(t) ejφ(t), (5.29)
which in Cartesian form is:
s(t) = a(t) + j b(t), (5.30)










The real- and imaginary parts of s(t), i.e. a(t) and b(t), are called the “base-band
analogue components” of the RF signal. They are also known as the “in-phase”,
and the “quadrature” components, respectively, as they differ by a constant phase
off-set of 90◦.
The down-conversion which removes the carrier frequency is carried out by splitting
the incoming RF signal into two paths and multiplying each of them by LO signals
7The apex “+” is due to the fact that the spectrum of such a signal has only positive frequency
components (see par. 6.1.7).
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which have the same frequency but a phase off-set of 90◦. The product shifts the
spectrum of the RF signal by an amount which equals the frequency of the LO
signal (i.e. fLO) in both directions of the frequency axis. Low-pass filtering allows
recovering the lower replica under the assumption that the bandwidth of the RF
signal is less than the LO frequency, that is: BW < fLO. Eventually, both base-
band analogue components of the RF signal are obtained as output of the low-pass
filtering process of each channel. They can be digitized and stored separately.
Actually, coherent sampling is achieved at the NNO G/S by a different implemen-
tation: the signal is digitized directly after down-conversion to IF. A sampling rate
(slightly larger than) twice the Nyquist bandwidth guarantees that each second
sample belongs to the quadrature channel. Further operations after analog-to-
digital conversion are merely numeric: the samples are down-converted to base-
band by removing the IF frequency and the predicted straight-line Doppler fre-
quency shift, filtered, decimated, and stored (see fig. 5.11). Eventually, the OL
raw data consist in two sets of orthogonal samples, I[n] and Q[n], the in-phase
sequence, and the quadrature sequence, respectively. (Brackets represent index
notation, as usual for discrete-time signals.) The implemented sampling rate is
100ksample/s, which allows to cope with signal dynamics less smaller than 50kHz.
As in the case of analog signals, both sequences can be combined in the complex
notation:











and s+[n] is the analytic sequence associated to s[n], with s[n] = A[n] cos(ωc n +
φ[n]) (see eqs. from (6.49) to (7.6)). The input data to the open loop software is
represented by the sequence s+[n] expressed by eq. (5.32).
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Figure 5.11: Block scheme of the ESA New Norcia IFMS (Intermediate Frequency
and Modem System) Open Loop receiver. ([1])
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Chapter 6
Elements of Signal Processing
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with a short overview of the
theoretic concepts exploited in the development of the open loop data evaluation
software (OL SW).
Basic notions of signal theory, relevant for the evaluation of the data –such as
linear systems, spectral analysis and filtering, modulation, Hilbert transform– and
their counterpart in the theory of discrete-time signals, are introduced respectively
in paragraphs 6.1, and 6.2).
The need for a clear understanding of the above mentioned concepts results evident
by considering that:
• the information to be extracted from the received signal presents itself as a
narrow-band1 signal modulating amplitude and phase of the received S/C
RF carrier (→ modulation);
• in carrying out mathematical operations on the signals, the processing SW
exploits the complex signal notation (→ Hilbert transform); the availability
of the information needed for complex representation is guaranteed by the
implementation of coherent reception at the G/S (→ linear systems);
• the signal is down-converted to base-band (→ modulation) and filtered (→
spectral analysis and filtering);
• the signal is digitized after down-conversion to IF (see par. 5.3), so that the
input for the OL SW is represented by numeric sequences (→ discrete-time
signals, treated in par. 6.2)
1Here the fractional bandwidth is intended, that is, the ratio of the bandwidth of base-band
signal to the carrier frequency.
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The unavoidable circumstance that the received signal is corrupted with receiver-
and back-ground thermal noise makes it sensible to refer to the fundamental con-
cepts of probability and stochastic processes (treated in App. F) in order to char-
acterize the noise process and its effect.
Finally, since error analysis is performed in order to validate the results (see Ch.
8), some basic notions of the theory of the estimation and spectral estimation are
given in par. 6.3.
The consideration of the mentioned topics is only functional to their application
to the OL SW: the treatment of the covered subjects does not have the claim of
being exhaustive; extensive documentation can be found in the specified literature.
6.1 Analog signals
In the frame of the information theory, a signal is a quantity which is intended to
convey information, typically as a function of time. It is common use to refer to
a signal as a voltage varying over time, which can be expressed by the function
s(t)2.
6.1.1 Finite-Energy Signals and Finite-Power Signals
A signal s(t) is said to be a finite-energy signal if the energy associated with it is






A signal s(t) is said to be a finite-power signal if the power associated with it is a
















2The mathematical function representing a signal can be either real or complex. In the latter
case, the signal is called the analytical signal associated with the real signal (see after).
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6.1.2 The Fourier Series
In 1822 Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier claimed, in the context of his work on heat
flow, “Théorie analytique de la chaleur”, that any function of a variable, whether
continuous or discontinuous, can be expanded in a series of sines of multiples of
the variable. Though this result is not correct, Fourier’s observation that some
discontinuous functions are the sum of infinite series was a breakthrough. “The
role of Fourier’s thesis in signal processing comes very close to that of the creation
of the entire discipline” ([4]). This enormous importance derives first of all from
the property of linear, time-invariant (LTI) systems to respond with harmonics to
harmonic inputs: a sinusoidal excitation with certain values of frequency, ampli-
tude, and phase causes the system to respond with a sinusoidal output at the same
frequency and generally different amplitude and phase; that is, harmonic signals
are eigenfunctions of LTI systems. To characterize a system means to know its
frequency response, i.e. the variations of amplitude and phase that the system
impresses onto input sinusoidal signals characterized by different values of the fre-
quency. When the frequency response is known, one can predict an output, as long
as the input is a sinusoidal signal. Or as long as it can be seen as a superimposi-
tion of sinusoidal functions at different frequencies, that is, it can be expanded in
Fourier’s series.
The prerequisite a real function of real variable s(t) must have in order to be
approximated by an infinite summation of periodic functions (sinusoidal functions)





s(t)dt exists and is limited;
• s(t) has a finite number of discontinuities in the interval T ;
• s(t) has a finite number of stationary points in the interval T ;
it can be expanded in a series of periodic functions, that is, the series converges to
the value of the function in each point of the function’s domain. At each point of
discontinuity t0, the function s(t) is assigned the value: ([4])
s(t0) =





3The Dirichlet conditions, dating back to 1837, are sufficient conditions: it was only in 1966
that Carleson finally discovered necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the
Fourier series. The topic is of a purely mathematical nature and will not be discussed here. The
D. conditions are met without effort in all practical applications.
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where




s(t+0 ) = lim
t→t+0
s(t). (6.6)




















































The frequencies of the trigonometric functions in eq. (6.7) depend on the period T :
the fundamental frequency is defined as f0 = 1/T ; the various frequencies entering
eq.(6.7) are kf0, that is, multiple of the fundamental.
Equations (6.8) and (6.9) clearly show the meaning of the coefficients ak and
bk: they express the degree of similarity of the function s(t) with the harmonic
functions being used in the sum and act as weights. Furthermore, it is possible
to see that the cosine series approximates the even part of s(t), whereas the sine
series approximate the odd component.
Equations (6.8) and (6.9) are said to be the analysis formulas (the function s(t) is
decomposed in its harmonic components), whereas eq.(6.7) is called the synthesis
formula (the original function s(t) can be synthesized by adding up all harmonics
(see fig. 6.1); the coefficient a0 is an off-set, or pedestal, which plays the role of
the direct current (DC) component: it represents the mean value of the signal.
Upon making use of the Euler ’s formula:
ejφ = cos(φ) + j sin(φ); (6.10)
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Figure 6.1: Analysis and synthesis of waveforms by means of Fourier decomposi-
tion: the signal in b) (upper) consists of the sum of two sinusoids with different
frequencies, amplitudes, and phases (lower). They are represented in the three-
dimensional graph in a), where the third dimension is given by the frequency. The
graph in c) shows each component as a line placed at the frequency of the relevant































t dt (k ∈ Z) (6.14)
The information about how to “reconstruct” the original function s(t) is contained
in the complex quantities ck = |ck| ejϕk ; they indicate how much of each component
has to be taken (amplitude of the coefficient) and at which point it has to start
in order to synthesize s(t) (phase of the coefficient). The Fourier’s coefficients ck
are functions of kf0 and represent the frequency spectrum of s(t); the plot of |ck|
against kf0 is called the amplitude spectrum (see fig. 6.3), and the plot of ∠ck = ϕk
vs. kf0 is called the phase spectrum.
Neither negative values of k (“negative frequencies”), nor the complex imaginary
unit j =
√
(−1) should be of concern: the complex notation is a mathematical
representation of physical quantities. Even if represented as a sum of complex
numbers, the function s(t) in eq. (6.13) still remains a real number, representative
of a physical quantity, with “physical” sinusoidal signals (therefore with positive
frequencies!) involved in its decomposition.
An important relationship holds for the series coefficients, which goes under the









If signals are defined as a voltage ([V ]) across a resistor of value 1 Ω, eq. (6.15)
gives the average power as the sum of the squared amplitudes of the Fourier coef-
ficients. Therefore, the plot of |ck|2 = ck · c∗k (asterisk denotes complex conjugate)
4Signal theory extensively avails itself of complex numbers. Signals are said to be represented
in the complex form, or complex notation. The motivation lies in the Fourier decomposition: if a
signal can be represented by a series of sinusoidal functions, two informations are needed: their
amplitude and their phase. Polar representation of complex numbers links the information in
a single number. Furthermore, linear operations among signals are more easily carried out in
complex notation.
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against kf0 is called the power spectrum of s(t) ([4]).
Figs. 6.2 illustrates the application of the analysis- and synthesis formulas (see
eqs. (6.8)-(6.9), and (6.7), respectively) to the case of a periodic rectangular pulse
signal. The time function is decomposed into a certain number of harmonics
(analysis); the components are then added together (synthesis) in order to restore
the original function. The more terms are involved, the better the original function
is approximated. The first term, given by the coefficient a0 in eq. (6.7), corresponds
to the DC component and it is responsible for repositioning the sum of the other
terms around the mean value of the signal. Each intervening harmonic refines the





























Figure 6.2: Example of analysis and synthesis of waveforms by means of Fourier
decomposition. Left-hand side: the original time function (rectangular pulse, black)
is approximated by means of the first two terms of the Fourier series expansion.
The first term (pink), given by the zeroth coefficient in eq. (6.7), corresponds to the
DC component, or mean value of the signal and it is responsible of repositioning
the sum of the other terms. The second term (blue) is obtained by considering the
(6.7) for k = 1; it corresponds to the basic frequency 1/T , where T is the time
interval considered for the expansion. The approximating function (red), given by
the summation of the harmonic components, as in eq. (6.7), is quite poor when only
two terms are considered. Right-hand side: the original time function (rectangular
pulse, black) is approximated by means of the first ten terms of the Fourier series
expansion. The form of the underlying pulse can be clearly recognized
It has to be noticed that, due to the even symmetry of the chosen rectangular
pulse function, only the even part of the expansion is involved, that is, the cosine
terms. Therefore, from eq. (6.14) follows that the coefficients of the expansion
given in eq. (6.14) are real. Fig. 6.3 shows the amplitude spectrum of the complex
Fourier coefficients . It can be noticed that, besides the DC component, only the
odd harmonics enter the summation.
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Figure 6.3: Amplitude spectrum of the complex coefficients of the Fourier expansion
of a periodic rectangular pulse function. The amplitude values are plotted against
the running index k. The envelope follows a sinx/x curve.
By looking at fig. 6.3 it is possible to recognize that the envelope of the ampli-
tude spectrum follows a sinx/x function, or sinc(x). This particular function is
the Fourier transform (see after) of a generic rectangular pulse function Arectτ (t)
(where A is the pulse amplitude and τ is the pulse duration), which represents the
basic pattern of the considered periodic pulse. As a matter of fact, the Fourier
coefficients of the expansion of a periodic signal represent samples of the Fourier
transform of the base function contained in each period (see par. 6.1.3).
The spacing between the samples (Fourier coefficients) can be computed by con-
sidering that each frequency entering the expansion (6.7) is a multiple of the basic
frequency f0 = 1/T accordingly to the index k, i.e. fk = k f0 = k/T . Therefore,
the spacing is 1/T . This is a key relationship in the analysis of discrete-time sig-
nals: it states that increasing the observation time of the time signal improves the
frequency resolution of its (discrete) Fourier transform (see par. 6.2.3).
The considered example also points out the issue of the truncation of the Fourier
series. In fig. 6.2 it can be observed that the approximation becomes better for an
increasing number of considered terms. Nevertheless, the approximating function
(i.e. the truncated series) show persisting oscillations which are larger at the
edges of the rectangular pulse. The series expansion of a sectionally differentiable
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function5 converges uniformly to the function in any subinterval excluding the
point of discontinuity. At such points, if a finite number of terms is used for the
expansion, the error in the approximation remains constant, whatever the number
of the considered terms is. The approximating function (i.e. the summation of
the harmonic terms) shows a typical oscillating behaviour in the vicinity of the
discontinuities, which is called the Gibbs’ phenomenon, from the name of the first
scientist who investigated the problematic at the end of the eighteenth century. It
can be shown that, for a fixed value of t 6= 0, the error tends to zero for n → ∞,
where n is the number of considered harmonics ([4]). Nevertheless, as n increases
the error remains essentially constant; increasing n has no effect on the size of the
over-swing: it merely compresses the phenomenon into a decreasing range of t near
the discontinuities. This latter effect can be appreciated by comparing figs. 6.4
and 6.5, which show a blow-up of the rising edge of the pulse for series of twenty
terms and one-hundred terms, respectively.















Figure 6.4: Gibbs’ phenomenon: oscillations in the vicinity of one point of discon-
tinuity (20 terms considered).
5function whose domain is divided into an arbitrary number of sub-intervals within which the
function is differentiable.
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Figure 6.5: Gibbs’ phenomenon: oscillations in the vicinity of one point of dis-
continuity (100 terms considered). Comparison with fig. 6.4 shows that increasing
the number of harmonics does not reduce the amplitude of the oscillations but
compresses the ringing closer to the discontinuity point.
6.1.3 The Fourier Transform
As mentioned, increasing the period T leads to a closer spacing ∆f = 1/T of
the Fourier coefficients ck. Extending the period to infinity would lead to a non-




∆f = 0 (6.16)
As a consequence, the discrete index k would be substituted by the continuous
variable f , so that the discrete Fourier coefficients of eq.(6.14) are substituted by




s(t) e−j2πft dt , (6.17)
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S(f) ej2πft df. (6.18)
The eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) are called, respectively, the Fourier transform and the
inverse Fourier transform.









The conditions for eq. (6.19) to hold, that is, the conditions for s(t) to be Fourier
transformable are:
• the integral of |s(t)| from −∞ to ∞ exists;
• any discontinuities in s(t) are finite;
• s(t) has a finite number of maxima and minima in any finite interval6
It follows that periodic signals do not have a Fourier transform in strict sense 7.
Nevertheless it is possible to consider the Fourier transform of their Fourier series
expansion. Given a periodic function sp(t) and defining the basic function of sp(t)


















t dt , (6.20)







Eq. (6.21) confirms the observation made about the amplitude spectrum of the
Fourier coefficients (see text in par. 6.1.2 and fig. 6.3).
6This last condition is not so stringent: some function with an infinite number of maxima
and minima in a finite interval have a Fourier transform ([9]).
7Some not Fourier transformable functions might admit Fourier transform in limit sense. ([9],
[4])
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The transform of sp(t) is:



































































where δ(f) represents the Dirac pulse: it has zero amplitude for each value of the
abscissa except at zero, where the amplitude is infinite; its integral from −∞ to
∞ yields a unitary value.
By confronting eqs.(6.23) and (6.17) it can be seen that the spectrum of the pe-
riodic function sp(t) corresponds to the sampled spectrum of the basic function
(one period), with spacing between samples dictated by the period T . This is a
general remark in the signal theory: periodic signals have a sampled spectrum and
sampled signals have a periodic spectrum (see par. 6.2.1).
Another interesting property of the Fourier transform is that real signals have
a symmetric spectrum: the amplitude spectrum is even, that is, A(f) = A(−f),
whereas the phase spectrum is odd, that is, −φ(f) = φ(−f). The symmetry applies
also for the real- and imaginary parts of the spectrum, which are, respectively, even
and odd. As an example, fig. 6.6 shows the amplitude of the Fourier transform of
the same rectangular pulse function whose Fourier series expansion was calculated
in par. 6.1.2. The Fourier pair is defined as:




In this case, since the time function is not only real, but also even-symmetric, the
Fourier transform is real (see par. 6.1.2).
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Figure 6.6: The function Aτ sinc(πfτ) is the Fourier transform of the rectangu-
lar pulse Arectτ (t), which was considered for the series expansion in par. 6.1.2,
showing that real signals have symmetric Fourier transform (see text).
Algebraic Space of the Signals
The exponential functions of the kind ej2π
k
T
t constitute an orthonormal base upon























{ 1 for i 6= j
0 for i = j
(6.25)
each signal s(t) can be expressed as linear combination of the vector of the base






The coefficients ck are therefore calculated as the projection of vector s onto the
basis vk:
ck =
< s(t), v∗k >
||vk||
=
< s(t), v∗k >



















































t dt , (6.27)
which coincide with the expressions of the Fourier coefficients given in eq. (6.14).
By making use of the introduced formalism, the inner product of two finite-energy
signals x(t), and y(t) is given by:
































X(f)Y ∗(f) df (6.28)
The expression of of the inner product of a signal with itself corresponds to the
Parseval relationship for finite-energy signals (see eq.(6.15))






|X(f)|2 df = E , (6.29)
where E is the energy of x(t) (see par.6.1.4).
From the previous relationship follows that the integrand must represent the fre-
quency distribution of the signal energy, or the energy density spectrum S (f):
X(f) ·X∗(f) = |X(f)|2 = S (f) (6.30)
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6.1.4 Cross- and Autocorrelation; the Wiener-Kintchine
Theorem
Finite-Energy Signals
Given two signals x(t), and y(t), the degree of similarity they have can be calculated





x(t)y∗(t+ τ) dt ; (6.31)
whereas, the autocorrelation is defined as the cross-correlation of a signal with
itself. It gives a measure of the similarity between observations as a function of
the time separation between them:
Rxx(τ) = Rx(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)x∗(t+ τ) dt (6.32)









= X(f)∗ ·X(f) = |X(f)|2 = S (f) (6.33)
The relationship (6.33) is known as the Wiener-Kintchine Theorem for finite-
energy signals: the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation Rx(τ) of a signal x(t)
equals the energy density spectrum S (f) of the signal . S (f) expresses the energy
content of the signal x(t) at each given frequency f .8
Integration eq.(6.33) over the frequency axis gives the total energy of the signal:
the same results of the Parseval relationships in eq.(6.29). It is interesting to notice
that the signal autocorrelation computed at the origin (τ = 0) coincides with the
total signal energy :













X(f)∗ ·X(f) df =
∫ ∞
−∞
S (f) df = E (6.34)
8Taking signals in [V] over a unity-resistor, the autocorrelation has the dimension [V
2
Ω · s].
Integrating over time gives the energy spectrum the dimension [V
2
Ω · s · s] = [W · s ·
1
Hz ] = [
J
Hz ],
that is, a spectral energy density.
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Periodic Signals
Finite-power signals are not square integrable: in this case, the definition of au-
tocorrelation must be adapted. Given a periodic signal x(t) of period T , its auto-






x(t)x∗(t+ τ) dt (6.35)

































































) = S (f) (6.37)
The relationship (6.37) is known as the Wiener-Kintchine Theorem for periodic
signals: the quantity S (f) is called power density spectrum. It expresses the power
of the various harmonics forming the periodic signal x(t).9
Analogously to (6.34), the signal autocorrelation computed at the origin (τ = 0)




S (f) df = P (6.38)
9Taking signals in [V] over a unity-resistor, the autocorrelation has the dimension [V
2
Ω ]. In-
tegrating over time gives the power spectrum the dimension [V
2
Ω · s] = [
W
Hz ], that is, a spectral
power density.
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6.1.5 Linear Time Invariant Systems
In this context, the concept of “system” applies to an electric network where two
terminals are defined as “input” and other two are defined as “output”. The
system transforms an input signal x(t) in a output signal y(t). Indicating the
transformation by “T”, the process can be described as: y(t) = T [x(t)]. If the
system is “time invariant”, the operator “T” does not depend on time. If the
property of “linearity” applies, given two signals x1(t), and x2(t), which form the
input αx1(t) + βx2(t), with α, β two numerical constant, for the output y(t) the
relationship is valid:
y(t) = T [αx1(t) + βx2(t)] = αT [x1(t)] + βT [x2(t)] (6.39)
If both properties apply, the system is said LTI. As mentioned in par.6.1.2, as
harmonic inputs are eigenfunctions of LTI systems, they are modeled by their
frequency response, H(f), defined as the ratio between the Fourier transform of





where X(f) = F{x(t)}, and Y (f) = F{y(t)}.
The function H(f) is called the system function and depends on the terminals
which are respectively chosen as input and output. The system function of a
LTI system is represented by a complex function and can be characterized by its
amplitude A(f) and phase ϕ(f):
H(f) = A(f) e j ϕ(f), (6.41)
From eq.(6.40) it is possible to see that the spectrum of the output signal can
be calculated by multiplying the spectrum of the input signal by the frequency
response of the system. In order to analyze the behaviour of the network in the time
domain, the inverse Fourier transforms of the involved functions are considered,
so that (↔ indicates a Fourier pair):
Y (f) = X(f) ·H(f) ↔ y(t) = x(t) ∗ h(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(τ)h(t− τ) dτ (6.42)
The operator “∗” is the convolution operator. Eq.(6.42) shows a fundamental prop-
erty of the Fourier representation: product in the frequency domain corresponds to
convolution in the time domain (and vice versa).
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The inverse transform of the system function, which is the function h(t), is called
the impulse response of the system. It can be characterized directly in the time
domain as the system output caused by a Dirac pulse put at input. The right-hand
side equation of the relationship (6.42) can be derived directly in the time domain
by some considerations based on the properties of the Dirac pulse. First of all the
sampling property of the Dirac pulse:
x(t)δ(t− t0) = x(t0), (6.43)
which leads to the consideration that each signal can be thought of as formed by
an infinite sum of Dirac pulses:




x(τ)δ(t− τ) dτ = x(t) ∗ δ(t) (6.44)
that is, the property of the Dirac impulse to be the neutral element of the convolu-
tion. Due to the linearity of the system (see eq.(6.39)), the output corresponding
to the excitation x(t) can be calculated as the sum of the single outputs caused by
the single inputs in eq.(6.44):




x(τ)h(t− τ) dτ = x(t) ∗ h(t) (6.45)
that is: the response of a LTI system to a given excitation can be calculated as
the convolution of the input signal with the impulse response of the system.
6.1.6 Modulation
Multiplying a signal with a sinusoidal function of a given frequency corresponds
to shifting its spectrum around the frequency of the sinusoidal term. This oper-
ation is called modulation and it is exploited for signal transmission: base-band
signals are moved to a region of the frequency axis which is suitable for transmis-
sion (modulation), and moved bach to base-band (zero-frequency) upon reception
(demodulation). As in the relationship (6.42), this property is based on the du-
ality between the time- and the frequency domain: the product in one domain
corresponds to the convolution in the other domain. Since:
F{cos(2πf0t)} =




for the modulation is:
y(t) = s(t) · cos(2πfct) ↔ Y (f) = S(f) ∗
[




where the subscript “c” indicates the carrier frequency. Eq. (A) show that the
frequency content of the base band signal s(t) has been moved around the carrier
frequency (also in the negative part of the spectrum).
6.1.7 The analytic signal and the Hilbert Transform
As representative of physical processes, signals are described by real functions.
Nevertheless, they can be advantageously represented in complex notation. The
complex signal sa(t), associated to the real signal, is called the analytic signal :
sa(t) = A(t) e
jφ(t) ejωc(t) (6.48)
The following equation describes the relationships between the two signals (see
also par. 5.3):
s(t)= Re{sa(t)} = Re{A(t) ejφ(t) ejωc(t)} =
= Re{A(t) cos[ωc(t) + φ(t)] + j A(t) sin[ωc(t) + φ(t)]} =
= A(t) cos[ωc(t) + φ(t)] (6.49)
where s(t) is the real signal, ωc the carrier angular frequency, and A(t) and φ(t)
respectively the amplitude and phase of the base-band signal, i.e. A(t) cos[φ(t)].
Writing signals in the complex notation implies that only the contribution of the
positive (or negative) frequencies shows up in spectrum. In order to demonstrate
this, we consider the positive half of the spectrum, which we define S+(f). This
portion of the spectrum is given by the product of the whole spectrum S(f) by
the function unit step considered in the frequency domain:






1 (f > 0)
1/2 (f = 0)
0 (f < 0)
(6.51)
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The product in the frequency domain corresponds to a convolution in the time
domain (see par. 6.1.5), therefore, from eq. (6.50) follows:

















The second term on the right-hand side of eq. (6.52) (excluding the factor j) is
called the Hilbert transform of the signal s(t). Making use of the notation ŝ(t) for
the Hilbert transform, we have the relationship:














[s(t) + jŝ(t)] , (6.54)
where the apex “+” denotes the fact that the spectrum of such a signal has only
positive frequency components. It is possible to show that the analytic signal
introduced by the relationship (6.48) corresponds to the (half) sum of the original
signal and its Hilbert transform, that is, the complex polar notation of eq. (6.48)
can be expressed in Cartesian form by means of the real signal and its Hilbert
transform:
sa(t) = A(t) e
jφ(t) ejωc(t) = s+(t) =
1
2
[s(t) + jŝ(t)], (6.55)
The effect of the Hilbert transform is to rotate the signal phase by an amount
of π/2, letting the amplitude unaltered. As a consequence, the sequence of the
quadrature samples represents the Hilbert transform of the sequence of the in-
phase samples (see par. 5.3). Adding the signal and its “turned” version together
in a unique complex signal let one of two sidebands disappear.10 This is of great
advantage in the processing of the occultation open loop data: since the carrier
signal is moving along the spectral time sequence, in a symmetric representation
of the spectrum it would be difficult to distinguish if the peak has passed the
zero-frequency.
10This result is also in agreement with the property of symmetry of the spectrum of real signals
(see 6.1.3): as soon as the signal becomes complex the symmetry in the spectrum is lost.
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This argumentation is exemplified by figs. 6.7 and 6.8 which show two power
density spectra computed from the data of the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on
DoY220-2006, orbit #109 (power values are not calibrated). The spectra are de-
rived respectively from the in-phase sequence I(t) and from the complex sequence
I(t) + jQ(t) (see par. 5.3), for the same time interval (1 s observation time). Ob-
servation and comparison of the two spectra point out important characteristics.
First of all, the spectrum of the real signal (I(t)) is symmetric. Furthermore,
the signal peak of the power spectrum computed from the complex signal is 6 dB
larger than each peak of the power spectrum of the real signal, as it was to ex-
pect, since the amplitude correction factor 1/2 was not considered in the complex
sum (see eq. (6.54)). It has to be noticed that summing both channels, or signal
components, in a unique complex signal does not cancel the background noise in
one half of the spectrum. This can be explained by considering that the sinusoidal
signal of the receiver oscillator has a coherent phase relationship with the incoming
signal, since the phase of the incoming signal is deterministic. This implies that
the phase difference of π/2 between both channels is maintained at each moment.
This is not the case for the superimposed thermal noise: since its phase belongs to
a stochastic process with uniform distribution between ±π, there is no coherency
between the phase values of the noise on the two channels. Therefore it does not
cancel in the complex sum as the signal does. Furthermore, the level of the noise
floor shown in the spectrum of the complex signal is roughly 3 dB higher than in
the spectrum of the in-phase sequence, as it was to expect due to the summation
of the independent noise processes contained in the two channels. (A description
of the statistical properties of white noise is given in Ch. 8)
The base-band component of the analytic signal is:
s(t) = A(t) ejφ(t), (6.56)
which in Cartesian form is:
s(t) = a(t) + jb(t), (6.57)










The real- and imaginary parts of s(t), i.e. a(t) and b(t), are called the “base-band
analogue components” of the RF signal. They are also known as the “in-phase”,
and the “quadrature” components, respectively, as they differ by a constant phase
off-set of 90◦.
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Figure 6.7: Spectral power density of 1 s data from the in-phase channel (I(t)).
Since the signal is real, the spectrum is symmetric. Both positive- and negative
frequency contribution to the signal are present. Data from the VEX-VeRa occul-
tation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109 (power values not calibrated).
6.2 Discret-Time Signals11
A discrete-time signal is a sequence of values derived by looking at the value of
an analog signal only at given time instants. The obtained values are arranged in
a numeric sequence characterized by a running index included in brackets: being
s(t) the originating analog signal, the extracted sequence is s[n]. Discrete-time
sequences assume continuous values, so that their imagine is a subset of R, or
C. It is possible to discretize the imagine of the sequence by splitting it up into
a certain numbers of intervals and assigning the same value to all points of the
sequence which fall in the same interval. The obtained sequence is then called
“digital signal”.
The basic relationships for discrete-time (or digital) signals derive from the ana-
logue relationships for continuous-time signals, so that, in principle, they can be
11An extensive treatment of this subject can be found in [71].
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Figure 6.8: Spectral power density of 1 s complex time signal. Since the signal is
complex, the spectrum is no longer symmetric. Only the positive frequency con-
tribution to the signal is present, whereas the noise shows both contributions (see
text for comments). Comparison with fig. 6.7 points out a difference of 6 dB in
the signal level, as it was to expect, since the factor 1/2 was not considered in the
complex sum (see eq. (6.54)). The level of the noise floor is roughly 3 dB higher
than in the spectrum of the in-phase sequence, as it was to expect due to the sum-
mation of the independent noise processes contained in the two channels. Data
from the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109 (power values
not calibrated).
obtained by substituting time-dependency with indexes, and integrals with sum-
mation. Therefore, concepts which were already presented for analog signal and
which can be directly derived from these will be omitted. Only basic differences
between analog signals and sequences, along with major specific topics of the
discrete-time signal theory, will be shortly addressed.
6.2.1 Sampling theorem
A discrete-time signal, or sequence s[n] can be obtained from an analog signal s(t)
through a process called sampling. In this process the original signal is sampled
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by means of an infinite series of Dirac pulses (Dirac pulse train):




where ss(t) is the sampled signal, Ts is the sampling period or sampling time, and
δ(t) is the Dirac pulse or Dirac delta function.12 Since the Fourier transform of
an infinite series of Dirac pulses is an infinite series of Dirac pulses as well, the
Fourier transform of the sampled signal in eq.(6.59) is:












The reciprocal of the sampling period is the sampling frequency, or sampling rate
(1/Ts = fs). Eq.(6.60) establishes that the Fourier transform of a sampled signal
consist of an infinite number of amplitude-scaled replica of the transform of the
original signal, centered around multiples of the sampling frequency. Thus, in
order to reconstruct the original signal from the spectrum of the sampled signal,
it is necessary to isolate the first replica (around zero-frequency) by means of an
opportune filter and apply the inverse Fourier transform. This can only be done
if the sampling frequency is at least as large as twice the band occupation of
the signal, otherwise replicas would overlap altering the frequency content of the
signal, giving rise to a phenomenon called aliasing. The minimum limit for the
sampling frequency is set by the Nyquist criterion:
fs ≤ 2BW, (6.61)
where BW is the (monolateral) bandwidth of the signal to be sampled. Therefore,
in order to confine a signal in the bandwidth BW, a pre-sampling filtering has to
be performed.
The original signal can be thought of as the inverse Fourier transform of the prod-
uct of the frequency response of the reconstructing filter, F (f), with the spectral
12It has to be noticed that, formally, ss(t) is still a continuous-time signal. The relevant
discrete-time sequence can be obtained from ss(t) by taking all non-zero values and ordering
















that is, as the convolution between the sampled signal and the impulse response
of the filter, f(t):
s(t) = ss(t) ∗ f(t) (6.63)
Considering the frequency response of the ideal filter (rectangular filter), whose
phase is identically null and whose amplitude is defined as:
|F (f)| =
{ Ts for|f | ≤ fs/2
0 for|f | > fs/2
(6.64)
its impulse response is:
f(t) = Ts fs sinc(πfst) = sinc(πfst) , (6.65)











s(nTs) sinc[πfs(t− nTs)] (6.66)
The relationship (6.66) is known as the “interpolation formula”: it shows how to
reconstruct the original analog signal from its samples. Since the ideal filter is not
physically realizable (infinite slope of the edge), the sampling frequency has to be
set to higher values than the Nyquist criterion for a filter with finite slope not to
cause aliasing.
13The factor which should compensate for the scaling of the replicas (see eq. (6.60) is considered
embedded in the filter F (f), which, therefore, has constant amplitude Ts over the bandwidth
BW.
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6.2.2 The Fourier Transform of discrete-time signals
Since the index n is a dimensionless integer, important differences arise between
continuous-time sinusoidal (or complex exponential) signals and the sequences
which derive from them.
Given a sequence Acos(ω0n+ϕ), because of the index n, which is a dimensionless
integer, the (angular) frequency ω0 has no longer the dimension [s
−1], as in the case
of analog signals: it must be given in radians, for the argument of the trigonometric
function to be a phase. Therefore, the sequence Acos(ω0n+ ϕ) coincide with the
sequence Acos[(ω0 + 2πr)n+ ϕ)], ∀ r ∈ Z.
This implies that frequency spectra have a 2π periodicity:14
X(ω) = X(ejω) = X(ej(ω+2π)) , (6.67)
In the spectrum of the sequence, the “frequencies” ±π correspond to the frequen-
cies ±fs
2
of the spectrum of the sampled signal. Therefore, the Fourier transform of
a sequence is completely defined by taking the interval [−π, π]. Given a sequence










X(ejωn) ejωn dω (6.69)
An interesting observation can be made about the Fourier transform of a discrete
sequence: X(ejω) can be thought of as a continuous-domain periodic function hav-
ing the Fourier series expansion given by eq.(6.68), where the Fourier coefficients,
calculated by means of (6.69), are the sequence itself.
Determining the class of sequences for which the relationship (6.69) holds is equiva-
lent to considering the convergence of the sum in eq.(6.68), that is, the conditions
that must be satisfied such that |X(ejω)| < ∞ , ∀ω. A sufficient condition for











|x[n]| < ∞ (6.70)
14The periodicity of a sampled signal was also a consequence of the sampling theorem (see
par.6.2.1).
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Thus, if x[n] is absolutely summable, then X(ejω) exists ([71]).
6.2.3 The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
A sequence x[n] for which is:
x[n] = x[n+ rN ], ∀n, r ∈ Z; ∀N ∈ N (6.71)










where X[k] are the Fourier coefficients. The basis for the expansion is given by the
complex exponential sequences ej
2π
N
kn , k = 0, ..., N , which are periodic of period
N . For this reason, the sum in (6.72) is limited to N terms.








From eq.(6.73) derives that the sequence X[k] is also periodic, with period N .
It was already mentioned that a discrete-time sequence corresponds to a sampled
signal and therefore has periodic spectrum. From the DFT theory derives that,
in addition to periodicity, the spectrum of a periodic sequence is also discrete (see
par. 6.1.3).
The following relationships holds for sampled spectra obtained by the DFT:




where fs is the sampling frequency (or sample rate), ∆t = 1/fs is the sampling
time, and T is the length of the considered portion of the originating analog signal.
As mentioned in par. 6.1.2, the spacing between samples in the frequency domain




This method was adopted in the OL SW in order to enhance the performances
of the spectral analysis, used to derive the mix-signals of the various processing
stages (see par. 7.1.4).
Digital processing of sampled signals means dealing with periodic sequences. This
is due to the fact that, since the samples are processed in sets of given length, a
processing algorithm, i.e. the DFT, considers each set as one period of length N
of a periodic sequence.15 This implies an implicit multiplication, or windowing, of
the analyzed samples with a rectangular unity function, which, in the frequency
domain, corresponds to convolving the original spectrum by a sinx/x curve (see
eq. (6.42)).
When the DFT is performed on a given set of samples taken over a period T , the
frequency resolution of the underlying continuous spectrum can be improved by
means of “Zero-Padding” (ZP). This algorithm adds a series of zeros at the end
of the sample set to be analyzed. The length of the new sample set corresponds
to a time period T ′ > T , thus 1/N ′ < 1/N (see eq. (6.74)). It has to be stressed
that no new information is created: the ZP algorithm only allows the underlying
continuous spectrum to be revealed in more detail.
Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate the difference between the DFT of a sinusoidal signal
executed with- and without zero-padding, respectively, for two different values of
the signal frequency. As mentioned above, the expected spectrum is of the form
sinx/x, centered at the frequency of the sinusoidal signal. In the first case, the
signal frequency was chosen to be an exact multiple of the observation period
T = 1 s, i.e. f = 100Hz, whereas in the second case it was f = 99.78Hz. In
both cases, the red line shows the DFT without zero-padding, whereas the blue
line corresponds to the DFT performed by means of the zero-padding algorithm,
with an increasing factor in the number of the points n = 26.
It can be seen in fig.6.9 that all spectral component of the DFT without ZP are all
null except for the one at the signal frequency, which presents the same amplitude
of the “true” underlying spectrum (traced by means of the ZP algorithm).
In the other considered case, when the signal frequency is not an exact multiple
of the observation period, the signal energy distributes among adjacent frequency
bins, since the higher harmonics do not cancel in the sum (6.73) (fig.6.10). In this
case, besides the component centered at the signal frequency, (whose amplitude
is less than the true value), other spurious frequencies rise in the spectrum. This
phenomenon is known as leakage ([2]). The effect of the zero-padding is to increase
the fundamental period (i.e. the observation period) so that the gap between two
adjacent harmonics of the Fourier expansion (base functions of the expansion, see
15Given the sampling rate, the number of samples N depends on the observation duration T
of the original analog signal.
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par. 6.1.3) become smaller, therefore increasing the probability that the analyzed
sine wave matches with one of the base functions.




















signal frequency = 100 Hz;
sample rate = 1024 samples/s;
T = 1 s;
Zero−Padding factor = 26;
freq. resol. w/o Zero−Padding (bin width) = 1 Hz;
freq. resol. with Zero−Padding (bin width) ~ 15.6 mHz
Figure 6.9: Improvement of the spectral resolution by means of the Zero-Padding
algorithm. The DFT of a sinusoidal signal of frequency f = 100Hz, observed over
a period T = 1 s, was calculated without ZP (red curve) and with ZP (blue curve).
The frequency resolution (bin width) is increased from 1Hz to 15.6mHz. Only the
component centered at the signal frequency is to be seen in the spectrum obtained
without ZP. The true spectrum remains “hidden”.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
The amount of computations required for the DFT is approximately proportional
to N2. This number can be reduced by exploiting the properties of complex conju-
gate symmetry and periodicity of the complex exponentials forming the base of the
DFT. A variety of algorithms have been developed in order to calculate the DFT at
lower computational cost. They are collectively known as Fast-Fourier-Transform
(FFT). By means of this kind of algorithms, the computational complexity is re-
duced to O(N log2N) ([71]).
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signal frequency = 99.78 Hz;
sample rate = 1024 samples/s;
T = 1 s;
Zero−Padding factor = 26;
freq. resol. w/o Zero−Padding (bin width) = 1 Hz;
freq. resol. with Zero−Padding (bin width) ~ 15.6 mHz
Figure 6.10: Improvement of the spectral resolution by means of the Zero-Padding
algorithm. The DFT of a sinusoidal signal of frequency f = 99.78Hz, observed
over a period T = 1 s, was calculated without ZP (red curve) and with ZP (blue
curve). The frequency resolution (bin width) is increased from 1Hz to 15.6mHz.
In this case, the signal energy distributes among adjacent frequency bins, so that
besides the component centered at the signal frequency (whose amplitude is less than
the real value), other spectral components show up. This phenomenon is known as
“leakage” ([2]).
6.2.4 The “z -transform”
The z -transform for discrete-time signals plays the same role of the Laplace trans-
form for continuous-time signals. Its a generalization of the Fourier transform,
which allows a broader class of sequences to be analyzed, as the Fourier transform
does not converge for all sequences.
The z -transform is defined by starting from the Fourier transform in eq.(6.68),




x[n] e−jωn ; (6.75)
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More generally, z = r ejω is a complex number which can be represented in a
complex plane. The relationship (6.76) is a particular case, where |z| = 1, that is,
the z-transform evaluated on a unit circle in the complex plane corresponds to the
Fourier transform.
Since |X(z)| <∞ if:
∞∑
n=−∞
|x[n]| |z|−n < ∞ (6.77)
the region of convergence (ROC) of the sum in eq.(6.76) consists of all values of z
such that the inequality in (6.77) holds. Then if a given value of z is in the ROC,
i.e. z = z1, then all values on the circle defined in the complex plane by |z| = |z1|
will also be in the ROC. This implies that, generally, the ROC assume the form of
a ring comprised between the circles of radius |z1| and |z2|, with |z1| < |z| < |z2|.
6.2.5 LTI Systems for Discrete-Time Signals
Linear Time-Invariant systems can be defined also for discrete-time signals (see






y[n] = x[n] ∗ h[n] (6.79)
A very important subclass of LTI systems is characterized by an input-output rela-




ak y[n− k] =
M∑
k=0
bk x[n− k] (6.80)
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The form (6.83) directly shows the position of zeros and poles16 of the system
function in the complex plane.
6.2.6 Numeric filters
In the context of analog signals, a filter is an electric network, or circuit, which
alters (the frequency content of ) an input signal x(t) such that to deliver an
output signal y(t). In the context of discrete-time signals, a numeric filter is a
set of operations to be performed on a input sequence x[n] in order to obtain the
output sequence y[n] (see eq.(6.79)).
An ideal filter lets the input signal unaltered over a certain range of frequencies,
the transmission band, or pass-band, and suppresses it in the remnant portion of
the frequency axis, the attenuation band, or stop-band. This implies an infinite
slope of the filter attenuation profile, which is neither physically nor numerically
realizable. Therefore, real filters present a transition band, which is the interval of
16Zeros and poles are solutions, respectively, of numerator and denominator of the system
function expressed in the polynomial form (6.82) or (6.83).
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the frequency axis given by the difference of the frequencies marking respectively
the pass-band and the stop-band. In the transition band, the attenuation gradually
changes from the value of the transmission band (ideally null) to the value of
the attenuation band (ideally infinite). Diminishing the extension of transition
zone means sharpening the amplitude profile of the filter’s frequency response,
which happens at the expense of realization costs (for assembled analog filters), or
computational costs (for numeric filters), since the filter order (see after) increases.
Therefore, depending on the current application, a compromise must be found,
between transition rapidity and costs.
In the case of the OL SW, it was noticed that increasing the filter order beyond
a certain limit (∼ 15) implies numerical stability problems, since some filter coef-
ficients (see after) get too close to zero (instability starts with coefficients values
O(10−17)). This was not an issue of concern: filters of order comprised in the
range 6 to 10 present a decay rate of the amplitude response in the range of ∼ 5-
10 dB/decade, which has proven to be well suitable for the OL data processing
(see Ch. 7).
The numeric filters which will be considered belong to the class of the LTI systems,
therefore can be described by a linear constant-coefficient difference equation of
the kind of eq. (6.80). In order to represent the involved linear constant-coefficient




ak y[n− k] =
M∑
k=0
bk x[n− k] (6.84)
This equation can be rewritten as a recurrence formula for y[n] in terms of a linear





ak y[n− k] +
M∑
k=0
bk x[n− k] , (6.85)
where the order of the filter is the greater of N or M , and the values ak and bk
are the filter coefficients.
The value of Eq. (6.85) can be represented by the general block diagram shown
in fig. 6.11 ([71]).
Numeric filters are classified into two categories: the Finite Impulse Response
(FIR)- and the Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters. As their names suggest,
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Figure 6.11: Block diagram representation for a general N th-order difference equa-
tion.
the basic difference lies in the length of the impulse response sequence. The answer
to the question, when to use the one or the other type, depends on the current ap-
plication. Advantages and drawbacks of both filter categories must be considered,
in order to find out which trade-off can best meet the project requirements.
Although only the IIR filter category has found application in the OL SW (see
par. 7.1.5), a short overview of the characteristics of both kinds will be given, in
order to provide argumentation for the choice effectuated.
FIR Filters and tapering windows
The simplest method of FIR filters design is called the window method ([71]). Af-
ter selection of the desired frequency response H(ejω), the corresponding (infinite)
impulse response h[n] is multiplied by a finite sequence of opportune form (win-
dow), the most common of which is the rectangular window w[n], i.e. a unitary
sequence of a certain length N . Supposing that the ideal filter H(ejω) has a rect-
angular shape, its impulse response h[n] will be of the type sinc (see par. 6.1.3),
so that the new impulse response will be the product of the sinc function with a
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rectangular window. This corresponds in the frequency domain to the convolution
of the Fourier transforms of the two functions, respectively a rect and a sinc. As
a consequence, the obtained frequency response will be a “smeared” version of the
ideal rectangular shape. The effect of windowing on the original filter is that of
bringing oscillations in the original rectangular shape of the filter because of the
side-lobes of the sinc function. Fig. 6.12 shows the analyzed example.


































Figure 6.12: Realization of a FIR filter by means of the windowing method with
a rectangular window. Upper: ideal frequency response (blue curve), and Fourier
transform of the window (red curve). Lower: red curve: result of the convolution of
the ideal frequency response (black curve) with the Fourier transform of the window
(red curve in the upper panel).




h[n] e−jωn , (6.86)









h′[n] e−jωn , (6.87)
that is a truncated Fourier expansion of the original function H(ejω). Therefore,
the oscillations can be thought of as consequence of the Gibbs’ phenomenon (see
par. 6.1.2). Analogously to what mentioned about the Fourier expansion, where
increasing the number of considered harmonic terms does not reduce the error,
but only confine the oscillations in a smaller interval around the discontinuity,
extending the length of the window leads to more rapid oscillation with the same
amplitude.
Adopting a different shape for the window, i.e. a window with softened transitions
at the windows edges, reduce the hight of the side-lobes of the Fourier transform
of the window, so that the effect of the oscillations can be possibly limited. The
draw-back of this procedure is an enlargement of the main lobe in the frequency
domain, thus a wider transition region at the points of discontinuity in the ideal
frequency response. Therefore, the choice of the proper windows critically depends
on the current application.
Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 show different types of tapering windows and their relative
Fourier transforms. By comparing the frequency response of the various windows
it is possible to see how an attenuation of the side lobes leads to a wider main lobe.
The method of the tapering windows is not only used in the context of the design
of FIR filters: it finds application in each case in which it is necessary to smooth
a sharp transition of a curve (analog signals) or a sequence (discrete-time signals)
in one domain (i.e. time- or frequency domain) in order to control the side-lobes
on the other domain. A typical application is the reduction of the leakage. As
mentioned, the phenomenon originates from a not perfect matching of the funda-
mental period (the observation period) with the period of the analyzed harmonic
(see 6.2.3), which, therefore, is not periodic in the time record. This causes discon-
tinuities at the edges of the time record, when the acquired wave form is repeated
in aperiodic pattern. The implementation of tapering windows would lead to a
smoother edge transition ([2]).
In the frame of the spectral analysis performed in the OL SW, the DFT is executed
on sets of samples of given length, which corresponds to an implicit windowing by
means of the rectangular window. Since the looked-for information is the frequency
of the spectral peak, sharpness of the main lobe was preferred to the attenuation
of the side-lobes, so that the rectangular window resulted the most appropriate
and no explicit tapering was adopted (see par. 7.1.4). (See also the observation at
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the end of par. 6.3.2).




















Kaiser (β = 0.5)
Figure 6.13: Different types of tapering windows.
FIR filters have the advantage of linear phase response and the draw-back of
oscillating amplitude response, as it can be seen in fig. 6.15, which shows an
example of FIR filter.
IIR Filters
An infinite impulse response, that is, an infinite sequence h[n], is not practicable
per se. Nevertheless, it can implemented through recursion, that is, bringing the
output back to ingress (see eq.(6.85)).
The design of IIR filter starts from the selection of an analog filter which best
approximates the numeric filter needed for the current application. Afterwards,
the impulse response of the analog filter is sampled into a sequence h[n] and trans-
formed to H(z), i.e., the frequency response is specified by means of an analog
filter and then transferred to the z-domain. This method is called the impulse
invariance. It is not advantageous for frequency ranges near the sampling fre-
quency because of aliasing. This problem can be overcome with another design
method, called the bilinear transform, in which a transformation, or pre-distorsion
of the frequency axis of the analog filter is operated prior to covert the filter in
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Kaiser (β = 0.5)
Figure 6.14: Fourier transforms of the tapering windows shown in fig. 6.13.
the z-domain. This methods present other kinds of draw-backs, as, for instance,
depending on applications, the computation complexity.
Opposite to FIR filters, IIR filters have the advantage of a linear (“almost” flat)
amplitude response (attenuation in pass-band ≤ 0.1 dB) and the draw-back of
non-linear phase response, as it can be seen in fig. 6.16, which shows an example
of IIR filter.
The reason why this kind of filters was preferred for implementation in the OL
SW is that it is possible to compensate the phase response of the filter directly in
the application (see par. 7.1.5), whereas a linear attenuation can be more easily
equalized than a “ripple” response, as the one of FIR filters. (In any case, the
attenuation in pass-band is retained negligible).
6.3 Elements of Spectral Estimation17
In the following, a few generic aspects of the problem of spectral estimation will be
considered, which are of significance for the developed Open Loop software pack-
age. In particular, the classical methods of spectral estimation, based on Fourier
analysis, will be shortly introduced. As it will be dealt with discrete-time signals,
17An extensive treatment of this subject can be found in [58]. See also [71].
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Figure 6.15: Example of numeric low-pass FIR filter. The x axis represents the
frequency in radians normalized to π. The left y axis shows the magnitude in dB
(blue curve); the right y axis shows the phase in radians (green curve). Pass-band
and stop-band were specified to 0.3 rad and 0.4 rad, respectively.
the concepts presented for continuous stochastic processes will be extended to se-
quences.
“The general problem of spectral estimation is that of determining the spectral
content of a random process based on a finite set of observations from that process”.
([58]).
Given a complex wide-sense-stationary (WSS) random process x[n], the power







≤ f ≤ 1
2
(6.88)
where the frequency axis has been normalized to the sampling frequency, and rxx[k]
is the autocorrelation function (ACF) of x[n], defined as:
rxx[k] = E(x
∗[n]x[n+ k]) , (6.89)
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Figure 6.16: Example of numeric low-pass IIR filter. The x axis represents the
frequency in radians normalized to π. The left y axis shows the magnitude in dB
(blue curve); the right y axis shows the phase in radians (green curve). Pass-band
and stop-band were specified to 0.3 rad and 0.4 rad, respectively.
whit “E” the expectation operator (see App. F.3). The relationship (6.88) is the
Wiener-Kintchine definition of the PSD.
Since in eq.(6.88) the PDS depends on infinite samples of the ACF, the deter-
mination of the PDS is generally not possible. The spectral estimation prob-
lem can be therefore summarized as: “Based on the N contiguous observations
{x[0], x[1], ..., x[N − 1]} of a single realization of a WSS random process, it is de-
sired to estimate the PSD for −1
2
≤ f ≤ 1
2
”. ([58]).
If, on the one side, it is self-evident that it is not possible to analyze an infinite set
of samples, on the other side, the determination of N must be carefully pondered.
Very often, the analyzed processes are not stationary (in the WSS sense), so that
the ACF (6.89) does not only depend on k, but also on n, so that a PSD cannot be
defined. In many cases the non-stationarity is not severe, so that the process can
be defined locally WSS, that is, the variations of the ACF with n are “small” over
the considered observation interval.18 In this case a compromise must be met. On
the one hand, a time-varying PDS would lead to smoothing or biasing in the esti-
18This is the case for the analyzed VeRa occultation data.
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mation, but, on the other hand, a short data set would exhibit a large variability,
due to a lack of averaging. The bias-variance trade-off is a basic characteristics of
all spectral estimators. ([58]).


















Under the assumption that the autocorrelation function rxx decays sufficiently
rapidly, the definition (6.90) is equivalent to the Wiener-Kintchine definition (6.88)
6.3.1 Estimation Theory
Some general definitions are introduced hereafter.
Estimation theory is concerned with the problem of estimating the values of pa-
rameters based on measured data that has a random component. An estimator
θ̂ attempts to approximate the unknown parameters θ using the measurements x
(bold letters indicate vectors).
There are some properties that a good estimator should posses. In the following, a
scalar parameter θ is considered. If the estimator converges to the true parameter
value(s) as the number of data points N increases, the estimator is said to be
consistent. That is: lim
N→∞
Pr (|θ̂ − θ| > ε) = 0, where Pr denotes probability, and
ε is a small positive number.
An indicator of the quality of an estimator is the Mean Square Error (MSE): ([58])
MSE = E {(θ̂ − θ)2} = E {(θ̂ − E {θ̂})2}+ (E {θ̂} − θ)2 (6.91)
The first term is the variance of the estimator, whereas the second term is the
squared of the bias of the estimator. For an unbiased estimator should be:
E {θ̂} − θ = 0 (6.92)
6.3.2 Classical Spectral Estimation
Classical spectral estimation was used in the frame of the statistical error analysis
in order to evaluate the statistics of noise (see par. 8.1.1).
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In the following, ergodicity (see App. F.3.1) is assumed for the considered pro-
cesses, so that a single realization of the process is sufficient to determine the
ACF.
The method of the periodogram
The periodogram spectral estimator is based on the definition of PDS given in
eq.(6.90). Since it is not possible to dispose either on an infinite number of samples
or on an ensemble of realizations, the method of the periodogram omits the limit











The estimate of the PSD could be performed also by starting from the Wiener-
Kintchine definition of eq. (6.88)). In this case, given a realization of the process
x[n], due to the finite number N of samples at disposal, applying eq. (6.88) to the






For the same reason, the autocorrelation function can not be exact, as it has to
be calculated from a finite number of samples, i.e., the N samples of the current










x∗[n]x[n− k] for k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1
r̂∗xx[−k] for k = −(N − 1),−(N − 2), ...,−1
(6.95)
It can be demonstrate that the periodogram estimate of the finite length sequence
x[n] , (n = 0, ..., N − 1), given in eq.(6.93) is equivalent to the Fourier transform
























WB(f − ξ)Pxx(ξ) dξ , (6.97)





for |k| ≤ N − 1











The relationship (6.97) implies that the average periodogram is the convolution
of the true PDS with the Fourier transform of a Bartlett window, yielding on the
average a smoothed version of the true PSD. Thus the periodogram is generally
biased for finite data record but unbiased as N →∞, since:
lim
N→∞
E {P̂PER(f)} = Pxx(f) (6.100)
For the case of white noise, the estimator is unbiased even for finite N , as the
product of the Bartlett window by a Dirac delta function (that is, the ACF of
the noise), would result in the ACF itself. Furthermore, it can be seen that the
periodogram of white noise has χ2 statistics. In fact, considering that each point
of the periodogram is given by |X[k]|2 = X[k] ·X∗[k], k = 0, ...N − 1, where X[k]
is the kth element of the DFT of the real noise sequence x[n], by remembering eq.



































From the relationship (6.101) follows that each sample of the power spectrum
equals the sum of the square of N normal distributed, independent random vari-
ables, which, therefore, is χ2 distributed ([74]).
Differently from the expected value, increasing the number of samples N does
not reduce the variance of the periodogram, which, therefore, proves to be an
not consistent estimator. This is due to the lack of an average operation. Since
the periodogram is based on a single realization of the process, the values of the
points of the periodogram will show a certain amount of variability for each given
realization. It can be shown that:
var[P̂PER(f)] ' P 2xx(f) , (6.102)
from which results that the variance of the estimator is a constant independent of
N . This makes the periodogram an unreliable estimator, since its standard devia-
tion is as large as its mean, which is approximately the quantity to be estimated.
If several independent realizations of the examined process are available, the vari-
ance of the estimator can be reduced by averaging the single periodograms. Given










In practice, independent data set are seldom, so that a common approach is to
segment the N samples in K non-overlapping blocks of length L and average the
resulting periodograms. This reduces the variance of the estimate at the expenses
of the bias, since the shorter length of the single blocks results in a shorter Bartlett
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window (see eq.(6.98)), thus in a wider main lobe of its transform. In this case, a
technique which is useful is the prewhitening of the data, since, as already men-
tioned, in the case of white Gaussian noise the periodogram is unbiased for any
length of the analyzed data segment.
In some cases, it could be advantageous to apply a data window to the sequence
to process in order to reduce sidelobes which could mask eventual weak signals
which are spectrally close to stronger ones. Anyway, it can be shown that, if the
data consist of one complex sinusoidal signal19 embedded in white Gaussian noise,
then the optimal frequency estimator is the periodogram with no data windowing20.
The Blackman-Tukey Estimator
This estimator is based on the definition (6.96) of the periodogram. The adopted
principle is to minimize the contribution of those samples in the estimated ACF
that are more imprecise, i.e. the samples at higher lag (displacement), because
of the fewer averaged lag products. This can be done by means of a weighting






The sequence w[k], which performs the weighting of the ACF estimator, is called
lag window. It has the properties:
• 0 ≤ w[k] ≤ w[0] = 1;
• w[−k] = w[k];
• w[k] = 0 for |k| > M ;







19or several complex sinusoids, spaced more then fs/N apart in frequency (where N is the
number of points, and fs the sampling frequency), that is, the frequency resolution bin.
20This is the case for the analyzed VeRa occultation data in the regions where no multipath
propagation is involved.
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The relationship (6.105) is called the Blackman-Tukey spectral estimator (BT esti-
mator). It is equivalent to the periodogram if w[k] = 1 for |k| ≤M = N − 1. It is
also called a weighted covariance estimator: the weighting of the ACF reduces the
variance of the estimator at the expense of increasing the bias (wider mainlobe of
the Fourier transform of the lag window).
From the relationships (6.96), and (6.105), observing that





W (f − ξ) P̂PER(ξ) dξ , (6.106)
for the average of the BT estimator is:





W (f − ξ) E {P̂PER(ξ)} dξ , (6.107)
which, when evaluated for large data records, leads to:





W (f − ξ)Pxx(ξ) dξ , (6.108)
since the periodogram is unbiased when N → ∞. As for the periodogram, the













It can be seen that choosing an appropriate window, both the type and the length,
is a central issue in classical spectral estimation.
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Chapter 7
“Open Loop” Data Processing
Software
7.1 Basic principle
In this chapter are described the digital processing techniques which are imple-
mented in the software package for the evaluation of the Radio Science occultation
data in the “Open Loop” format (OL). Although optimized for the specific condi-
tions imposed by the Venus atmosphere, the processing strategy outlined hereafter
is based on a generalized approach which allows application to any kind of data
recorded in OL mode, for example also for cometary data. In the following the
case of the VEX Radio Science occultation experiment at Venus is considered.
In order to define a convenient approach to the problem the expected character-
istics of the signal to be received are considered. The carrier signal transmitted
by the spacecraft ideally consists of a single tone of constant amplitude A0 at the
nominal carrier frequency fc. Considering the interaction of the microwave with
interposed media and also the thermal noise contribution of the receiver, the signal
at the receiver output can be written in the most general form as1:
s(t) = [A0 + ∆A(t)] · cos{2π[fc + ∆fDoppler(t) + ∆fV (t)+
+ ∆fE(t) + ∆fP (t) + fPN(t)] · t} + n(t) (7.1)
where:
• ∆A(t) expresses amplitude variations (supposed to be due only to the Venus
atmosphere);
1Here the attenuation of free-space loss and the amplification of the receiver chain are not
considered.
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• ∆fDoppler(t) is the time-varying frequency shift imposed by the classical
Doppler effect (straight-line Doppler)2;
• ∆fV (t) represents the frequency variation due to the Venus ionosphere and
atmosphere;
• ∆fE(t) represents the frequency variation due to the Earth ionosphere and
atmosphere (troposphere)3;
• ∆fP (t) is the frequency variation imposed by interplanetary plasma (solar
wind);
• ∆fPN(t) describes the effects of phase noise and aging of the frequency source
(see App. D.1);
• n(t) is the thermal noise of the receiver (assumed to be white Gaussian noise).
As mentioned in Ch.5, the parameter of interest are the amplitude- and frequency
variation which are induced by the Venus atmosphere and ionosphere, that is,
∆A(t) and ∆fV (t). Those quantities are contained in the amplitude and frequency
of the received signal. Whereas it is possible to estimate the motion-induced
Doppler frequency shift by means of ephemeris calculation and reconstructed orbit
data, to calibrate the effects of the Earth environment almost completely by means
of in-situ measurements and look-up tables ([3]), and to compensate the effect of
interplanetary plasma by means of differential Doppler (see par. 2.3.2), the effects
of the frequency instability of the spacecraft signal and of the thermal noise at the
receiver are inseparable from the received signal and dictate the sensitivity of the
experiment.4
2This is the contribution to the total frequency shift of the received signal which is due to the
relative motion between S/C and G/S, considering free space propagation (vacuum). The effects
of the crossed medium are not considered in this quantity.
3The Earth troposphere causes the received signal to experience an additional path delay
which ranges from ∼ 2-2.5m for large elevation angle of the tracking antenna (zenith), to ∼ 20-
28m at a 5◦ elevation angle, depending on air pressure, temperature, and humidity ([45], [40]).
Due to the relative motion of the satellite and G/S, the the total phase path length of the radio
signal shows time dependency which leads to a measurable Doppler frequency shift of ∼ 40mHz
at X-Band and ∼ 10mHz at S-Band. The additional frequency shift caused by the Earth
ionosphere is about one order of magnitude smaller than the aforementioned quantities ([45],
[40]). See also par. 8.2.1.
4In this regard the frequency instability of the H2-Maser used for the down-conversion on
ground is negligible as its Allan deviation is two orders of magnitude smaller than the Allan
deviation of the USO. The same ratio applies for thermal noise, whose standard deviation is
comparable with the USO instability.
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It is convenient to consider the received signal after removal of the carrier frequency
and motion-related Doppler frequency shift and calibration of the effects of the
Earth atmosphere- and ionosphere. Equation (7.1) becomes:5
s(t) = A(t) cos[2πf(t) · t] + n(t) (7.2)
where the variable frequency f(t) reflects the frequency variations induced by
the transected media (i.e., the ionosphere and atmosphere of the planetary body)
as well as the instability of the frequency source and A(t) represents the signal
amplitude, whose variations depend on the crossed media, too. A proper choice
of the length of the observation window “T” allows considering the signal s(t)
as “quasi-stationary”, that is, slowly varying over time intervals having the same
order of magnitude as the reciprocal of the frequency at a particular time t0 in the
selected time interval T ([64]). For this assumption to hold it must be:
T (t)|t0 ' f−1(t)|t0 (7.3)
This is a central issue for the outlined processing approach, as explained in the
following.
The strategy for the evaluation of the OL occultation data relies on iterative pro-
cessing which allows a progressive reduction of the signal bandwidth. At each
iteration step, an estimation of the signal frequency takes place. The time series
provided by the estimation is used to compute the phase of a complex exponential
function of unit amplitude which, in turns, is used for numerical down-conversion
of the signal itself: the signal samples are multiplied by the samples of the gen-
erated complex function in order to reduce signal dynamics and to reposition the
signal spectral content in the center of the frequency span. Ideally this process
should result in a sinusoidal signal of zero frequency already after the first down-
conversion.6 The uncertainty of the estimate causes the signal to retain residual
dynamics, that is, a time-varying value of its frequency which is defined as fre-
quency residual.
The various signal frequency estimates, performed at each iteration step in order to
obtain the relevant down-conversion signal, are based on Fourier analysis. A Fast-
Fourier-Transform algorithm (FFT, see par. 6.2.3) is applied to subsequent sets of
signal samples covering a time interval T , over which amplitude and frequency of
5The effects of interplanetary plasma possibly lying on the radio path between S/C and G/S
can be at first neglected.
6Not considering amplitude variations, which result in some narrow-band spectral content
placed around zero frequency.
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the signal are considered being approximately constant, as mentioned in relation
to eq. (7.3). Since the signal is not perfectly stationary, it is affected by a slow
residual drift in the considered time interval T , which, along with superimposed
thermal noise, is responsible for the inaccuracy of the frequency estimate.
The chosen iterative approach has the advantage of reducing the signal dynamics
step by step, which allows progressive extension of the observation time T . This, in
turn, implies increased resolution power of the FFT, and, therefore, larger values
of SNR in each resolution cell (frequency bin). Since signal degradation increases
with penetration depth (due to defocusing- and absorption effects, see par. 5.2.3),
the SNR improvement produced by the recursive approach allows the recovery of
information from increasingly low altitudes.
Typically, the selected values of T vary from 1 s at the beginning of the processing
to 10 s at the end of the processing, which is usually completed within three-four
iterations, depending on occultation depth.
Each FFT-based estimate of the frequency is smoothed by a proper algorithm (see
par. 7.1.2), in order to obtain a signal which is suitable for the down-conversion
process of the following stage.
At the end of each processing step, the down-converted samples undergo numeric
low-pass filtering, which allows sample decimation, a considerable advantage in
terms of computation velocity and memory allocation.7
In order not to compromise the information contained in the current frequency
residual, three different contributions to the actual bandwidth occupation have to
be taken into account when assessing the cut-off frequency of the filter. They are:
1. the absolute maximum frequency shift ∆fn reached by the frequency residual
w.r.t. to zero;
2. the residual signal dynamics sdn, given by the change rate of the frequency
residual;
7In principle, the implementation of low-pass filtering at the end of each iteration step has
the only advantage of sample decimation. It has no influence on the frequency estimate of the
next step, since this is based on the FFT, where the noise bandwidth is dictated by the length of
the observation window and it holds 1/T (n) < f
(n)
c , because 1/T (n) shall not exceed the residual
signal dynamics sdn (see eq. (7.4)). (T is the duration of the observation window in the FFT, fc
is the cut-off frequency of the filter, and apex n represents the n-th iteration step). Furthermore,
since the frequency profile is built up by looking at the maximum in each frequency spectrum
(see after, par.7.1.4), the filter has also the effect to optimize the estimate in the middle of the
pass, when the signal strength is comparable with the noise power. In this case the signal peak
can be easily masked by peaks of noise. The effect of the filter is to reduce the number of the
frequency bins which “compete” for the maximum, thus increasing the probability of the right
frequency bin to be chosen (point “D” in fig. 7.6.)
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cut > BWn = ∆fn + sdn + εn (7.4)
where f
(n)
cut is the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter and BWn is the bandwidth
occupation of the signal, both considered at the nth processing step.
The frequency variations over time, which are observed in the frequency residu-
als obtained in the various processing steps, let us consider the down-converted,
received signal as being PM/FM modulated (see App. A). Therefore, the Carson
formula is used for the evaluation of the signal bandwidth BWn. In this way, the
residual signal dynamics sdn is considered to be the frequency of a fictive signal
which modulates the carrier and, therefore, expressed in [Hz].
In the praxis, a margin of ∼ 20% of the estimated signal bandwidth is considered
in the selection of the cut-off frequency of the filter.
Typically, the frequency residuals considered in the first processing iteration step
(after removal of straight-line Doppler frequency shift) present a maximum fre-
quency shift comprised in a range of 60-80Hz (deep occultation passes), with
maximum signal dynamics of ∼ 1Hz/s. Since eq. (7.3) holds, for large values of
the SNR (SNR > 10 dB) the estimation error εn is contained within the width of
the frequency resolution bin of the FFT spectrum. This leads to ε1 = 1Hz, since
the observation window T at the first iteration stage is normally set to be 1 second.
Therefore, for a typical deep-occultation pass, a cut-off frequency f
(1)
cut = 100Hz is
selected for the low-pass filter of the first processing stage.
The thermal noise at the receiver and the frequency stability of the USO set the
maximum accuracy which is attainable by the progressive reduction of the noise
bandwidth and signal dynamics, thus providing a limit for the number of itera-
tions. The process should stop when the values of the estimated frequency are
comparable with the inaccuracy of the estimate itself, that is, error bars of the
estimate are comprised between 50% and 100%. Typically, the analysis is accom-
plished within three to four iteration steps, as already mentioned. The frequency
profiles obtained in each iteration step are stored in order to use them in the re-
construction of the total frequency shift at the end of the processing.
Once the iterations are completed, the signal obtained after the last down-conversion
is evaluated in the time domain in order to obtain instantaneous values of the fre-
quency. This requirement is not attainable by means of the FFT, as the calculated
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spectra result from averaging over the whole observation period T . At the end of
the processing all frequency estimates from the performed iteration steps are added
to the instantaneous frequency in order to obtain the resulting media-induced fre-
quency shift.
As long as the relationship (7.4) holds, the accuracy of the frequency estimation
depends on the accuracy of the time domain estimate and not on the various
estimates obtained by means of the FFT during the iterative procedure. This is
due to the fact that all performed down-conversions serve exclusively to reposition
the signal to the center of the spectrum and to reduce signal dynamics. They
have to be regarded merely as “arbitrary”shifts which are “undone” at the end of
the processing by adding them to the time domain estimate. The power of the
received signal is calculated in time domain as well.
The outlined processing strategy has the advantage of preserving an arbitrary time
resolution (in principle the full sample rate!) independently of the integration
time. By means of the described progressive reduction of the signal dynamics, it is
possible to cope with low values of the SNR without reducing the time resolution
by averaging, since the final frequency evaluation is performed in the time domain
as instantaneous frequency. This is not the case for CL data. As a matter of fact,
in the CL mode the phase information of the incoming signal is extracted from the
error signal of the PLL, which implies a fixed value of receiver bandwidth (see also
5.3). This implies that the only way to cope with a degrading SNR is to increase
the integration time of the phase values, which happens at expense of the spatial
resolution in the probed atmosphere.
The followed approach can be regarded as an enhancement of the so-called “Radio-
Holographic” techniques (see par. 7.2.2), in which the frequency profiles are di-
rectly obtained from the power spectrum of the signal after removal of the straight-
line Doppler and the expected atmospheric frequency shifts. The improvement
brought by the OL software is provided by the iterations and the time analysis, as
these increase SNR and time resolution at the same time.
A special handling is needed for the data blocks affected by multipath propagation.
The topic is discussed in the paragraph 7.2.
7.1.1 Implementation of predicted expected frequency shift
in the OL software
Before the iterative processing starts, some preliminary operations are performed
on the delivered samples. As described in Ch.5, upon reception at the ground
station, the signal is down-converted to IF (70MHz), digitized, and numeri-
cally mixed-down by a coarse frequency predict, which approximately removes the
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straight-line (vacuum) Doppler frequency shift. As a consequence, the provided
signal samples are still affected by some residual motion-related signal dynamics,
and, of course, by the effects of the interposed media (i.e. the Venus atmosphere-
and ionosphere). The first operation performed on the samples is to correct the
down-conversion performed at the G/S by means of the accurate straight-line pre-
dict provided by the RSS (see Ch.3). Since the information about the applied
down-mix function is saved and delivered in auxiliary data, it is possible to calcu-
late the difference between the G/S predict and the RSS predict and numerically
mix the samples by the computed error function. The purpose of the removal of
the residual straight-line Doppler shift is to have a signal whose dynamics show
exclusively the effect of the investigated media.8
As described in 5.3, the raw data delivered by the ground station for processing
consist in two set of orthogonal samples, the in-phase sequence, represented by
I[n] and the quadrature sequence, represented by Q[n], where brackets represent
index notation, as usual for discrete-time signals.9 As mentioned in par. 5.3, both
sequences can be combined in the complex notation:











and s+[n] is the analytic signal associated to s[n], with s[n] = A[n] cos(ψ[n]) (see
par. 6.1.7).
After phase correction this sequence becomes:
s[n] = A[n] ejφ[n] (7.7)
8The effects of the Earth atmosphere- and ionosphere are compensated at a later stage of the
data processing and not in the OL software. In the following, however, it is assumed that they
have been already removed.
9In the following, the terms “signal” and “sequence” will be used equivalently to denote
discrete-time signals, if not differently specified. Furthermore, signal spectra will be handled
as spectra of sampled analog signals, rather than as spectra of numeric sequences, difference
being the dimension of the abscissa, which is still [Hz] in the former case, whereas it becomes
dimensionless in the domain of the sequences and is given in radians (see 6.2). Therefore, the
first spectral replica of the sampled signal (the base-band spectrum), comprised in the inter-
val [−fs/2, fs/2[, where fs is the sampling frequency, will be considered as the power density
spectrum of the original analog signal.
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where
φ[n] = ψ[n]− (φstr[n]− φGS[n]) (7.8)
where φstr is the phase shift induced by the straight-line Doppler effect
10 (see fig.
7.1). It was calculated by interpolating the frequency values of the predict, fpr[i],
on the time instant given by the time stamps of the samples and by multiplying






Similarly, φGS was obtained from the values of the frequency of the local oscillator






The first estimation of the received signal frequency after correction of classical
Doppler effects is not based on the data but on a ray tracing calculation ([79]) (see
fig. 7.2) using a reference atmosphere derived from the Magellan Venus mission
([62]). This allows reaching a degree of accuracy on the first frequency estimate
which would not be attainable from the data itself because the noise bandwidth has
not yet been reduced at the beginning of the precessing. This in turns implies the
possibility to dramatically reduce the signal dynamics in a pre-processing stage,
which has the advantage to optimize memory allocation and computational speed.
Typically, the implementation of the atmospheric predict implies a decimation
factor of the magnitude order of 102. This allows to retain at most one sample
per record (records contain 87 samples, see 5.3), which greatly simplify the SW
structure.
10The subtlety of including the correction term in brackets in eq. 7.8 renders the implementa-
tion of the calculus: in principle the predict of the G/S must be “undone” and the correct predict
must be applied on the restored “sky-frequency” (frequency of the received signal, as it would be
measured at the antenna terminals, before down-conversion). In practice is not possible to bring
the samples to oscillate at the sky-frequency (O(109) [Hz]), as the sampling rate (105 [s−1]) is
too low. If one were to add the phase of G/S predict to the phase of the samples, one would
obtain a phase ambiguity of multiples of 2π, that is, one would see the base-band portion of the
aliased sky-frequency. Instead, what is conceptually correct is to calculate the phase difference
of the two predicts (straight-line predict from the RSS and G/S-predict, as in (7.8)), since the
result is a slowly varying phase which can be used to correct the phase of the samples.
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Figure 7.1: Prediction of the expected frequency shift induced by the relative mo-
tion of transmitter and receiver in vacuum (classical Doppler effect, or straight-
line Doppler) for the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109.
The values are relative, being expressed as ∆f/f (where f is the transmitted fre-
quency), thus valid for both transmission frequencies (X- and S-band). The abso-
lute frequency shift is calculated in the OL SW by multiplying the predict by the
USO-driven transmitter frequency. This one was obtained by interpolation over
a look-up table, filled up with values from observations carried out throughout the
mission during occultation seasons (see par. 4.5.1). For the X-Band D/L reference
value of 8.4GHz, an absolute maximum straight-line shift of ∼ 70 kHz is obtained
at t ∼ 0.109 days.
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time past (2006 08 08 01 23 06) − UTC [s]
Figure 7.2: Prediction of the expected frequency shift induced by the Venus atmo-
sphere on the VEX X-Band RF carrier signal for the VEX-VeRa occultation pass
on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Time dependent variations of the bending angle of
the rays in the Venus atmosphere cause Doppler frequency shifts on the received
signal. The maximum frequency excursus varies during the occultation season, as
it depends on the geometry of the occultation: it is small for limb occultations and
increases for larger scanned portions of the atmosphere. The maximum is in coin-
cidence of the diametric pass, or diametric occultation, when the projection of the
S/C track on ground reaches its maximum length. The selected pass was couple of
orbits past the diametric occultation (see par. 5.1).
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A pre-processing step is performed ahead of the iterative procedure in order to
evaluate the bandwidth of the signal s0[n] after removal of straight-line Doppler
frequency and atmospheric predict, where
s0[n] = s[n] e
−jφatm[n]) = A[n] ej(φ[n]−φatm[n]) (7.11)
with s[n] defined in eq. (7.7), and φatm being the phase calculated from the atmo-
spheric predict by the same procedure as in eqs. (7.9) and (7.10).
Figure 7.3: Block diagram showing the pre-processing stage of the OL software.
The RSS straight-line predict is employed in order to correct the inaccuracy of the
G/S predict. The prediction of the atmospheric-induced frequency shift is use to
considerably reduce signal dynamics at the beginning of the processing (decimation
factor > 102), in order to optimize memory allocation and calculation speed. The
pre-processing is performed in order to estimate the bandwidth of the first frequency
residual, so that the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter of the first stage can be
determined.
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show block diagrams representing the pre-processing stage and
the first iteration step of the OL software. (The down-conversion process is re-
peated in the step #1, as it not possible to store the down-converted samples in one
memory structure. It was retained more convenient running the same piece of SW
twice rather than writing new code and managing the write/read process of mem-
ory arrays). In the mentioned- and following block diagrams which describe the
OL SW structure, green cylinders represent read/write storage units, PC symbols
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Figure 7.4: Block diagram showing the first processing step of the iterative pro-
cessing procedure. After removal of straight-line Doppler frequency and expected
atmospheric frequency shift, the samples are low-pass-filtered and decimated. The
cut-off frequency of the filter is determined on the basis of the bandwidth evaluation
occurred in the pre-processing stage.
correspond to the processing of input quantities (incoming arrows). Arrows de-
parting from PC symbols represent results of computation. Oscillators and mixers
are characterized by the conventional symbols and represent numeric operations,
i.e., the computation of a sequence of frequency values and the multiplication of
complex exponential sequences, respectively.
Figure 7.5 shows the frequency residual evaluated on the basis of the Fourier
analysis after the removal of the expected Doppler frequency shift, both straight-
line and atmosphere-induced, showed in fig. 7.1 and fig. 7.2, respectively.
In the following, the various operations carried out in the generic nth iteration step
will be considered in some details, along with the procedure which computes the
total frequency shift from the partial results of the single iteration steps.
7.1.2 Single iteration steps: signal frequency evaluation,
polynomial fit and storage of coefficients
Figure 7.6 shows the block diagram of the generic nth iteration step. The (n−1)th
frequency residual from the previous iteration step is smoothed in order to obtain
a noiseless function suitable for the mix-down process of the current iteration step.
The smoothed curve is then fitted by a 3rd-order polynomial and the computed
polynomial coefficients are stored for the build-up of the total frequency shift at the
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Figure 7.5: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Frequency
vs. time profile from FFT-based analysis after the first processing iteration step.
Expected straight-line Doppler frequency shift and atmosphere-induced frequency
shift (shown in fig. 7.1 and fig. 7.2, respectively) have been removed. The down-
converted samples were low-pass filtered and decimated accordingly to the Nyquist
criterion. The filter cut-off frequency was 80Hz. The presence of noise beyond the
interval ±80Hz is due to the finite slope of the applied filter (amplitude response
decay: 5 dB/decade, see par 6.2.6). Each frequency point derives from FFT per-
formed on sample sets covering a time span of 1 s; the time indication of each point
is referred to the center of the interval. Time resolution: 1 s; frequency resolution
cell (width of the FFT frequency bin): ∼ 40mHz.
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end of the iteration process (point “A”). The voltage samples from the previous
step are mixed-down by means of the calculated polynomial (point “B”). After
evaluation of the bandwidth occupation, the down-converted samples are low-pass
filtered, decimated, and stored for the next iteration step (point “C”). From the
samples a new frequency profile is computed , which will serve as mix-signal in
next stage (where it will be smoothed and fitted) (point “D”).
Figure 7.6: Block diagram showing the nth processing step of the iterative processing
procedure. The frequency residual from the previous iteration step is smoothed and
fitted by a 3rd-order polynomial and the computed polynomial coefficients are stored
for the build-up of the total frequency shift at the end of the iteration process (point
“A”). The voltage samples from the previous step are down-converted by means
of the calculated polynomial (point “B”), and, after evaluation of the bandwidth
occupation, low-pass filtered, decimated, and stored for the next iteration step (point
“C’). From the samples a new frequency profile is computed , which will serve as
mix-signal in next stage (where it will be smoothed and fitted) (point “D”).
The frequency residuals have a typical signature which exhibits different dynamics
along the pass, so that the smoothing action must be locally adjusted. This was
achieved by calculating a set of curves characterized by different depths of the
smoothing action, each one covering the whole duration of the pass. A segment
of each smoothed curve was then selected and the single segments were joined
together in order to cover the whole pass. The difference among the implemented
degrees of smoothing must be kept within a certain limit, in order to avoid strong
discontinuities in the resulting curve. Small discontinuities are flattened by a
mild smoothing on the obtained curve. In the final curve the averaging effect
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gradually increases from the beginning to the middle of the pass and decreases
from the middle to the end. Figure 7.7 shows the frequency residual after the
first iteration step and the superimposed smoothed profile. Figure 7.8 shows the
frequency residual after the second iteration step: the smoothed profile of the
previous step (red curve in fig. 7.7) was used as down-conversion signal. The
central portion of the smoothed profile (noisy data) serves as connection between
the initial- and final parts of the residual curve, rather than as reliable estimation
of the frequency, as the SNR is too low. Nevertheless, as the signal is expected to
lower its dynamics in the middle of the pass (see par. 7.2.1), signal could show up
in further processing stages, since the noise bandwidth is progressively reduced.
In this regard, the smoothing action on the frequency estimate is intensified in the
middle of the pass, in order to prevent the mix-signal to oscillate after noise and
to possibly drive the weak signal toward the wrong direction.




















Figure 7.7: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Smoothed
frequency residual after the first processing iteration step. Blue points: original
data; red curve: smoothed data. The frequency residual was obtained by means of
Fourier analysis on the down-converted, low-pass filtered samples (see fig. 7.5);
the removed straight-line- and atmospheric predicts are shown in fig. 7.1 and fig.
7.2, respectively. (Interpretation and comments are given in text).
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Figure 7.8: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Frequency
vs. time profile from FFT-based analysis after the second processing iteration step.
The samples were down-converted by frequency estimation performed on the output
data of the previous step (see fig. 7.7), low-pass filtered (cut-off frequency: 10Hz)
and decimated accordingly to the Nyquist criterion. Each frequency point derives
from FFT performed on sample sets covering a time span of 2 s; the time indication
of each point is referred to the center of the interval. Time resolution: 0.1 s;
frequency resolution cell (width of the FFT frequency bin): ∼ 2.5mHz.
7.1.3 Computation of last frequency residual and received
signal power from time samples and construction of
the total frequency shift
After completion of all iteration steps, estimates of signal intensity and frequency
are obtained as time series from the analysis of the signal base-band components
in the time domain. In digital form:
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with a[n] and b[n] the recorded samples of the signal base-band components; εP
and εf represent the uncertainties on the signal intensity and signal frequency,
respectively. For the retrieval of instantaneous frequency and power, the residual
signal dynamics make a time domain analysis more accurate than a FFT-based
approach. This observation is based on the intrinsic feature of a Fourier spectral
analysis of being an integral measurement over a certain time span. Hereby, past
and future information are averaged in each spectrum (typically, T = 10 s at the
last iteration step) whereas a time based analysis provides phase information at the
selected sample rate (∆t = 0.1 s or better.) The maximum time resolution selected
should be compatible with the extension of the Fresnel zone in the atmosphere
(∼ 60- to 70m in vertical direction for deep sounding altitudes (h ∼ 40 km), see
par. 5.2.4).
Figure 7.9 shows the last processing step, which takes place after completion of
the iterative procedure. The frequency functions applied in the down-conversion
process of each iteration step are calculated from the stored polynomial coeffi-
cients on the time basis of the residual samples and added to the instantaneous
frequency profile in order to obtain the total atmospheric-induced frequency shift.
The received signal power profile is computed from the residual samples in the
time domain.
The effect of the progressive reduction of the signal dynamics and the correspon-
dent low-pass filtering is clearly visible in figs. 7.10 to 7.13. This example, taken
from the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on 8th-Aug-2006 (DoY 220), shows the time
profile of the received signal power calculated from the time samples at the end
of each processing step. The bandwidths of the applied numeric filters correspond
to 80Hz, 10Hz, 5Hz, 0.5Hz, respectively from iteration step 1 to iteration step
4 (the last one). Each processing step introduce an improvement in the SNR, so
that the curve of the received power, which contains the effects of absorption and
defocusing, emerges from background noise. The effects of multipath propagation
(see par. 7.2) are visible during the ingress- and egress phase, where superimposi-
tion of more signals let the power of the received signal exceed the nominal value
in vacuum.
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Figure 7.9: Block diagram showing the last processing step of the OL SW. The
reduced samples are evaluated in the time domain and instantaneous frequency-
and power time series are made available. By means of the stored polynomial
coefficients it is possible to calculate the subtracted frequency residuals at the times
given by the time stamps of the remaining samples in order to build up the total
frequency shift.
7.1.4 FFT-based frequency estimation
Due to the implicit rectangular windowing applied when executing the FFT over a
finite number of samples, the obtained power density spectra (periodograms) will
be of the form sinc2, where sinc(x) =
sinx
x
, centered around the current value of
the signal frequency ([64]).
The frequency estimation at each processing step, that is, a frequency profile vs.
time over the whole data set, is obtained by looking at the frequency of the peak
in each spectrum. In order to improve the time resolution, the FFT is applied
in “sliding” mode, that is, the signal samples of each observation window partly
overlap with the samples of the next window. Typically, a time resolution of 0.1 s
is implemented. This implies an overlapping of the observation windows of 90%.
As the prime information needed is the location of the spectral peak on the fre-
quency axis, no explicit windowing is executed on the time samples (see par.
6.2.6). Time samples were zero-padded prior to perform FFT in order to increase
the frequency accuracy when locating the maximum within the main lobe (see
par. 6.2.3). The criterion used to determine the integration time T is based on the
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Figure 7.10: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Peak power
of received signal from time series. Iteration step 1. Low-Pass filter cut-off fre-
quency: 80Hz.
requirement that each spectrum maintain a sinc2 shape. This limits the maximum
allowed frequency shift of the carrier in the observation time T to a certain percent
of the main lobe width. If this limit is exceeded, the sinc2 shape is warped into
the spectrum of a chirp signal. This consideration sets a relationship between ob-
servation time T and frequency shift rate of the signal (signal dynamics). Setting















reflects the maximum signal dynamics. Considering that the
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Figure 7.11: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Peak power
of received signal from time series. Iteration step 2. Low-Pass filter cut-off fre-
quency: 10Hz.
Figure 7.14 shows an example spectrum taken from the VEX-VeRa occultation
pass occurred on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. The FFT was performed on a 1s
sample set (T = 1 s), taken at t = 1 s (center of interval) after beginning of record-
ing, before the signal entered the atmosphere, after down-conversion (removal of
the expected straight-line frequency shift and predicted atmospheric frequency
shift), low-pass filtering and decimation. The spectrum shows the expected sinc2
shape, thus confirming the hypothesis quasi-stationarity. This is not the case for a
sample set of the same pass taken at the same processing stage at t = 285 s (center
of interval) after beginning of recording, when the signal was well within the atmo-
sphere (shown in 7.15). The discrepancy of the adopted atmospheric model from
the real atmosphere causes the signal to drift in the observation window, causing
a chirp-like spectrum. The observation window must be diminished in order to
unambiguously track the carrier signal.
7.1.5 Design of numeric low-pass filters
As mentioned in Ch.6, the action of a filter on a transiting signal is that to alter the
shape, that is, the spectral content of the signal itself, accordingly to the needed
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Figure 7.12: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Peak power
of received signal from time series. Iteration step 3. Low-Pass filter cut-off fre-
quency: 5Hz.
application. This operation is represented mathematically as the convolution of
the signal with the pulse response of the filter (see par. 6.2.5), that is:




where x(t) is the input signal, h(t) is the pulse response of the filter, and y(t) is
the output signal. The character “∗” represents the convolution operator.
Provided a “suitable” digital form of the filter pulse response, the same operation
can be applied to digital signals. In this case the integral operator is substituted
by summation, as the values are defined at discrete times:




As discussed in Ch.6, the discrete pulse response h[n] can be computed by means
of two different strategies, which lead to two different categories of numeric filters:
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Figure 7.13: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Peak power
of received signal from time series. Iteration step 4. Low-Pass filter cut-off fre-
quency: 0.5Hz.
the infinite impulse response-, or IIR filters, and the finite impulse response-, or
FIR filters. Defining X(z) and H(z) as the z -transforms of the input sequence and
of the filter pulse response, respectively, the output sequence in the domain of the
z variable is expressed by:
Y (z) = X(z) ·H(z) (7.18)
where H(z) is a rational expression whose coefficients depends on the desired filter
characteristics (see par.6.2.6).
The computation of the coefficients of the numerical low-pass filter used at each
processing stage was supported by MATLAB dedicated routines. The IIR filter
category was preferred to the FIR kind because of its linear residual amplitude
attenuation in pass band which is easier to account for when compared with the
amplitude fluctuations which are characteristic of FIR filters (see figs. 6.15 and 6.16
in par.6.2.6). Still, IIR filters have the drawback of non-linear phase response which
would affect the processed signal by irreversible distortion, if not compensated.
The problem could be solved by cascading the low-pass filter block and reversing
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Figure 7.14: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Power
density spectrum from FFT. Observation time T = 1 s. Frequency resolution cell
(width of the FFT frequency bin): ∼ 40mHz. Data taken at t = 1 s after be-
ginning of recording (center of interval), before the signal entered the atmosphere,
after removal of the expected straight-line frequency shift and predicted atmospheric
frequency shift (shown in fig. 7.1 and fig. 7.2, respectively).
the output sequence after each block (anti-causal processing is always possible
in no-real-time applications as the data are recorded and stored). Referring to
(7.18), from the properties of the z -transform, the reversed output sequence in the
z-domain will have the form:
Y (1/z) = X(1/z) ·H(1/z) (7.19)
which, after further application of the low-pass filters yields:
Ŷ (z) = Y (1/z)H(z) = X(1/z)H(1/z)H(z) (7.20)
Reversing the last sequence in the time domain yields for the z -transform:
Ỹ (z) = X(z)H(z)H(1/z) (7.21)
which, considered for |z| = 1, that is z = ejω yields:
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Figure 7.15: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Power
density spectrum from FFT. Observation time T = 1 s. Frequency resolution
(width of the frequency bin): ∼ 40mHz. Data taken at t = 285 s after begin-
ning of recording (center of interval), after removal of the expected straight-line
frequency shift and predicted atmospheric frequency shift (shown in fig. 7.1 and
fig. 7.2, respectively), when the signal was well within the atmosphere. The dis-
crepancy of the adopted atmospheric model from the real atmosphere causes the
signal to drift in the observation window, causing a chirp-like spectrum. The ob-
servation window must be diminished in order to unambiguously track the carrier
signal.
Ỹ (ejω) = X(ejω)H(ejω)H(e−jω) = X(ejω)H(ejω)H∗(ejω) =
+X(ejω)|H(ejω)|2 (7.22)
completely removing the phase response of the filter. Theoretically, the filtered
data should be compensated for the amplitude variations introduced by the filter.
Since these lie within a fraction of dB, they are at first retained negligible.
As mentioned in par. 6.2.6, filters of order comprised in the range 6 to 10 with




During the analysis of the data, superimposition of more carrier signals has been
regularly observed at certain points of the data set for a few tens of seconds (see
figs. 7.18 and 7.19). These spectral features show up shortly after the beginning of
the atmospheric penetration, in the “ingress” phase, and -symmetrically- shortly
after that the signal re-emerges from the deep atmospheric layers on the other side
of the planet, in the “egress” phase. These time segments correspond to a height
of the scanned atmosphere comprised between 50-70 km, in correspondence with
the region of the cloud layer ([93]).
This phenomenon is caused by small-scale structures (i.e. undulations, or sinu-
soidal features) of the refractive index, associated with temperature inversion lay-
ers in the cloud region (70 - 50 km). The departure of the vertical gradient of the
refractive index from the monotonic profile of the background structure lets dif-
ferent “rays”11 (typically, an odd number of them) contained in the transmitting
antenna beam to converge in the focus located at the receiving antenna of the
G/S.
Fig. 7.16 is intended to illustrate the principal of multipath propagation using the
example of the Earth atmosphere. In this case, a GPS satellite (left-hand side of
the figure) set at infinite distance, transmits a set of parallel rays, each one sent
at a different epoch. A Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) satellite (right-hand side of the
figure) receives the transmitted signal along its orbit. The non-monotonic gradient
of the refractivity causes some rays to cross the optical paths of others. Therefore,
these rays are received in a chronological order which differs from the one of the
transmission epochs, and interfere with the “current” ray being received. In the
case of planetary occultation at Venus, the transmitter is located at the S/C and
the receiver is represented by the G/S on the Earth.
The received signal is composed by the coherent summation of all signals whose
optical path has the Earth in the focus for a given time instant. As a consequence,
the amplitude and phase of the single components is not directly observable (see
fig. 7.17). In order to compute the value of the refractive index of the resolution
cell (Fresnel zone in the atmosphere) scanned by each of the convergent rays, one
should be able to obtain the bending angle of each single path, which implies the
recovery of the Doppler shift of each individual signal in the multipath zone.
Figures 7.18 and 7.19, show time series of the spectra obtained from VEX occulta-
tion data affected by multipath propagation. Straight-line Doppler shift, and ex-
pected atmospheric shift were removed by down-conversion. Since the atmospheric
frequency predict is calculated for a unique, “expected” signal, the spectral com-
ponents of the down-converted received signal will have different dynamics, with
11The phenomenon is here described from a geometric optic perspective.
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Figure 7.16: Representation of multipath reception in an Earth occultation ex-
periment. On the left-hand side, a GPS satellite (not shown), transmits rays at
different epochs. On the right-hand side, a Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) satellite re-
ceives the transmitted signal throughout its orbit. The non-monotonic gradient of
the refractivity causes some rays to cross the optical paths of others. Therefore,
these rays are received in a chronological order which differs from the one of the
transmission epochs,and interfere with the “current” ray being received. (Adapted
from [69]).
relative phases φm(t)−φk(t), (k = 1...n), (subscript m denotes the signal assumed
as the nominal one), depending on the size of the refractivity perturbation and
on the local defocussing ([69]). The spectral distance amongst the overlapped re-
ceived signals from the multipath region ranges from a few tenth of Hertz to zero,
making the recovery of the single components over the whole multipath event by
means of a FFT-based analysis not possible, due to the intrinsic conflict between
time- and frequency resolution in the Fourier transform. A different approach will
be presented in paragraph 7.2.3.
7.2.1 The “Multi-track” routine
The processing strategy outlined in previous sections fails when dealing with
data originating from multipath propagation, as it presupposes a single, “slowly-
varying” carrier signal to be detected. Forcing the algorithm to track only the
strongest spectral peak lead to discontinuous profiles (see fig. 7.20), since the
power of each of the overlaid signals fluctuates with time, depending on the crossed
portion of atmosphere, but also on the interference itself, when the signals become
closer in the spectrum. Furthermore, the assumption that the strongest signal
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Figure 7.17: Vectorial sum of received signal components for a “multipath” event.
Each vector is represented as a phasor with amplitude E and phase φ. The resulting
phasor is Êjφ̂. Subscript m denotes the “main” signal, that is, the ray which is
expected to propagate in absence of refractivity anomalies. (Adapted from [69]).
Figure 7.18: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Waterfall
diagram showing the time sequence of power density spectra of received signal in
the multipath region during the ingress phase. An odd number of carrier signals
is expected (three, or more), but it is not possible to clearly distinguish more than
two spectral peaks, mostly because of the inadequacy of the FFT to obtain proper
time- and frequency resolution concurrently.
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Figure 7.19: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Waterfall
diagram showing the time sequence of power density spectra of received signal in
the multipath region during the egress phase. An odd number of carrier signals is
expected (three, or more), but it is not possible to clearly distinguish more than two
spectral peaks, mostly because of the inadequacy of the FFT to obtain proper time-
and frequency resolution concurrently.
is the “right” one does not match the physical phenomenon originating multiple
reception, as already mentioned. Nevertheless, it was necessary to process the
residuals in such a way to provide the down-conversion stage with a mixing-signal
which is continuous and shifts a (hypothetical) main carrier signal toward the cen-
ter of the spectrum, being aware that the frequency profile obtained at the end of
the iterative process requires further elaboration in the multipath regions. To this
purpose, it was noticed that considering a certain number of secondary maxima
and inflection points would contribute to soften the transition(s): the underlying
adopted model is that of a “nominal” carrier signal hidden amongst the interfer-
ing secondary signals. Therefore, a “multitrack” routine was developed in order
to look for stationary points (maxima and inflection points) in each spectrum and
record their frequencies in a matrix as functions of time (see fig. 7.21). Next,
the routine scans the matrix along the time dimension in order to build up a fre-
quency vs. time profile. The first selected frequency value is the first entry of a
selected frequency time track (the one which corresponds to the main lobe of the
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stationary signal before the interference); in each of the following steps, the rou-
tine scans all frequency entries which correspond to the time tn + 1 and selects the
frequency value fn + 1 which is next to the previous one (fn), regardless to which
track it belongs (secondary maximum or inflection point). Figure 7.22 shows how
the developed routine reduces discontinuities in the frequency profile. Residual
discontinuities have to been removed by the smoothing stage, in order to can feed
the down-conversion stage with a continuous signal.
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Figure 7.20: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Frequency
vs. time profile, Data segment from the multipath region. The standard maximum-
search routine provides a broken profile as it “locks” on different “rays” from spec-
trum to spectrum, depending on the relative strength of the received signals.
Extension of atmospheric sounding towards low altitudes
The “multi-track” routine was also applied to the data segments characterized by
a low value of the SNR (SNR ≤ 0 dB, considered in 1Hz-bandwidth, which is
the usual frequency resolution adopted in the first iteration processing step), that
is, at the point where the received signal power (continuously decreasing after
the ingress of the spacecraft carrier signal in the Venus atmosphere) reaches the
noise floor and -symmetrically- at the point where it comes out of the noise floor,
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Figure 7.21: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Frequency
vs. time profiles provided by the “multi-track” routine applied on a data segment
from the multipath region.
when the transmitted carrier signal emerges from the other side of the planet12.
Here the signal power is comparable with the average noise power contained in
the frequency resolution cells of the FFT. By selecting the absolute maximum in
each spectrum there is a given probability that the chosen frequency bin contains
the signal (detection probability, Neyman-Pearson criterion). If one were to make
some a priori assumptions on the expected signal, the detection probability could
be increased.
By applying the “multi-track” routine to the noisy data, a certain number of FFT
points is selected in each spectrum, besides the absolute maximum. These values
will be called “secondary maxima”. As already mentioned about the application
of the “multi-track” routine (see par. 7.2.1), the algorithm builds a “database”
of frequency vs. time profiles which, therefore, will be as many as the specified
number of secondary maxima. As an example, there will be a frequency profile
which connects all first maxima detected in each spectrum, one per spectrum, one
which connects all second maxima detected in each spectrum, one per spectrum,
12The level of attenuation which makes the incoming signal comparable with the noise floor
is, of course, relative to the adopted spectral resolution (reciprocal of the duration T of the FFT
observation window). Since, typically, for the first processing iteration step is T = 1 s, we refer
here to 1Hz bandwidth.
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Figure 7.22: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101.Compari-
son of frequency vs. time profiles (data segment from the multipath region). The
final profile from the “multi-track” routine (red) show smaller discontinuities than
the profile obtained by the standard maximum-search algorithm does (blue). The
“multi-track” profile needs to be smoothed in order to can feed the down-conversion
stage of the following iteration step.
and so on. From all the available profiles, the routine must build a final profile
by selecting a unique value of the frequency for each time instant. The first value
will be the first entry of the profile which corresponds to the absolute maximum,
since the routine starts to scan the spectra in a region where the the value of the
SNR is still large enough to detect the signal with a tiny error probability. In
each of the following step the routine scans all frequency entries which correspond
to the time tn + 1 and selects the frequency value fn + 1 which is next to the
previous one (fn), regardless to which track it belongs (second maximum, third
maximum and so on). The implicit assumption here is that signal coming from
low altitudes in the atmosphere is quite stationary, as the antenna beam remains
at constant height for more than the half duration of the whole pass between the
engress- and the egress phases, so that it is unlikely that the signal sweeps more
that one frequency bin from spectrum to spectrum.
Figure 7.23 compares the results of this process to the frequency profile obtained
by the standard maximum-search routine.
It is important to stress that the frequency profile obtained at each processing
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frequency residual from FFT
"multi−track" routine results
Figure 7.23: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Com-
parison of frequency vs. time profiles obtained by the standard maximum-search
algorithm (blue) and by the “multi-track” routine (red).
step is not the final profile. It rather represents the mixer signal of the down-
conversion stage of the following processing step. This implies that it is possible
to verify whether the “multi-track” routine has locked onto the signal or onto the
noise. If the down-conversion signal were wrong, the mix-process would drive the
signal towards the edge of the bandwidth, instead of centering its frequency content
toward the center of the spectrum. This would be evident in the next processing
stage, because of the increased observation time. In such cases, the multi-track
routine may not be applied. In the praxis, since the signal attenuation increases
with penetration depth, that is, with elapsed time in the retrieved frequency profile,
one has to find the limit (time instant) at which the routine does not work any
more (at ingress), and the time point from which the routine starts to deliver
reliable results again (egress phase).
As the integration time is progressively increased during the iterative processing,
the limit SNR = 0 dB is reached at each iteration step for a lower signal intensity
w.r.t. the preceding stage (see figs. 7.10 to 7.13). This implies that the probing
of the atmosphere can be progressively extended towards low altitudes. Typical
values for minimum probed heights H are H = 40 km at beginning of the iterations
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down to H 6 35 km at the end of the processing. Comparison between figs. 7.24
and 7.5 shows the noise reduction in the time intervals 600 s to 1000 s (ingress)
and 2750 s to 2900 s (egress) achieved by means of the “multi-track” routine. This
allowed an extension of the minimum probed height close to the limit of the height
of super-refraction (∼ 33 km), as it possible to see in fig. 7.25, which shows a
comparison between the temperature profiles computed from both CL- and OL
occultation data from the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006. The
figure shows a good agreement of the profiles between 80 km and 45 km altitude
(height above ground, with assumed Venus radius RV = 6051.8 km), limit at which
the CL recording stops. In the region comprised between 100 km and 80 km small
discrepancies could be due to slight different boundary conditions and base-line
fitting (see par. 8.2). Effects of multipath propagation affecting both temperature
profiles in the region 55-60 km are considered in par. 7.2.3.















time past (2006 08 08 01 19 05) − UTC [s]
Figure 7.24: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Frequency
vs. time profile, after the first iteration step, obtained by means of the “multi-
track” routine, applied to data segments affected by multipath propagation (t = 300
to t = 350, and t = 3180 to t = 3210) and to data segments characterized by
SNR ∼ 0 (t = 800 to t = 1000, and t = 2500 to t = 2900). Comparison of
this profile with fig. 7.5 reveals the noise reduction in the time intervals 600 s to
1000 s (ingress) and 2750 s to 2900 s (egress) achieved by means of the “multi-
track” routine.
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OL = 36.64 km
CL = 45.22 km
Assumed radius Venus = 6051.8 km
Figure 7.25: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Temper-
ature profile. Comparison OL- vs. CL data. Implementation of the “multi-track”
routine allowed signal recovery down to a minimum probed height close to the limit
of the height of super-refraction (∼ 33 km). Data not corrected for multipath prop-
agation effects. ([95]).
7.2.2 Processing techniques for multipath-affected signals
Effects of multipath propagation on occultation data have been extensively ob-
served in Earth’s atmosphere studies, such as the GPS/MET program ([30], [31],
[91]), and the MIR/GEO experiments([53]). Multipath propagation was also ob-
served in the Jupiter’s ionosphere by the solar system exploration missions Voyager
2 ([51]) and Galileo ([52]) and also in the atmosphere of Uranus by Voyager 2 ([63]).
This circumstance has lead to the investigation of different methods which could
allow solving the ambiguity arising in the Doppler profiles of multipath-affected
signals. Some of these approaches have proven to be effective and are now well
established, whereas others innovative have been proposed recently. Hereafter a
brief presentation of the two most commonly used categories of processing tech-
niques for multipath-affected data is given: the Radio-Holographic Methods, and
the methods based on the Diffraction Theory.13.
13For a more comprehensive survey on the methods and algorithms which have been applied
so far to the processing of multipath-affected signals see [69].
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Radio-Holographic Methods: the “Sliding-Spectra”-, or “Radio-Optic”
Technique
The Radio-Optic technique (RO), or Sliding-Spectra technique (SS), which belongs
to the category of the radio-holographic techniques ([75]), is based on complex spec-
tral analysis of the time series representing the received signal (i.e., Fourier analy-
sis), executed in sliding mode. Here, the extension of the time window, or aperture
size, T corresponds to the Fresnel zone ([34]). The “quasi-stationarity” of the
analyzed signal, needed for this kind of approach, is attained by down-converting
the received signal by a model phase, which ideally “stops” the time-variability
of the signal phase, or, at least, significantly narrows the signal dynamics, that
is, the signal bandwidth ([69], [63]). The RO technique is -to a great extent- the
technique which the OL data analysis software is based on, difference being that
the spectral analysis implemented in the OL SW is applied iteratively and has only
the purpose of slowing down and reposition the received signal in the center of the
spectral window, while the conclusive analysis is conducted in the time domain,
as mentioned in par. 7.1.
In the RO approach, each spectral maximum of each sliding spectrum is associated
to a ray. The technique still works when more than one spectral peak is present,
as in multipath events, as long as it is possible to distinguish peaks and associate
a single ray to each one of them. The limit is reached in sub-caustic zones, where
“false” maxima arises (see [33]; we interpret the “false” maxima as the interferences
which occurs in the FFT when the simultaneously received signals get closer in
spectrum). In order to overcome this limitation, different techniques have been
proposed, which extends the capabilities of the RO method, some of which are
briefly mentioned hereafter. Also the strategy we implemented in the OL software
for the analysis of multipath-affected data is an enhancement of the RO method,
achieved by means of the “Wigner-Ville Transform” (see par. 7.2.3).
A possibility to enhance the RO analysis has been proposed by Gorbunov ([33],
[32]), who makes use of a “hybrid” method which complements the spectral analysis
by means of the “Back-Propagation” technique (see after).
In [91] advantage is taken from expressing the amplitude and phase of the received
signal as function of space, rather than time. In this way, instead of time windows,
sliding spacial apertures are considered along the observational trajectory z (see
fig. 7.26). The received complex signal u(z) = a(z) exp[jφ(z)] is decomposed in
its spacial harmonics by means of spacial Fourier analysis; since harmonics are
associated with rays arriving at each aperture, it is possible to relate a couple
bending angle-impact parameter (εj, ρj) to the coefficient cj of the correspondent
Fourier harmonic. The final profile of the bending angle, ε(ρ) is obtained as sliding
window averaging of all couples εj and ρj weighted by the relevant |cj|. On one
side, this approach has the significant advantage to allow for an automated (with-
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out supervision) computation of the bending angle, since it considers the whole
spectrum for the weighted average, without identification and selection of local
spectral maxima. On the other side, it presents the draw-back of the smearing-out
of the retrieved profiles, due to the effects of the sub-caustic zones (false maxima
entering the weighted average, [33]).
Figure 7.26: Geometry considered for the computation of the bending angle ε and
impact parameter ρ by means of the SS technique in the space domain. The spacial
Fourier transform of the received complex signal is considered within small aper-
tures ∆z centered at zc, sliding along the observational trajectory z. Single spacial
harmonics are associated with rays arriving at each aperture. (Adapted from [91]).
Interesting the analogy between high-resolution imaging radar and “focused syn-
thetic aperture” radio-holography proposed by Igarashi et al. ([53]), who interprets
the subtraction of a model phase from the received signal as a “focusing” opera-
tion, which increases the resolution of the angular spectrum of the received field
(sum of the waves propagating at different angles). In the processing of SAR
(Synthetic Aperture Radar) signals, the contributions of the elementary scatterers
illuminated by the antenna beam are separated by means of a “matched filter”
(MF), computed on the base of the orbital parameters of the measurement. The
MF aligns and coherently sums up the phase-corrected phasors which correspond
to the single scatterers. This is analogous to the subtraction of a model phase
from the retrieved RO spectra. In fact, this operation makes the signal “station-
ary”, thus allowing the extension of the integration (observation) time in the FFT
(which corresponds to a coherent summation), with overall effect of improving the
resolution (see par 7.1).
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Methods based on Diffraction Theory: “Multiple-Phase-Screen” and
“Back-Propagation”
These techniques are based on the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral theorem from clas-
sic electrodynamics, which expresses the amplitude and phase of an electromag-
netic wave at a given point in terms of the integral of the distribution of amplitude
and phase of the wave over a closed surface surrounding the point ([69], [29]). The
theorem considers the amplitude and phase associated with either the electric- or
the magnetic component of the wave (phasor), which is, therefore, regarded as a
complex scalar function of the position ([29]). The theorem -valid when the scale of
the radiating surface is very much larger than the considered wavelength- is at the
base of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld and Fresnel-Kirchhoff scalar diffraction theories.
These theories enable both the forward-propagation technique, called Multiple-
Phase-Screen (MPS), and the Backward-Propagation (BP) technique ([69], [30]).
The MPS technique is used to solve the wave propagation problem when simulating
radio occultation observations from model atmospheres ([57], [91], [50], [31]). It
is based on a phase screen model (see fig. 7.27), which is briefly described in
the following. The transmitter, on the left-hand side of fig. 7.27 (not shown)
is supposed infinitely far in space. This is equivalent to considering plane waves
entering the atmosphere.14 The three-dimensional (3-D) atmospheric refractivity
is replaced by a number of parallel phase screens normal to the direction of the
incident wave and the signal is “observed” on the plane at a distance l0 from the
limb. Approximation of the phase screen is applicable when the deviation of rays
from the straight lines inside a refractive medium is smaller than the smallest
scale of the refractivity irregularities that are significant for a given propagation
problem. Thus, the approximation of the whole atmosphere by a single phase
screen is not applicable. Instead, multiple phase screens have to be used, so that
the aforementioned condition is satisfied between the adjacent screens.
The excess phase (phase path) s, assigned to a point on a phase screen, is equal to
refractivity N(h) (being h the radial distance from the ground) integrated between
the adjacent screens along the straight line normal to the screens. It is assumed
that the refractivity is spherically symmetric with the vertical profile. Since the
Fresnel zone on a phase screen is much smaller than the radius of the considered
planet, instead of the 3-D problem a 2-D problem in Cartesian coordinates (y, z)
is considered, as shown. For a small enough distance ∆l between the adjacent
screens it is sufficient to calculate the excess phase profile s(z) approximately, by
multipiying ∆l by the refractivity profile N(h), taking into account its shift zsh
and tilt θ with respect to the screen at a distance l from the limb as shown in fig.








where zsh = RE(cosθ − 1) and cosθ = (1− l2/R2E)1/2 ([91]).
Figure 7.27: Layout of the wave propagation problem in the atmosphere with the
use of the multiple phase screens ([91]).
The back-propagation technique is the dual of the MPS technique, with the di-
rection of propagation inverted. Starting by the field as observed at the reception
point, the field at a point in space located behind the receiver toward the trans-
mitter is calculated by numerically propagating back the received wave ([57], [30],
[50], [52], [51]).
The principle explanation of this method presented hereafter follows the formu-
lation of [52]. First, considering again the simplified occultation geometry of fig.
7.27, the field recorded along the observational trajectory as a function of space is
represented as a spectrum of plane waves by means of spacial Fourier transforma-
tion:
U(kz, y = l0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
u(z, y = l0) e
−jkzz dz , (7.24)
where kz is the wave number in the z direction. The corresponding wave number
in the y direction is:
ky =
√
k2 − k2z , (7.25)
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where k = 2π/λ. (kx = 0 due to the assumed spherical symmetry).
Each Fourier component corresponds to a plane, electromagnetic wave propagating
in the direction specified by the wave number (ky, kz). The angular spectrum along
an arbitrary line y = l′0 is obtained by applying the appropriate phase shift to each
component of the spectrum at y = l0. For propagation in vacuum, it follows that:
U(kz, l
′
0) = U(kz, l0) exp[jky (l
′
0 − l0)] , (7.26)
The field at this new location is obtained by combining the phase shifted Fourier









jkzz dkz , (7.27)
Equations 7.24 to 7.27 are equivalent to a Huygens-Fresnel diffraction integral
([29]).
As shown in fig. 7.28, the BP technique is exploited to correct the chronological
sequence of phase- and amplitude values of the received signal, which was altered by
multipath events. The received field is back-propagated, or mapped, into another
surface in order to obtain a new virtual time series of phase- and amplitude values
which has no multi-valued Doppler points ([69]).
This concept is illustrated in fig. 7.29, which shows how the back-propagation
method is based upon the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff theorem. Again, the case of a GPS
receiver installed in a LEO satellite orbiting the Earth is considered. The field
received by the LEO along the curve S is multipath-affected. Instead, an ideal
receiver traveling the line containing the point r would not experience multipath
reception: the values of the received phase along this line would provide monotonic
profiles of the bending angle α vs. the impact parameter p. Due to the Helmholtz-
Kirchhoff theorem, the field received along the curve S is equivalent to the field
along the line containing the point r.15 According to the theorem, each phasor
considered along the line containing r is calculated by integrating all infinitesimal
contributions along the curve S. The measurements of the complex field along
S constitute the boundary conditions for the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff theorem. The
15As in the case of the MPS technique, due to the assumed spherical symmetry of the re-
fractivity, the problem is threated in a 2-D geometry. Therefore, the integration over a surface
enclosing the point r reduces to the integral along the curve S, since the field is null over the
complete surface with exception of the curve S.
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where ϕry is the angle between vector r− y and normal ny to curve S at current
integration point y, and u0(y) is the boundary condition. Curve S is the LEO
trajectory.
It has to be noticed that although the back propagation is performed as in vacuum,
the back propagation plane can (and must) be positioned inside the atmosphere,
and the back-propagated field is thus not the real wave field at the location of the
back propagation plane ([32]). But since back propagation in a vacuum is equiva-
lent to straight line continuation of rays (i.e., it preserves their impact parameters),
even though the back propagated field is not equal to the true electromagnetic field
in the atmosphere, it provides the same bending angle as a function of the impact
parameter ([91]).
A problem presented by the BP technique is the choice of the location of the back
propagation plane, which should be set in a single-ray area in order to eliminate the
effects of multipath. Therefore, the ideal position depends on the caustic structure,
which is a priori unknown ([33]).
In the considered geometry, as for the case of MPS, the transmitter (GPS satel-
lite) was considered at infinite distance from the probed atmosphere in order to
can use the plane waves approximation. The same geometry is involved in the
investigation of extra-terrestrial planetary atmospheres, with the only difference
that sender and receiver are swapped: the S/C transmits from the vicinity of the
planet, whereas the receiver (i.e., the G/S) is considered infinitely remote. Duality
holds, so that the discussed techniques apply as well.
An interesting observation is that the back-propagation method reduces the effect
of multipath propagation because it increases the resolution power of the obser-
vation. Taking the example of a S/C sounding an extra-terrestrial atmosphere,
mapping the transmitted field in the back-plane corresponds to reduce the dis-
tance d between the transmitter and the atmosphere. This reduces the vertical
extension of the first Fresnel zone, 2
√
λd, λ being the considered wavelength (see
par.5.2.4). As consequence, the improved vertical resolution of the measurement
allows to better resolve diffractive structures, such as small-scale perturbations of
the refractivity, thus mitigating multipath propagation effects ([50], [57]). Han
and Tyler ([50]) consider the case of Mars Global Surveyor, for which a given S/C
distance from the planet of 1750 km corresponds to a diameter of the first Fresnel
zone of about 500m (about twenty times larger than the value obtained for low
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sounding altitudes at Venus for the same distance S/C planet, due to the defocus-
ing effect of the thick Venus’ atmosphere, see par. 5.2.4). By application of the
BP technique to simulated data, they could resolve a 40m small-scale refractivity
perturbation of magnitude 10−7, thus increasing the resolution of one magnitude
order over the limit imposed by the Fresnel zone.
Figure 7.28: Back propagation geometry. In order to reduce the effects of multipath,
the field measured in the LEO plane (LP) is back propagated to a back plane (BP)
set to a distance DB from a reference plane (RP) in which the rays have not yet
crossed each other. The distance DL separates the RP from the LP. The choice
of the BP position (distance DB) is not trivial, since the BP should be set in a
single-ray area, but the caustic structure is a priori unknown ([33]). Adapted from
([69]).
7.2.3 The Wigner-Ville Transform
As well expressed in [69]: “what this multipath problem[...]needs is a transfor-
mation that converts the multi-valued time series of observations (in Doppler or
bending angle) into a single-valued series.” When looking at multipath spectra,
as in figs. 7.18 and 7.19, one is confronted with the embarrassing question, which
frequency value is to be attributed to those time instants at which multiple spec-
tral peaks are detected. An important step toward the answering of this question
is to notice that each spectral speak, that is, each carrier signal which shows itself
in the Fourier spectrum corresponds to a different “ray”. This implies that the





















Figure 7.29: Multipath propagation geometry and back-propagation (for the ex-
ample of a LEO satellite). Non-monotonous vertical profile of the bending angle
α(p) determines multipath propagation (rays which cause interference at LEO are
colored). Back-propagation of the wave field (straight-line continuation of rays,
shown as dashed lines, in the same colors of the respective rays) restores the cor-
rect vertical sequence of the rays. Back-propagated field at point r is calculated
via diffractive integral as a superposition of infinitesimal fields from the points of
curve S . Each point y can be represented as a transmitter with intensity u0(y) and
direction diagram cos(ϕry). (Adapted from [32]). Even though the back propagated
field is not equal to the true electromagnetic field in the atmosphere, it provides
the same bending angle as a function of the impact parameter ([91]).
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atmosphere. Keeping in mind that the attitude maneuvers executed by the space-
craft during the occultation event in order to track the virtual image of the Earth
through the Venus atmosphere were based on an atmospheric model which has
spherical symmetry and constant refractivity gradient, it is possible to convince
oneself that each of the received rays crosses the atmosphere at different altitudes,
or, equivalently, each atmospheric height is scanned only once ([79], [51]), so that
for each height there is a unique value of the Doppler shift, a unique value of the
bending angle and a unique value of the impact parameter ([98]). This opens the
way to the idea that what is needed in order to correctly interpret the frequency of
the received signals is to bring the received Doppler shifts in a order which is not
chronological, but “spatial”, that is, one has no longer to interpret the frequency
as a function of the time, but as a function of the height. This reverses the prob-
lem: if one were to order the series of the Doppler value along a continuous line
which tracks the spectral peak throughout the multipath event (see fig. 7.30), the
time order would follow. This can be achieved by looking at the sequence of the
spectral maxima as a continuous series, each peak occurring at a given frequency.
At this point, the issue of major concern is how to obtain a suitable spectral
representation of the data which allows recovering the value of the instantaneous
frequency of each of the received signals at each given time instant. In fact, as
already mentioned, the FFT-based analysis presents the draw-back of conflicting
requirements between time- and frequency resolution. On one hand, if one can
find an appropriate time interval which is short enough for the component signals
to be considered stationary, the relevant frequency resolution is not good enough
to resolve close spectral peaks. On the other hand, the frequency resolution cell
(frequency bin) cannot be arbitrary reduced, as the consequent increase of the
integration time would let the signal frequency “run” over the observation window,
thus smearing the frequency information over several frequency bins. What is
needed is a convenient time-frequency representation of the received signal(s).
As simultaneously and independently reported by [35] and [80], the Wigner Dis-
tribution, or Wigner-Ville Transform16 has proven to be a suitable analysis tool
for solving ambiguity in multipath regions17. This integral operator is a bilinear
map V × V → F, where V is a vector space (i.e. the vector space of the time
16The Wiener Distribution (WD) is named after Eugene Wigner, the Hungarian American
physicist who first introduced it in quantum mechanics ([103]). This operator is also known as
Wigner-Ville Distribution, as it was later re-derived by J. Ville in 1948 as a quadratic (in signal)
representation of the local time-frequency energy of a signal ([102]).
17A brief presentation of the WD and of some of its properties which are of particular relevance
for signal processing are given in App. G.
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Figure 7.30: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Waterfall
diagram showing the time sequence of power density spectra of received signal in
the multipath region during the egress phase as in fig.7.19. The black line connect-
ing the spectral peaks suggests a possible new arrangement of the frequency points,
which is no longer chronological but “spacial”. At each frequency point fi corre-
sponds a unique value of the atmospheric height ri, bending angle αi, and impact
parameter ai ([80]).
















where the functions f(t) and g(t) are assumed to be (in general) complex time-
signals and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugated. The quantity Wf,g(t, ω)
is a real function of the two variables t and ω, which have the dimension [s] and
[s−1], respectively, that is, the WD is a function of time and (angular) frequency.
18It is well known that exponential functions of the kind ejωit constitute an orthonormal base
upon which the set of the time-signals has a space vector structure.
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Considering g(t) = f(t) leads to:















The distribution Wf (t, ω) is capable of rendering the spectral contents of the signal
f(t) at each given time instant ti with a frequency resolution which is independent
of the time.
The WD was tested on the data set whose spectrogram is shown in fig. 7.19,
obtained from the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, with the purpose
of recovering a continuous frequency trace through the spectral peaks, as shown
by the black line in fig. 7.30. The result is shown in fig. 7.31. Even if surrounded
by a noisy background (due to the so-called “cross terms” of the WD), a clear
frequency profile is visible. It is marked by a continuous blue line in fig. 7.32,


















Figure 7.31: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Wigner-
Ville Transform of received signal in the multipath region during the egress phase.
A clear visible curve emerges from background noise which connects the function
maxima along the frequency variable ([80]).
The recovery and the proper alignment of the frequency values made it possible to


































Figure 7.32: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Wigner-
Ville Transform of received signal in the multipath region during the egress phase.
The same as in fig. 7.31 with explicitly connected maxima (blue line). On the top
panel the analyzed samples in the time domain. The time signal show a “beating”
which typically happens when two carrier signals are received simultaneously. The
frequency of the envelope of the beating correspond to the frequency separation of
the two components. On the left-hand-side panel the FFT of the whole data set
([80]).
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allowed correct calculation of refractivity and temperature even in the multipath
region. Figure 7.33 shows a comparison of temperature profiles obtained by means
of OL- and CL data from the multipath region in the “egress” phase of the same
example pass (DoY212-2006). Figures 7.34 and 7.35 show a comparison of results
from CL data and OL data with WD application ([95]).
When converted to physical quantities, the effects of the implementation of the WD
are conspicuous. Comparing temperature profiles obtained respectively with- and
without implementation of WD (see figs. 7.33 and 7.35), we notice that the tem-
perature inversion in the Venus atmosphere at ∼ 58 km becomes more pronounced
. It is beyond the scope of this work to discuss the physical consequences but it is
very likely that this will have an effect on wind fields and stability parameters in
the atmosphere ([49]).
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Radius Venus = 6051.8 km
Figure 7.33: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Tempera-
ture profile. Comparison OL- vs. CL data. Particular of the region of multipath.
The “multi-track” routine and the repeated Low-Pass filtering, applied at each pro-
cessing stage with a smaller value of the cut-off frequency, have produced a smooth
temperature profile, which, however is not completely representative of that region
of the atmosphere, as part of the incoming rays has been filtered out and the chrono-
logical sequence of the processed rays does not correspond to a monotonic height
profile. The CL data show a similar result, which was obtained by averaging the
phase values obtained from the receiver PLL ([95]).
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Figure 7.34: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Refractiv-
ity profile. Comparison OL- vs. CL data. Particular of the region of multipath.
CL data present themselves as a non-monotonic profile when connecting the sin-
gle data point in a chronological order. The OL refractivity curve was derived by
a frequency profile whose calculation was supported by the WD in the multipath
region ([95]).
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Figure 7.35: VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY212-2006, orbit #101. Tempera-
ture profile from the multipath region. Comparison OL- vs. CL data (same data-set
as in 7.34). The necessity of averaging the data points in the CL profile leads to
an inaccurate temperature profiles, whereas the OL could recover the right spatial




Experimental observations are affected by different kinds of errors, originating
from several sources. In order to evaluate the results obtained from the reduction
of the Occultation Open Loop raw data, the possible error sources and their effect
on the processed data are considered in this chapter.
Errors are divided into two general categories:
• statistical error (or random error). In this category fall:
– receiver thermal noise 1 ;
– phase noise of the on-board oscillator (USO);
– quantization noise;
– clocking jitter at the ground-station;
– fluctuations in the propagation path;
• systematic error. This category comprehend all “deterministic” errors, i.e.
errors whose outcome is the same at each repetition of the experiment. (For
this reasons, this errors are said to bring a bias in the measurement). Most
common systematic errors in space missions are:
– inaccuracy in the evaluation of the effects of the Earth ionosphere and
troposphere;
– mis-pointing of the S/C antenna;
– oscillator drift (aging);
1As “ receiver thermal noise” is meant the thermal noise considered at the receiver input,
given by the system temperature TSys, therefore including the antenna contribution, too (see
App. B).
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– inaccuracy in the reconstructed orbit data and in the S/C attitude;
– execution time offset;
– computational errors due to the finite precision number representation
of calculators;
– computational errors due to numeric implementation of continuous op-
erations (i.e., integration and derivation);
– errors introduced at specific places by the algorithms for data evaluation
(depend on the adopted algorithms);
8.1 Statistical Error
8.1.1 Estimation of the receiver thermal noise
The noise-induced uncertainties in the calculated frequency- and power profiles are
expressed as a function of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR, see App. B), which is
a time-varying quantity since the level of the received signal changes throughout
the occultation pass.2 In order to estimate the intensity of the received signal,
the baseline noise power must be estimated and subtracted from the total received
power.
The receiver thermal noise is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),
modeled as ergodic stochastic process on both in-phase- and quadrature channels.
It is assumed that the processes are independent.
The estimation of the noise power is performed in the pre-processing step of the
Open-Loop software (see Ch.7). The noise process is characterized as locally WSS
(see par.6.3): its variance (noise power) is regarded as a function of time whose
values are estimated over non-overlapping time intervals of 1s. In order to reveal
long-term variations of the noise floor, the time series of the obtained noise esti-
mate is not averaged (see fig. 8.1).
The estimate of the noise power is based on the periodogram method: for each
considered segment of data, the DFT is calculated and all values in the spec-
trum (periodogram) are integrated (summed) over the frequency axis, excluding
a 20 kHz window centered around the signal peak, and divided by the number
of the considered frequency bins. (Further division by the considered bandwidth
yields the power spectral density). This operation corresponds to averaging within
2Small fluctuations of the receiver noise floor take place as well, but, since estimates of the
noise power density observed during several occultation measurements reveal variations in the
range of 0.05 dB, they are considered as not significant for the purpose of error analysis.
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each periodogram (frequency averaging), as an alternative to averaging different
periodograms (time averaging), which would lead to prolonging the assumed sta-
tionarity time interval and diminishing the time resolution.
As an example, fig. 8.1 shows the NNO receiver noise power spectral density as
a function of time during the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on August, 8th, 2006
(orbit #109).








































Figure 8.1: Estimate of the receiver noise power density at the NNO G/S during
the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109. Each point was
calculated by averaging the relevant periodogram in segments distant from the signal
peak (excluded frequency interval: ±10 kHz, centered at the spectral maximum).
Transitions at t = 286, and t = 3218 are due to the switch of the amplification
level in the AGC circuit (see after).
In the following, we perform a consistency check of the obtained estimate. To this
purpose, the calculated noise estimate is shown again in fig. 8.2 in linear units of
zeptowatts (zW ) pro Hertz, where 1zW = 10−21W .
The statistics of the periodogram of white noise, given in eqs. (6.100), and (6.102)
are reported hereafter for convenience:
E {P̂PER(f)} = Pxx(f) = N0 , (8.1)
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(f) ' P 2xx(f) = N20 , (8.2)
where Pxx(f) represent the true power density spectrum, and N0 is the noise power
density (the true value of the parameter to be estimated).The average performed
in each periodogram should reduce the variance of the estimate by a factor which
equals the number N of the averaged points. In order to verify this, the statistics
of the estimate are qualitatively assessed by means of fig. 8.2 and compared with
the relevant theoretic values.
Since from eqs. (8.1), and (8.2) follows:
E {P̂PER(f)} = σP̂PER(f) , (8.3)
the value of the standard deviation of each periodogram (standard deviation before
averaging) can be obtained as the expected value of the points in fig. 8.2. The
value N̂0 = 0.608 zW/Hz, obtained by looking at the graphic in the time interval
comprised between t = 1500 and t = 3000, is assumed as expectation of the
periodogram. Dividing this value by the square root of the number N of the points
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' 0.0025 , (8.4)
whit N = 6×104. The obtained value shall be near to the value of the standard de-
viation calculated from the points on the graphic, which is the difference between
a value at 1σ distance from the expected value and the expected value itself. Look-
ing at the graphic in the same time interval, the values lying within ±1σ distance
from the expectation are considered to be comprised between 0.606 zW/Hz and
0.610 zW/Hz; the standard deviation of the estimator is therefore computed as:
stdgr{P̂PER(f)} = 0.610− 0.608 = 0.002 , (8.5)
which confirms the assumption (subscript “gr” stands for graphic, meaning that
the standard deviation was obtained from a qualitative analysis of the graphic).
The value N̂0 = 0.608 zW/Hz (N̂0| dB = −182.17 dBm/Hz) is assumed as baseline
noise power density N0 for the calculation of the SNR 0 in the following paragraph.
At t = 286, and t = 3218, the AGC circuit switched the level of the amplification.
The residual value of the two transitions after calibration are still to be seen in the
graphic, since they are under the specified accuracy of the gain calibration curve
(0.1 dB, [55]). Fig. 8.3 shows the noise curve after correction of the inaccuracy
of the gain calibration curve. An offset of 0.02 dB was added to the values in the
segments which go from the beginning to t = 287, and from t = 3219 to the end,
respectively.
After correction it is possible to asses a linear drift of the noise power density
of 2 × 10−6 zW/Hz/s. The noise power density difference between beginning-
and end of the measurement is ∆N̂0 = 9 × 10−3 zW/Hz (∼ 1.5% of the mean
value), which corresponds to a change in the system temperature (see (B.11), and
(B.12)) of 0.65K. This small amount could be attributed to different illumination
conditions of the antenna during the tracking (i.e. sun peeking through a side-lobe
of the antenna pattern, or being “seen” by the main lobe under an angle closer to
the zenith (maximum antenna gain), or to the effects of the cooling of the receiver.
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Figure 8.3: The same as fig. 8.2 with correction of calibration inaccuracy in the
segments which go from the beginning to t = 286 and from t = 3219 to the end,
respectively.
8.1.2 Uncertainties in the calculated frequency- and power
profiles
Statistics
In order to assess the effect of the random error on the results, theoretic statis-
tics applying for modeled signal and noise are first considered. The analysis is
conducted for two cases: the case in which no signal is received (only noise), and
the case of superimposed sinusoidal deterministic signal (noise plus signal). The
theoretic statistics are then compared with the actual distribution of the data in
order to validate the error analysis of the calculated frequency- and power profiles.
The receiver thermal noise considered at the output of an ideal narrow-band filter
cascaded to the receiver and centered at the nominal carrier frequency ωc can be
represented as:
n(t) = x(t) cos(ωct)− y(t) sin(ωct) , (8.6)
where x(t) and y(t) are zero-mean, normal stochastic processes which represent
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the base-band, or video components of the noise in the in-phase and quadrature
channel of the receiver, respectively ([77]). They are uncorrelated (and therefore
independent, since normally distributed), with jointly normal probability density
function:






where σ2n is the noise power given by the bandwidth of the considered filter (see




y , that is, the noise power of
each channel coincides with the noise power at the output of the filter).













where r(t) is the noise amplitude and φ(t) is the noise phase. It is possible to show
that r(t) follows a Rayleigh distribution, whereas φ(t) in uniformly distributed
in the phase interval ±π ([77]). If a deterministic, harmonic signal of amplitude
A at carrier frequency ωc is superimposed to the noise, the amplitude and phase


















which determines the statistics of the quantities in the relationships (8.9). It is
possible to show ([77]) that, for A >> σn, the amplitude tends to be normally
distributed around the expected value A with variance σ2n, whereas for A = 0 it
3In order to simplify the formalism, the signal is considered to have zero phase offset at the
start time, so that it is present in only one channel; this assumptions has no conceptual relevance,
as the phase offset of the considered signal depends on the considered start time on the time
abscissa.
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follows the Rayleigh distribution, as expected. Therefore, for high values of the
SNR, the uncertainty in the detected signal amplitude coincides with the standard
deviation of the noise:
σA = σn , (8.11)










Under the same condition of high SNR, also assuming small phase increments of
the phase detector output (|∆φ| < 5◦) 4, the phase follows a normal distribution
with expectation zero and variance σ2φ = σ
2
n/A
2 ([77]), that is, the variance of the






















The signal peak power is defined as P = A2. In order to evaluate the inaccuracy
of the retrieved times profile of the received signal power, the first two moments of
the random variable P are considered. To this purpose, we recall that, for the case
of high SNR (A >> σn), the detected amplitude is a r.v. normally distributed
4The phase detector evaluates the incremental phase of the signal by computing the difference
between the phase of the input signal and the phase of the local oscillator, tuned at the same
frequency of the signal. For a non-modulated, harmonic input signal, in absence of noise the
phase difference is a constant.
5The same results is obtained for the phase error of a PLL, see [104].
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around the signal amplitude A with variance σ2n. Writing the peak power P as
the square of the sum of the signal amplitude and the noise amplitude n (see eq.
(8.6)):
P = (A+ n)2 , (8.16)
it is possible to calculate expected value and variance of P as:
P̄ = E{(A+ n)2} = A2 + σ2n , (8.17)
and






2A2 + σ2n , (8.19)
The relationship (8.19) shows that the the error increases also with the signal
amplitude and not only with the noise power. Nevertheless, the relative error





























(A >> σn) (8.21)
The hypothesis of high SNR (A >> σn) allowed us to assume Gaussian distribu-
tion for the amplitude and phase of the received signal, which, in turn, makes it
possible to express the statistics of these quantities in analytic form. This assump-
tion should not be regarded as limiting, since, even at low sounding heights, the
iterative approach of the OL SW (i.e., the progressive reduction of the bandwidth)
still guarantees “good” values of the signal-to-noise ratio (typically, SNR > 10 dB
for sounding heights in the range of 38 - 36 km, (super-refraction height ' 33 km)).
Furthermore, for signal-to-noise ratios worse than 10 dB, the error analysis does
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not provide much information. This remark is based on the observation that the
calculated uncertainties of the signal parameters are functions of the SNR (see
equations (8.12), (8.13), (8.15), and (8.21)). Therefore, since the SNR is not a
deterministic quantity, but rather a random variable, whose current value must be
estimated from the data, the error committed on the retrieval of the signal param-
eters can be specified only within a margin of uncertainty (which can, therefore,
be regarded as the uncertainty of the uncertainty!).
As an example6, a theoretic value of the SNR of 10 dB leads to a theoretic un-
certainty on the power data εP ' 45% (see eq. (8.21)). This implies that, when
computing the SNR from the observed signal power, the obtained value will be
itself affected by error. In the case of the example considered, assuming the value
of the observation as the center of the ±σ uncertainty interval, from the power
uncertainty εP ' 45% we obtain SNRmin ' 7.4 dB and SNRMAX = 12 dB, which
leads, respectively, to εMAXP ' 52% and εminP ' 41%, that constitute the limit
values of the uncertainty interval of the specified power error. By making use of
eq. (8.22), it is possible to obtain the correspondent uncertainty of the amplitude,
which is εA ' 22.5%± 2.5%, i.e., the amplitude uncertainty is comprised between
20% and 25%. Clearly, lower values of the SNR would lead to even larger values
of the uncertainty interval, which makes the error estimate less meaningful.
This concept shall be better clarified in the next paragraph, where numeric exam-
ples of the inaccuracy obtained for different values of the SNR are shown in tab.
8.1.
Estimation of the underlying statistics from the data
Hereafter we present the computation method which was adopted for the estimate
of the uncertainty affecting the retrieved frequency- and power profiles.
The statistics discussed in the previous paragraph are theoretical models which are
valid for an infinite number of samples. When inferring statistics from the data,
because of the finite number of samples at disposal, the obtained values differ from
the theoretic ones by quantities which become increasingly smaller for increasing
number of observations.7
As a consequence, the theoretic error obtained by eqs. (8.12), (8.15), and (8.21)
does not coincide with the actual estimation error, since the value of the SNR
is not exact, but, in turn, must be estimated from the data. Therefore, the er-
ror committed in the computation of frequency-, amplitude-, and power values is
specified as an estimated quantity, respectively, σ̂f , ε̂A, and ε̂P . Each of these
6In this example, the uncertainty on the estimate of the noise level is retained negligible.
7The theoretic distribution represents the limit which the inferred (estimated) statistics tend
to.
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(A >> σn) (8.24)
It follows that the starting point of the error analysis is the estimation of the
signal-to-noise ratio, which shall provide the quantity ŜNR.
To this purpose, first of all the base-line noise is evaluated by following the proce-
dure described in par. 8.1.1. As already mentioned, since the analysis is conducted
for high values of the SNR, the fluctuations of the noise power density are small
in comparison with the signal power, so that the noise power density is assumed
constant over time. Furthermore, in order to let the uncertainty in the estimate
of the SNR depend only on the estimate of the signal, the noise statistics, once
estimated, are assumed as known (i.e., σ̂2n = σ
2
n).
The second quantity needed for the computation of ŜNR is the (estimated) signal
amplitude, which can be obtained by means of the sample mean:
Â =
A1 + A2 + · · ·+ An
n
, (8.25)
where the values Ai of the samples are realizations of random variables.
Also the variance of the underlying distribution is, strictly speaking, not known
and must be estimated from the data. A common estimator of the variance of the




(A1 − Â)2 + (A2 − Â)2 + · · ·+ (An − Â)2
n− 1
(8.26)
Clearly, Â and σ̂2
Â
are random variables. If the r.v. Ai are uncorrelated with
E {Ai} = A, and σ2Ai = σ
2
n, it can be shown that ([74]):





} = σ2n , (8.28)
that is, the sample mean and the adjusted sample standard deviation are unbiased
estimators.
Fig. 8.4 shows the estimate of the Signal-to-Noise density ratio ŜNR 0,
8 calcu-
lated by subtracting (logarithmic units) the estimated noise power density (base-
line noise power density, N̂0| dB = −182.17 dBm/Hz) from the calculated signal












where N0 is the estimated noise spectral power density. For the specific case con-
sidered, B = 0.5Hz, so that SNR = 2 · ŜNR 0.
Once ŜNR has been computed from the obtained estimate of noise power den-
sity and signal amplitude, the uncertainty on the other signal parameters can be




















As an example, table 8.1 presents the inaccuracy of the computed profiles of ampli-
tude, power, and frequency for the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006,
orbit #109. The table shows the error calculated for three different atmospheric
penetration depths of the X-Band carrier signal in the Venus atmosphere. The
sampling time was ∆t = 0.1 s.
8Ratio of signal power to noise spectral power density, or Signal-to-Noise ratio referred to
unity bandwidth.
9The observed values of the signal amplitude were not averaged accordingly eq. (8.25), since
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Figure 8.4: Estimate of the signal-to-noise density ratio (X-Band) for the VEX-
VeRa occultation pass recored on DoY220-2006, orbit #109 at the NNO G/S.
(A >> σn) height = 120 km height = 46 km height = 38 km























Table 8.1: Inaccuracy of the calculated amplitude, power, and frequency, specified
for three different atmospheric penetration depths of the S/C carrier signal recorded
during the VEX-VeRa occultation pass on DoY220-2006, orbit #109 at the NNO
G/S. (X-Band).
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Critical interpretation of the performed error analysis
The frequency- and power profiles retrieved from OL occultation data constitute
the so-called “level 2” data (L2)12. As illustrated in Chapter 5, they represent an
intermediate processing level needed for the retrieval of physical quantities, such
as temperature and pressure.
As a consequence, conclusions can be drawn from the performed error analysis only
by addressing the relationships among the quantities intervening in the different
levels of the processing chain and observing how the error propagates. As a matter
of fact, this can only be done at the end of the whole data evaluation process.
Although a thoroughly analysis of the error propagation through the evaluation
process is beyond the scopes of this work, in the following we would like to briefly
illustrate the guidelines of such analysis and, by referring to the work of Lipa and
Tyler ([64]), to give an evaluation of the effects of the uncertainties computed in
par. 8.1.2 on temperature- and pressure profiles, which will be derived from OL
L2-data.
We start by considering that the inaccuracy of the retrieved frequency profile re-
flects itself in the inaccuracy of the determination of the spacecraft velocity com-
ponents in the direction of the asymptotes, which, in turn, leads to an error in the
computed bending angle (see eq. (5.1)), and, therefore, in the computation of the
impact parameter (see eq. (5.2)). The error on the retrieved profile of the bending
angle vs. impact parameter enters the Abel inversion (see eq. (5.4)) determining
a correspondent error on the retrieved refractive index (or, equivalently, on the re-
fractivity). Through eq. (5.16), the error propagates to the retrieved temperature-
(eq. (5.18) and pressure profiles (equations (5.17) and (5.19)).
In the frame of the NASA mission Mariner 10, an analysis of statistical and com-
putational uncertainties affecting the retrieved Venus atmospheric profiles was per-
formed by Lipa and Tyler ([64]). Applying a different method for the reduction
of OL data from radio occultation measurements, they indicated as typical values
of the precision of frequency measurements 10−3Hz prior to occultation entry,
and 10−2Hz well into the atmosphere. These values are in agreement with those
reported in tab. 8.1.
the action of the implemented low-pass filter was retained satisfactory (cut-off frequency: 0.5Hz).
10The estimated noise was subtracted (linear units) from the observed values of the signal
intensity prior to perform the calculation of the SNR. Even if the effect is negligible for SNR >
0 dB, this operation is conceptually necessary, since SNR = SN 6=
S+N
N .
11The standard deviation of the noise was assumed tout court as the uncertainty for the am-
plitude (justified by eq. (8.28)), which allowed to avoid the computation of the sample variance.
12Raw data, i.e., voltage samples, are indicated as “level 1” (L1-data).
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From the statistical uncertainty of the retrieved frequency profiles due to receiver
thermal noise, Lipa and Tyler ([64]) computed standard deviations of temperature
and pressure to be respectively < 2K and 2mbar, over a range of sounded heights
90 - to 37 km.
8.1.3 USO Phase Noise
The phase noise of the reference on-board oscillator, the USO, is a random error
which is superimposed on the signal in addition to the thermal noise at the G/S.
Phase noise and receiver thermal noise are considered uncorrelated, therefore for






where σAV is the frequency error due to the phase noise.
The frequency error σAV is related to the Allan Deviation (AD) σy through the
received carrier frequency fc ([45]):
σAV = fc · σy (8.33)




= 4× 10−13 , (8.34)
which was obtained for integration times intervals comprised between 10 s and
100 s (see App.D.1).
Taking as f the carrier frequency fX = 8.4GHz and fS = 2.2GHz, respectively
at X- and S-Band, leads to values σAVX = 3.36mHz and σAVS = 0.88mHz, re-
spectively at X- and S-Band. Therefore, from tab.8.1 it is possible to see that the
effect of the phase noise at X-Band are significant only for very large values of the
SNR (free-space propagation), otherwise the contribution of the thermal noise in
the relationships (8.32) is predominant. At S-Band, the larger contribution of the
thermal noise, due to lower values of the SNR (∆SNRX−S ' 23 dB for free-space
propagation), and the lower value of the frequency error σAV (due to the lower
frequency of the carrier signal) make the contribution of the phase noise not sig-
nificant in comparison to thermal noise.
However, a more accurate analysis should point out that the time series of the
frequency values obtained in the last processing stage of the OL SW generally
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retain a sample-rate ≥ 10/s, with system bandwidth of order of magnitude 1Hz
or smaller. Since the values of these parameters differ from the correspondent
values of the Allan Deviation’s measurement parameters, assuming for the AD the
value specified by eq. (8.34) seems to be to some extent arbitrary.
An alternative way to evaluate the error induced by the oscillator phase noise
is offered by the measurement of the phase noise spectral density, considered in
the frequency interval 0Hz - 1Hz. Unfortunately, this is most commonly the
frequency interval which is not covered by the measurement, due to the long in-
tegration time which would be required at low frequencies. (The integration time
goes to infinite when the frequency goes to zero). However, an approximate eval-
uation could be afforded by extrapolation. Taking as a reference the X-Band
measurement reported in fig. D.3, assuming a slope of 10 dB pro decade in the
frequency interval 0Hz - 1Hz, we estimate a signal-to-phase noise ratio in the
range 57 - 59 dB, which is comparable with the X-Band thermal signal-to-noise





Clocking jitter of the ground-station H2-Maser can also be interpreted as a phase
noise, as it displaces the samples of a random quantity, which leads to an error in
the recovered phase. At the adopted sampling frequency fs = 10
5, the frequency
stability of the H2-Maser of the New Norcia G/S, ∆f/f = 10
−15, leads to a max-
imum frequency error εf = 10
−10Hz, which can well be neglected in comparison
with thermal noise.
8.1.4 Quantization noise
After down-conversion to IF, the received analog carrier signal undergoes Analog-
to-Digital conversion (ADC) which consists in sampling the signal at rate of 105
sample/s and digitizing the obtained samples at 16-bit quantization resolution
([55]). Due to further operations on the 16-bit word, the actual resolution is 15
bits ([55]). This leads to a width of the quantization interval q = ∆/215, where
∆ is the amplitude excursion of the wave to be digitized (absolute value of the
difference between maximum- and minimum value of the amplitude). In the case
of harmonic signals is ∆ = 2, thus q = 1/214. The variance of to a quantization




' 3× 10−10 ≡ −95 dB; (8.36)
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Since the signal was taken of unity amplitude, this value corresponds to the Signal-
to-Noise ratio for quantization noise, SNR q. In order to compare the quantization
noise with the thermal noise, the maximum SNR is evaluated. From fig. 8.4,
SNR = SNR 0 · B ≡ 57 dB, which implies that the quantization noise is 38 dB
below the thermal noise floor, that is, σ2q < 10
−3 × σ2n. This shows that the
quantization noise brings a negligible contribution to the error analysis presented
in tab. 8.1.
8.1.5 Fluctuation in the propagation path
Since the occultation experiment is based on an integral measurement which as-
sumes spheric symmetry (the refractivity depends only on the radial distance form
the center of the planet (see Ch.5)), possible variations of the refraction index along
each “single path” (path in the Venus atmosphere of each ray received at the G/S)
can not be resolved.
8.2 Systematic Errors
Systematic errors differ from statistical errors as they have a deterministic origin13,
that is, they are caused by a phenomenon which is reproducible, such as a com-
putational error, a clock drift, a bias in the response curve of a transducer, etc.
Systematic errors can be corrected, as long as the origin of the error is known and
modeled. Generally, systematic errors reflect themselves in a bias, which becomes
evident after reduction of the data. An error in the antenna pointing would show
up as supplementary attenuation in the received power profile (see par. 8.2.2),
whereas inaccuracy in the reconstruction of the orbit would lead to a non-zero
Doppler frequency of the reduced data in segments where no medium effects are
present, as the time preceding occultation entry, or following occultation exit (see
par. 8.2.4). In particular, frequency residual are corrected by subtracting a bias
curve fitted on a subset of pre- or post-occultation data points (base-line fit) ([92]).
8.2.1 Inaccuracy in the evaluation of the effects of the
Earth ionosphere and troposphere
The neutral atmosphere is a non-dispersive medium with respect to radio waves
up to frequencies of 15GHz. The refraction index n, however, is dependent on
air pressure, temperature, humidity, and zenith angle. The effect on the signal
reaching the G/S is a path delay that reaches 2.0 - 2.5m in the zenith direction
13Systematic errors can be also regarded as “large-scale uncertainties that are highly correlated
over the course of an observation” ([64]).
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and increases approximately with the cosecant of the elevation angle, yielding
about a 20 - 28m delay at a 5◦ elevation angle, independently on the frequency.
The tropospheric contribution varies with time and will lead therefore also to a
measurable additional Doppler effect of the order of 1.5mm/s (corresponding to an
absolute frequency shift of ∼ 40mHz at X-Band and ∼ 10mHz at S-Band) during
a full day ground station tracking ([45], [40]). The ionospheric refraction leads to
a reduction on group velocity and an increase in phase velocity. The refraction
index depends on local time and geomagnetic activity. The delay reaches typically
0.1 - 2ns (3 cm-60 cm) in the zenith direction at 8.4GHz ([45], [40]).
Further details about the modeling techniques are discussed in [40].
The calibration of the effects induced by Earth ionosphere and troposphere is not
among the tasks of the Open-Loop SW. This procedure is performed in the next
processing level (L3).
8.2.2 Mis-pointing of the S/C antenna
Displacement of the S/C antenna bore-sight from the computed direction (virtual
image of the Earth in the Venus atmosphere) affects the received signal strength,
since radiated RF power is tapered by the antenna pattern. This is equivalent
to an additional attenuation which deteriorates the overall SNR. Measurements
performed at X-Band are more sensitive to antenna mis-pointing than S-Band
experiments, because the width of the antenna main-lobe diminishes proportionally
to the wavelength.
Mostly, mis-pointing is due to small oscillations of the antenna around the nominal
pointing. Therefore, the attenuation assumes the form of a ripple modulating the
signal amplitude. However, no appreciable effects have been detected so far during
data analysis of the VEX mission.
8.2.3 Oscillator drift (aging)
The inherent design of the resonator guarantees an aging rate of 1 × 10−11/day
after a continuous operation of 30 days ([76], see also App.D.1).
A calibration curve for the effects of aging is made available by interpolating the
measurements which have been performed throughout the mission.
8.2.4 Inaccuracy in the reconstructed orbit data and in the
S/C attitude
As already mentioned, inaccuracy in the reconstruction of the orbit leads to a non-
zero Doppler frequency of the reduced data in segments where no medium effects
are present. Such a behaviour has been observed in the data. In particular, in
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proximity of perigee, quadratic terms show up in the frequency drift. The linear
trend of the frequency residuals is corrected by subtracting a bias curve fitted on a
subset of pre- or post-occultation data points (base-line fit), but it is more difficult
to remove quadratic behaviour.
The maximal deviation of the observed quadratic trend from the zero-frequency
line is in the order of magnitude of 10−1Hz, reached in portions of the measure-
ments well outside the atmosphere (∼ 20 min. after occultation egress, for the
observations evaluated so far).
8.2.5 Execution time offset
A time error in the execution of S/C attitude manoeuvres (antenna pointing)
impacts the observation in a similar fashion as the mis-pointing error (see above).
In fact, pointing the antenna in the correct (computed) direction in advance (or
with delay) is equivalent to radiate RF power from a position of the antenna
pattern which is displaced from the bore-sight. The sensitivity of the measurements
to this error increases with the rapidity of the required antenna slews.
Bistatic-Radar observations are more robust to this kind of error than occultation
experiments, due to the large area illuminated by the antenna on ground (antenna
foot-print).
Referring to the occultation experiment, in the ingress- and egress phases the
height of the antenna beam in the atmosphere changes very fast and, therefore,
the antenna slew must be fast in order to compensate for the rapid changes of
the refractive index. It implies that these phases of the measurement are more
sensitive than the deep occultation phase, where the height of the antenna beam
remains almost constant. Furthermore, also the position of the S/C along the orbit
determines different sensitivities to a possible error in the manoeuvres execution
time: observations carried out at pericenter requires larger S/C slew-rates than
measurements performed from the ascending or descending branch.
For the VEX mission, the declared uncertainty in the execution time offset amounts
to ± 0.5 s. Considering a scalar velocity of the S/C v = 8 km/s, this implies an
orbital offset of ±4 km. Considering again the occultation experiment, the impact
of this error strongly depends on the portion of atmosphere being sounded and
on the location of the S/C along the orbit (which determines S/C velocity and
antenna beam projection in the atmosphere), so that it is not trivial to evaluate
the effects of the relevant mis-pointing.
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8.2.6 Finite precision representation
Double precision floating-point format (IEEE 754) reserves 11 bits to the exponent
and 53 bits to the fraction, which leads to a precision of log(253) ' 15.955, that
is, 15 decimal digits. This resolution is well below the quantization resolution
and therefore is negligible as noise contribution. The achievable precision would
only be of concern for the time representation: as the JD at 1th-January-2000
was 2, 451, 545 days, the precision is limited to ms ([86]), which would lead to
a precision in the determination of the position of the celestial bodies (included
the S/C) of ' 10m, that is not satisfactory. The problem could be overcome by
introducing the Modified Julian Date (MJD), (see par.3.3).
Finite precision in representation of the arrival time of the samples leads to a
quantization error of the time stamps of the samples, whose typical saw-tooth
trend is limited to a maximum error of 60 ps, well above the considered accuracy
of absolute date (see [54]).
8.2.7 Computational Errors
The time profile of the frequency of the received signal is calculated in the time
domain as time derivative of the phase (see par. 7.1.3). Since this operation is
implemented numerically, an error arises from the approximation dφ/dt ' ∆φ/∆t.
Analogously to analysis of [64] (carried out for the approximation of the derivative







The applied IIR filters present a linear attenuation in the pass-band whose maxi-
mum value is reached at the edge of the pass-band (see par. 6.2.6). The maximum
value of the attenuation is less than 0.1, which is comparable with the accuracy of




The motivation for this PhD thesis was the analysis and evaluation of measure-
ment data collected by means of the Radio-Science investigations in the framework
of the ESA missions “Venus Express” and “Rosetta”. The goal was the conception
and development of a software package for the processing of “Open-Loop” (OL)
data from radio occultation experiments, and of computational routines for the
evaluation of the expected Doppler frequency shift from the surface of planetary
bodies and comets arising during “Bistatic-Radar” observations.
After a brief introduction of the ESA missions “Venus Express” (VEX) and “Rosetta”
(ROS), the physical principles of Radio Science were discussed along with the dif-
ferent radio science experiments: besides a short insight on the “Solar Corona”-,
and “Gravity”, experiments, the “Bistatic-Radar” and the “Occultation” sounding
methods were described.
The two different techniques, the “Closed Loop” (CL) mode and the Open Loop”
(OL) mode, used for signal acquisition and recording on ground in the frame of the
VEX radio science occultation experiment, were presented, and the advantages of
OL reception mode over the CL reception mode were discussed. It was pointed
out that, due to the inherent characteristic of the reception strategy itself (the
bandwidth of the tracking circuitry (PLL) can not cope at the same time with
high signal dynamics and low values of SNR), CL data have an intrinsic limita-
tion in the maximum depth of sounded height and in the possibility to resolve
different signals entering the receiver simultaneously, as in the case of multipath
propagation. Furthermore, the vertical resolution achievable by means of CL data
is limited to the first Fresnel zone, whereas it has been proven that, if opportunely
processed, OL data can reach to sub-Fresnel scale.
The strategy conceived for the reduction of occultation open-loop data and the de-
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veloped Open-Loop Data Processing Software (OL SW) were discussed in details.
Essential skill of the OL SW is the progressive reduction of the signal bandwidth
while at the same time maintaining high time resolution of the data. This implies
high spacial resolution of the sounded media (i.e., the Venus atmosphere) and the
capability of resolving effects of multipath propagation. Furthermore, if comple-
mented with opportune routines, based on the theories which were presented (i.e.,
Radio-Holography, and Diffraction Theory), the high information-rate provided by
the OL SW can be exploited to resolve structures smaller than the Fresnel scale.
The proposed method is based on an iterative, hybrid approach, which makes use of
classical Fourier spectral analysis and time-domain evaluation. In a pre-processing
stage, after binary-to-decimal conversion, and correction of the residual vacuum
Doppler frequency shift (straight-line), the raw-data (105 complex voltage sample
per second) are numerically down-converted by a generated mix-signal (based on
a model-atmosphere) which mimics the expected frequency shift induced by the
atmosphere. The purpose of this operation is to reduce the signal dynamics, that
is, the signal bandwidth, thus allowing low-pass filtering and sample decimation
with reduction factors of the order of magnitude 102, a remarkable advantage in
terms of computation velocity and memory allocation. After completion of pre-
processing, the iterative processing starts. At each iteration step, an estimation
of the signal frequency, based on Fourier analysis (FFT), takes place. The time
series provided by the estimation (the “frequency residual”) is used to compute
the phase of a complex exponential function of unit amplitude which, in turns, is
used for numerical down-conversion of the signal itself.
In the iterative execution of this process lies the core concept of the developed pro-
gram. In fact, mixing the signal by the estimate of its own frequency progressively
reduces signal dynamics, which, in turn, allow increased observation windows in
the FFT analysis. This results on one side in a progressive enhancement of fre-
quency resolution, and, on the other side, in the reduction of the noise power in
each FFT resolution cell, thus implying a progressive improvement of the SNR.
Both effects lead to increasing accuracy in the evaluation of the signal frequency
residual at each processing step, so that the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter
applied at the end of each step can be progressively reduced. The iteration pro-
cess ends when the maximum achievable accuracy, set by receiver thermal noise
and frequency stability of the on-board ultra-stable oscillator (USO), is reached.
Typically, the analysis is accomplished within three to four iteration step. The
last down-converted signal is evaluated in the time domain as time derivative of
the signal phase in order to obtain instantaneous values of the frequency. This
requirement is not attainable by means of the FFT, as the calculated spectra result
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from averaging over the whole observation period T . The mix-signals (frequency
estimates) obtained in each iteration step are stored for reconstruction of the to-
tal frequency shift at the end of the processing. For this reason, they have to
be regarded merely as “arbitrary” shifts which are “undone” at the end of the
processing by adding them to the time domain estimate. This is a central feature
of the outlined process, since it causes the achievable accuracy of the frequency
estimation to depend on the accuracy of the time domain estimate (given by the
bandwidth of the last processing step) and not on the various estimates obtained
by means of the FFT during the iterative procedure (under assumption that the
inaccuracy of the frequency estimate of each step is considered in the evaluation
of the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter).
By means of the developed software package, atmospheric sounding could be ex-
tended towards low altitudes, in some cases to the limit of the super-refraction
height (∼ 33 km). Also the time resolution was significantly increased w.r.t. CL
data (in principle the time resolution of the OL data is only limited by the sam-
pling rate).
It was shown that small-scale structures (i.e. undulations, or sinusoidal features)
of the refractive index, associated with temperature inversion layers in the cloud
region (70 - 50 km) cause multipath propagation at ingress- and egress phase. As
a result, multiple signals, corresponding to “rays” from different heights, enter
the ground receiver simultaneously, so that a bending angle can not be univocally
attributed to the received frequency. By means of the OL SW, multiple signals
were resolved and a procedure has been successfully tested, which re-establishes
the correct sequence of the values of the refractive index with monotonically de-
creasing height.
In order to validate the obtained results, error analysis was performed and the most
significative error sources were considered. Analysis of statistical error affecting
the processed data shows typical values of the frequency uncertainty of 10−3Hz
prior to occultation entry (free-space propagation), and 10−2Hz well into the at-
mosphere. The correspondent uncertainties of the power profiles are ε = 0.2% and
ε = 4.5%.
The developed software package was especially designed in order to be applied to
the routine data analysis of the VEX-VeRa Occultation data from the first nine
occultation seasons and of the same kind of data which are to be obtained from
three future occultation seasons, with observations planned through the period
2011 - 2012. Furthermore, the OL SW will be used for processing of the OL data
which will be provided by the Radio Science Investigation on-board the Rosetta
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S/C after beginning of the science observations (early 2014).
First results from the processed OL data have shown some remarkable character-
istics; important scientific results are expected from thorough analyses. Further
development, optimization, and application of the OL SW package will allow to
investigate into more details small-scale structures of the refractive index and fine
structures in the temperature inversion regions and multipath regions in the Venus
atmosphere (cloud layer) and the investigation of atmospheric waves.
Besides the analysis of occultation OL data, software routines were developed for
the calculation of the expected Doppler frequency shift from the surface of plane-
tary bodies and comets arising during “Bistatic-Radar” observations. Comparison
of simulation results with measurements performed during the VEX-VeRa bistatic
radar observation at Maxwell Montes on June, 15th 2006 shows good agreement,
which, therefore, validates the software.
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Appendix A
Analog PM and FM modulations1
The case of single sinusoidal tone modulating a RF carrier signal will be analyzed
in this appendix. In particular, the case of frequency modulation (FM) will be
shown in details2. The base-band signal to be transmitted is assumed to be of the
form:
m(t) = ∆ω · cos(ωmt+ ψ) (A.1)
where the constants ∆ω, ψ, and ωm represent the amplitude, the phase offset at
the initial time (t = 0) and the angular frequency, respectively. In the FM case,
this signal is supposed to directly modulate the carrier frequency ωc as an additive
contribution, so that the instantaneous angular frequency becomes:
ω(t) = ωc +m(t) (A.2)
The instantaneous phase is calculated as the time integral of the instantaneous











The quantity ∆ω/ωm is given the name of phase modulation index. By indicating
this quantity as β, the RF modulated signal can be written as:
s(t) = cos [ωct + β · sin(ωmt)] (A.4)
1An extensive treatment of this subject can be found in [17].
2Apart from the symbols, the case of phase modulation (PM) is essentially the same.
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The base-band complex signal is indicated by underlining the letter which repre-
sents the RF modulated signal:
s(t) = ejβsin(ωmt) (A.6)
Substituting the instantaneous phase of the base-band signal (ωmt) by the Greek
letter ξ gives a a periodic (complex) function of the variable ξ, f(ξ) = exp{jβsin(ξ)},








The Fourier coefficients must be function of the parameter β:






The functions Jn(β) are called Bessel function of the first kind of order n. It holds






It can be recognized, by taking the Fourier transform of the above, that the power
spectrum of such a signal is made up of infinite Dirac pulses, whose area is given
by the relevant Bessel function squared. The Bessel functions have the following
symmetric property :
J−n(β) = (−1)n · Jn(β) (A.10)
For this reason the power spectrum is even-symmetric around the origin (or around
the carrier frequency when the base-band signal modulates the carrier). The single
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Dirac pairs are called side-bands. In most practical cases, the value of the mod-
ulation index is chosen in the proximity of the unity, so that the most relevant
contribution to the signal power is given by the first side-band, as it can be seen
in fig.A.1. This allows setting a minimum receiver bandwidth on the receiver side,
thus minimizing the contribution of the thermal noise.
For the evaluation of the bandwidth occupation BW of the signal A.4, the “Car-
son” formula holds (baseband):
BW = 2(∆ω + ωm) (A.11)
Figure A.1: Bessel’s function of first kind of order 1 to 3.
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Appendix B
The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
The power of the received signal at the input stage of the receiver is related to the






where PR and N denote the power of the received signal and of the thermal noise,
respectively. This quantity is given the name of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR or
S/N) and it is representative of the radio-link quality.
We now intend to analyze each of the two terms on the right side of (B.1), starting
by PR. When a transmission between two antennas occurs, the power of the
received signal PR depends on the relative position of both antennas. Being PT
the power of the transmitted signal and R the distance separating the antennas,




· Ae(θr, φr) (B.2)
where the azimuthal angle θr and the elevation angle φr give the direction of the
transmitting source in the coordinate system of the receiving antenna and vice
versa for θt and φt.
2
The function GT (θ, φ) is called gain. It is a dimensionless coefficient which de-
scribes the radiation pattern of the antenna, i.e. the way the antenna distributes
1In (B.1) the dependency of PR on the direction of arrival (given by the angles θr, φr) was
dropped, as it is assumed that it is the direction of maximum power transfer.
2The subscripts r, t will be omitted when there is only one coordinate system to be considered.
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the radiated electromagnetic power in space. An antenna which radiates electro-
magnetic energy uniformly in each space direction is said to be omni-directional or
isotropic.3It is possible to intervene on the design of the antenna in order to obtain
more radiated power in a certain direction. In this case the emitted power shall
be less under other directions, as the radiated power distributed on a spherical
surface centered at the transmitting antenna at any distance R4must equal the
total transmitted power. Typically, for a given value of the variables θ, φ, the gain
function has an absolute maximum, which is indicated as G. The product of the
transmitted power for the maximum gain is given the name Equivalent Isotropi-
cally Radiated Power (EIRP ): it represents the power that an isotropic radiator
should emit to produce the observed power in the direction of maximum antenna
gain. The value of the gain, when expressed in logarithmic units, is indicated in
dBi (decibels over isotropic).
Whereas the first term on the right side of (B.2)represents the surface density






, the second term on the right side of (B.2) is called effective
aperture of the receiving antenna. This parameter has the dimension [m2] 5, but it
not necessarily related with the physical surface of the antenna. In the following
it shall be assumed that the receiving antenna is oriented for maximum response
(i.e. the plane containing the antenna is perpendicular to the propagation direction
of the incoming electromagnetic wave) and the incoming electromagnetic wave is





where PL is the fraction of the transmitted power “captured” by the receiving
antenna and made available to the load (input impedance of the receiver) and S is
the intensity of the Poynting vector of the incident wave (assumed plane) impinging
on the receiving antenna, so that A indeed has the dimension of a surface ([m2])[59].
The power PL which can be transferred to the load is maximum if the antenna
impedance is matched to the load (i.e. antenna impedance and load impedance
are complex conjugate). If the matching condition holds, the aperture in (B.3) is
3This an ideal case which is not physically realizable. The best approximation of an ideal
isotropic radiator is the Hertzian dipole.
4provided R d, where d is the extension of the largest antenna dimension (far-field condi-
tion).
5so that the expression of the power of the received signal PR(θr, φr) in (B.2) is consistent,
having the dimension [m2]
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where PLM is the power transferred to the load when antenna impedance and
load are matched. If the antenna has no ohmic losses there is no power which
is dissipated as heat in the antenna structure. In this case the effective aperture
takes its maximum value Aem and it is related to Ae by:
Ae = Aem · η (B.5)
where η is called antenna efficiency and accounts for ohmic losses in the antenna.
Because of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem, which states that antennas show the
same characteristics when transmitting and when receiving, more specifically that
an antenna’s radiation and receiving patterns are identical, it is possible to relate





where λ is the wavelength of emitted or received electromagnetic radiation7.
Now, considering that transmitting and receiving antenna are supposed to be
oriented in a way to have the maximum of the radiation pattern pointed in the
direction of the other, the power at the input impedance of the receiver in (B.2)















6Ae in (B.4) is the same quantity as Ae(θr, φr) in (B.2) evaluated when the receiving antenna
is oriented for maximum response.
7The antenna gain G(θ, φ) is related to the directivity D(θ, φ) by G(θ, φ) = η ·D(θ, φ). The
directivity is defined as the ratio of the power emitted by the antenna in a certain direction to
the the power emitted by an isotropic radiator in the same direction.
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where GT and GR are the gain of the transmitting and the receiving antenna, re-
spectively. The (B.8) is known as Friis’s transmission formula[99]. The reciprocal








In order to explicit the expression of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio in (B.1), we shall
now analyze the term N , that is, the power of the thermal noise at the receiver
input. It holds:
N = K · Tsys ·B (B.10)





[70]), Tsys is the
system temperature in [K], and B is the considered bandwidth in [Hz]8. The
quantity KTsys in (B.10) can be expressed as
N0 = K · Tsys (B.11)
N0 has the dimension [
W
Hz
]: it represent the noise power spectral density (one-
sided)9.
The system temperature Tsys is a fictive temperature, i.e. the temperature a
resistor should have to produce the noise power density N0 at the receiver ingress.
It comprises two different contributions, the equivalent antenna temperature TA
and the input temperature Tin:
Tsys = TA + Tin (B.12)
TA is the temperature a resistor at the receiver input should have to produce the
same noise power density as the one produced by background radiation coming
through the antenna. Tin represents the noise contribution of the receiver system,
referred to the receiver input. The receiver chain is made up of both active and










, multiplying the terms in (B.10) yields the value of
the noise power in [W ], which is consistent.
9The quantity N0 is also regarded as the power of the noise in a bandwidth of 1Hz .
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passive elements, which contributes in different ways to the total amount of noise
power:
Tin = Tina + Tinp (B.13)
The noise characteristics of active circuitry, such as amplifiers, are described by
the noise figure F :
Tina = (F − 1) · T0 (B.14)
where T0 is the standard temperature (290K). Passive components, such as cabels,
are characterized by the loss L:
Tinp = (L− 1) · T0 (B.15)
Upon making use of (B.8), (B.9), (B.10), and (B.11), the Signal-to-Noise Ratio in





As the receiver bandwidth can vary, it is meaningful to refer the link quality to






The SNR 0 has the dimension [Hz].
The shown calculation of the SNR refers to the case of pure carrier signal, when
no modulating signals are present. When information is transmitted, the total RF
power which is available for transmission is distributed between data and carrier
signal accordingly to the chosen modulation index. For analog angular modulations
(FM or PM) , the distribution of the total power is ruled by the Bessel’s functions
of the first kind, Jn(β), where β is the chosen modulation index (see App. A).
Considering the case of a single sinusoidal tone modulating an RF carrier signal
(FM or PM), we shall define the radio-link quality for the carrier signal itself,








where Bc is the bandwidth of the receiver set for reception of the carrier signal.
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2J21 (β) · PT ·GT ·GR
LFS ·N0 ·Bdata
(B.19)
where Bdata is the (two-sided) bandwidth of the receiver, set for proper reception
of the data, in this case the transmitted sinusoidal tone11.
It must be noticed that additional losses, not included in (B.16), (B.17), (B.18),
and (B.19) have also to be taken into account when dimensioning a radio link.
These degradations can be due to various causes, such as mismatching in the
transmission lines (i.e. transmitter-antenna or antenna-receiver), inaccuracy in
the antenna pointing or some characteristics of the circuitry, which are not mod-
eled by the system temperature.
10Typically the bandwidth of the phase-lock-loop, PLL.
11Choosing a value of β near to one lets the power of the information signal be mostly comprised




The output signal of sinusoidal oscillator disturbed by noise will have the form
([79]):
V (t) = [V0 + ε(t)] sin[2πf0t+ φ(t)] , (C.1)
where V0 and f0 are the nominal voltage and the nominal frequency, respectively,
and the terms ε(t) and φ(t) respectively represent the noise-induced variations of
the signal amplitude and phase. Under the assumption of negligible amplitude
noise, the “quasi-sinusoidal ” oscillator output signal will have the form:
V (t) = V0 sin[2πf0t+ φ(t)] (C.2)











= f0 + ∆f(t) , (C.3)
where ∆f(t) is a stochastic process which represents the frequency noise. For
stable oscillators must be:
|∆f(t)| << f0 ∀t ∈ R+ (C.4)
An important parameter, which facilitates the performance comparison of oscilla-







Analogously, it is possible to define a second parameter, which relates the phase











The Allan Variance (AV) measures the frequency stability of an oscillator. It is







[yi+1 − yi]2 , (C.8)
where yi is the i
th of M fractional frequency values averaged over the measurement
interval τ .
In terms of phase data, the AV may be calculated as:
σ2y(τ) =
1
2(N − 2)τ 2
N−2∑
i=1
[xi+2 − xi+1 + xi]2 , (C.9)
where xi is the i
th of N = M + 1 phase values averaged over the measurement
interval τ .




The Ultra Stable Oscillator
(USO)
D.1 The USO design
The on-board Ultra Stable Oscillator USO (see fig.D.1) provides the VeRa ra-
dio science experiment on-board Venus Express, and the Radio Science Instru-
ment(RSI) on-board Rosetta with the needed frequency stability (∆f/f ∼ 10−13,
see after), making available a reference frequency of ∼ 38MHz for the transpon-
ders.
The VEX- and and the Rosetta USOes are based on a unique resonator design
“BVA”(bote vieillage ameliore). The BVA resonator itself consists of an electrode-
less, “SC”(stress compensated) - cut, 5MHz 3rd overtone crystal resonator, which
is decoupled from its mounting structure by four rigid quartz bridges machined
from a monolithic block. This design consists of a sandwich of three crystal plates
rigidly clamped together. In contrast to conventional designs, the metalization is
deposited on the non-resonating outer two elements, whereas the resonator itself
is pure quartz capacitively coupled to the outer electrodes. This design eliminates
contamination problems linked to ion migration in the resonator and reduces con-
straints on the mounting structure.
To achieve the requested frequency, a synthesizer (see Fig. D.2) is needed. There
is no numerically controlled oscillator and no software or microprocessor in this
design. All division and multiplication ratios are fixed by hard-wired design.
The inherent design of the resonator guarantees an aging rate of 1 × 10−11/day
after a continuous operation of 30 days. The USO is further characterized by an
extreme low phase noise, resulting in an excellent frequency stability (Allan Devi-
ation ∼ 4 × 10−13 for integration times comprised between 10 s - 100 s, see App.
C and D.2). Its dimensions are 16.1 cm × 13.0 cm × 13.0 cm. Its mass is 1.5 kg
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Figure D.1: The VeRa Ultra Stable Oscillator - USO. (Manufacturer TIMETECH
GmbH).
Figure D.2: Schematic view of the 5 MHz to 38.2 MHz synthesizer of the VEX
USO. ([76])
and it has a power consumption of ∼ 5W . The RF-output of the USO can be
muted by a special command while the ultra stable oscillator is still powered ([76]).
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D.2 The calibration measurements
The calibration measurements, performed on unit-, subsystem-, and system level,
had the purpose to verify that the USO transponder system delivers the RF
signal with an adequate purity concerning frequency stability, phase noise, and
group delay. The test method relies on the phase detector method and the usage
of ultra stable quartz oscillators installed as frequency reference sources in the
VeRa EGSE (Electrical Ground Support Equipment). The test set up and the test
results are described in detail in [36], [41], [42], [67].
A fundamental parameter which characterizes the stability of an oscillator is the
phase noise, whose spectral density, or phase noise spectrum, is indicated as L (f)
(one-sided). As an example, fig. D.3 shows a phase noise measurement of the
VEX Flight Model (FM) USO driving TRSP#2 in the One Way mode (X-Band).
The spectrum shows a clean behavior close to the carrier in the frequency range
f < 50Hz without contamination by spurious signals (after elimination of 50Hz
harmonics ). At higher frequencies, transponder - spacecraft emissions are present,
however with a negligible total power contribution. From the presented test it
is possible to conclude, for example, that the bistatic radar experiments, which
investigate the spectral behavior of the scattered radio signal over a wide frequency
range, can be successfully conducted with the USO as reference frequency source
for the ONE-D transmission mode.
Figure D.3: Phase noise spectrum of the VEX Flight Model (FM) USO and
TRSP#2 in the ONE-D mode at X-Band. ([67])
The parameter which is most closely related to the frequency stability of the RF
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carrier is the Allan Deviation (AD), or its squared value, the Allan Variance (AV,
see App. C). Fig. D.4 shows the result of the Allan Deviation measurement per-
formed on unit level, i.e. on the 38MHz output signal of the VEX FM-USO. The
value of the frequency stability is ∆f/f = 5 × 10−13 @ τ = 100 s (where τ is the
integration time). Fig. D.5 shows the result of the Allan Deviation measurement
performed on system level, i.e. the X-Band signal at 8.4GHz generated by the
subsystem comprised of the transponder #2 and the USO. The value of the fre-
quency stability is ∆f/f = 3×10−13 @ τ = 100 s (where τ is the integration time).
Figure D.4: Frequency stability measurement of the VEX FM-USO. The graphic
represents the Allan Deviation. Frequency values not corrected against drift effects.
([41])
The relationship between the phase noise σ2φ and the Allan Variance σ
2
y can be













where c is the speed of light in vacuum, ∆t is the measurement interval, and σv
is the variance of the velocity error caused by the frequency instability, which can
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Figure D.5: Frequency stability measurement of the VEX USO - TRSP#2 sub-
system in the ONE-D configuration at X-Band. The graphic represents the Allan
Deviation. “Dead-time” corrected data. USO warm-up time approx. 11hrs. Fre-
quency values not corrected against drift effects. ([67])











with σf the standard deviation of the measured frequency f0.
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Appendix E
Refraction and reflection of plane
waves1
In the ideal case of a plane electromagnetic wave imping on a endless and smooth
surface separating two physical media with different values of their refraction in-
dex,2 part of the energy is reflected back to the medium of provenience and part
is transmitted in the other medium.
Referring to the geometry represented in fig. E.1 one defines the incidence angle
θi as the angle between the wave vector of the incident radiation, ~κi, and the unit
vector normal to the surface of incidence, n̂. These vectors also define the incident
plane. Similarly one defines the reflection angle θr as the angle between the wave
vector of the reflected energy, ~κr, and the unit vector n̂. These vectors also define
the observation plane. In the considered ideal case specular reflection takes place
at the interface between the two media. Incident plane and the observation plane
coincide and for the reflection angle holds:
θr = θi (E.1)
Upon crossing the interface between the considered physical media the incident
wave changes its propagation direction because of the different propagation velocity







1An extensive treatment of this subject can be found in [99].
2The refraction index is the ratio of the speed of light in vacuum (c) relative to the speed light




εrµr, where the permittivity ε
is the product of the vacuum permittivity ε0 and the relative permittivity (or dielectric constant)
εr. Similarly, the permeability µ is the product of the vacuum permeability µ0 and the relative
permeability µr.
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Figure E.1: Reflected and refracted waves originating from a plane wave impinging
on a endless smooth surface separating two media of different refraction index.
The incidence angle θi is the angle between the wave vector ~κi of the incident wave
and the normal n̂ to the interface; the reflection angle θr is the angle between the
wave vector ~κr of the reflected wave and n̂; the transmission angle θt is the angle
between the wave vector ~κt of the transmitted wave and the opposite to the normal
(−n̂).
In order to asses the amount of the reflected-, and transmitted radiation, it must
be taken into account that the behavior of the electromagnetic fields at the sep-
aration surface depends on the incidence angle, on the dielectric and magnetic
properties of the considered media, and on the polarization of the incident wave3.
The relationship among these quantities is expressed in the Fresnel coefficients,









3A linearly polarized electromagnetic wave having the ~E field perpendicular to the plan of
incidence is said to be horizontally polarized (as it is parallel to the surface of incidence), or a
TE wave. If the ~E field is parallel to the plane of incidence, the wave is said to be vertically
polarized, or a TM wave. A linearly polarized wave with any arbitrary orientation of the ~E field










where the subscripts “‖” and “⊥” stand for horizontal-, and vertical polarization,
respectively. η1,2 represents the characteristic impedance of the medium and equals
the square root of the ratio of the permeability µ to the permittivity ε. In case of
conducting media, the dielectric constant also has an imaginary part4, so that the
reflection and transmission coefficients are generally complex numbers.
The power reflection coefficient, or reflectivity is the squared absolute value of the
amplitude reflection coefficient:
Γ⊥ = |R⊥|2 (E.7)
whereas the power transmission coefficient, or transmissivity is:
Υ⊥ = |T⊥|2 (E.8)
For the conservation of the energy must be:
Γ⊥ + Υ⊥ = 1 (E.9)
In the case of vertically polarized incident wave (TM) and two lossless media,
there is a value of the incidence angle, called the Brewster angle, θB, at which












4In order to account for energy dissipation in conducting media, a complex dielectric constant







A non-deterministic or stochastic phenomenon, or process, is one which is not
predictable. It depends on random factors, or it is random itself. Such phenomena
must be described by means of the probability theory.
We define an experiment E, its outcomes ζi (i ∈ N) , and the space S , formed by
the outcomes. A set of outcomes A = {ζ1, ζ2, ..., ζn}, forming a subset of S , is
called event.
The concept of probability, following the axiomatic definition, is specified as follow:
the probability of an event is a number P (A ) assigned to this event and obeying
the following three postulates:
I. P (A ) ≥ 0
II. P (S ) = 1
III. P (A + B) = P (A ) + P (B)
(if A and B are mutually exclusive; otherwise is: P (A + B) = P (A ) +
P (B)− P (A B) ≤ P (A ) + P (B)).
F.2 The random variable
Given an experiment E and its outcomes ζi, forming the space S , a random
variable is the relationship which, according to same rules, assigns to every ζ the
1An extensive treatment of this subject can be found in [74].
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number x(ζ). Given a number x, the notation {x ≤ x} represents the set of all
outcomes ζ such as x(ζ) ≤ x. This set is an event, and, as such, provided with
a probability. Since this probability depends on the number x, it is possible to
define a function, the Distribution Function, which expresses the probability that
the number x(ζ) assigned to the event ζ be smaller than, or equal to the number
x:
D(x)(x) = P{x ≤ x} (F.1)





F.2.1 Moments of a random variable
In the following, only the case of continuous, real random variables will be consid-
ered.
The generic nth-moment of a random variable (r.v.) x is defined as:
mn = E{xn} =
∫ ∞
−∞
xnf(x) dx , (F.3)
where the “E” operator is called, “expectation”; it has the property of linearity.
In particular, the first-order moment is called expected value, or mean of the r.v.:
m1 = E{x} =
∫ ∞
−∞
xf(x) dx = ηx (F.4)
The generic central nth-moment of a random variable (r.v.) x is defined as:
µn = E{(x− ηx)n} =
∫ ∞
−∞
(x− ηx)n f(x) dx (F.5)
In particular, the second central moment is called the variance of the r.v.:
σ2 = E{(x− ηx)2} (F.6)
For the linearity of the expectation is:
σ2 = E{(x− η)2} = E{x2 − 2ηxx + η2x} =
= E{x2} − 2ηxE{x}+ η2x = m2 −m21 (F.7)
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F.2.2 Joint moments
In the following, the case of two real random variables is considered, as it is
propaedeutic to the theory of stochastic processes (see par. F.3).
The generic (k+ r)th-order joint moment mkr of two random variables x, and y is
defined as:





xkyrf(x, y) dxdy , (F.8)
Particular importance has the joint second-order moment m11 or correlation:
Rxy = E{xy} = m11 (F.9)
The generic (k + r)th-order joint central moment µkr of two random variables is
defined as:






(x− ηx)k(y − ηy)r f(x, y) dxdy (F.10)
The second central moment of two random variables is called the covariance:





(x− ηx)(y − ηy) f(x, y) dxdy (F.11)
For the linearity of the expectation is:
µ11 = E{(x− ηx)(y − ηy)} = E{xy} − ηxE{y} − ηyE{x}+ ηxηy
= E{xy} − E{x}E{y} (F.12)
The ratio:
r =
E{(x− ηx)(y − ηy)}√





is called correlation coefficient of x and y.
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F.2.3 Uncorrelated, Orthogonal, Independent random vari-
ables
Two r. v. x, and y are called uncorrelated if
E{xy} = E{x}E{y} (F.14)
They are called orthogonal if
E{xy} = 0 (F.15)
They are called independent if
f(x, y) = fx(x)fy(y) (F.16)
F.3 Stochastic Processes
“We are given an experiment E specified by its outcomes ζ forming the space S ,
by certain subsets of S called events, and by the probabilities of these events. To
every outcome ζ we now assign, according to a certain rule, a time function x(t, ζ)
real or complex. We have thus created a family of functions, one for each ζ. This
family is called a stochastic process.” ([74]).
Fig. F.1 gives an example of a stochastic process by showing four possible time
realizations, and two random variables extracted from the process at two given time
instants. It can be seen that a single realization of the process corresponds to a
time-signal, whose values at particular time instants are not predictable but depend
on the specific realization. Those values, therefore, represent random variables
extracted from the process at the chosen time instants. Therefore, considering the
process at a given time point corresponds to defining a random variable x(ti). Each
defined r.v. is characterized by a distribution function D[x(ti)] and a probability
density f [x(ti)], which are called the (first order) statistics of the process. The
order of the statistics is given by the number of the considered time instants, and,
therefore, by the number of the considered random variables. If the process is
evaluated at the time points t1, and t2, the joint distribution D[x(t1), x(t2)] and
the probability density f [x(t1), x(t2)] of the two associated random variables x(t1),
and x(t2) form the second-order statistics of the stochastic process x(t).
Referring further to fig. F.1, two kind of averages are defined for a process: the
time averages, which are “in the horizontal sense”, and the ensemble averages,
which are “in the vertical sense”.
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Figure F.1: Some possible time realizations of a stochastic process x(t, ζ): for a
specific outcome ζi, the expression x(t, ζi) represents a single time function. For
a specific time ti, x(ti, ζ) is a quantity depending on ζ, that is, a random variable
(µ1 and µ2 in the graphic represents possible realizations of two such variables).
Finally, x(ti, ζi) is a mere number.([74])
The time averages correspond to common characteristics of the deterministic sig-
nals, such as, for instance, mean value or average power. The ensemble averages
are the moments of the relevant r.v. associated with the process and its statistics,
like, for instance, expected value, variance, and autocorrelation. These quantities
are generally time-dependent, which makes the statistical analysis of a process a
not affordable task, unless the considered process has the property of stationarity.
A stochastic process is said to be strict sense stationary (SSS) if its statistics are
not affected by a shift in the time origin, that is, the two processes x(t) and x(t+ε)
have the same statistics for any ε. This implies, among other relationships,
E{x(t)} = ηx = constant , (F.17)
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and
R(τ) = E{x(t + τ)x(t)} = R(−τ) , (F.18)
where τ = t1 − t2.
If the stationarity holds only for the first two order statistics, the process is said to
be wide-sense stationary (WSS). In this case, the relationships (F.17), and (F.18)
still hold, so that in most cases wide-sense stationarity is sufficient to guarantee
the possibility of analysis. Of course, if a process is SSS, it is also WSS.2
In analogy with the case of two r.v. (see eq.(F.12)), the autocovariance of a
stochastic process is defined as:
C(t1, t2) = R(t1, t2)− η(t1)η(t2) , (F.19)
which, for WSS becomes:
C(τ) = R(τ)− η2 (F.20)
It must be stressed that the autocovariance C(t1, t2) of a process is different from
the variance of the r.v. x(t) extracted from the process:
C(t, t) = R(t, t)− η2(t) , (F.21)
which, in case of a WSS process becomes:
C(0) = R(0)− η2 , (F.22)
Furthermore, the power spectrum of a stationary process is defined as the Fourier
transform of its autocorrelation:
S(f) = F{R(τ)} (F.23)
2For Gaussian (or normal) processes, wide-sense stationarity implies strict-sense stationarity,
because the statistics of a normal process are uniquely determined by its mean and autocorrela-
tion.
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F.3.1 Time averages, ensemble averages and ergodicity














x(t+ τ)x(t) dt , (F.25)
which are called the mean and the autocorrelation of the process. This quantities
are not constants, but random variables themselves. In order to claim that:
n = E{x(t)} and R(τ) = E{x(t+ τ)x(t)} (F.26)
it must be proven that:
E{n} = E{x(t)} = η with σ2n = 0 , (F.27)
and:
E{R(τ)} = E{x(t+ τ)x(t)} = R(τ) with σ2R = 0 (F.28)
Ergodicity deals with the problem of determining the statistics of a process x(t)
from a single observation. There are two equivalent definitions of ergodicity:
1. x(t) is ergodic in the most general form if (with probability 1) all its statistics
can be determined from a single function x(t, ζ) of the process;
2. x(t) is ergodic if time averages equal ensemble averages ;
Ergodicity its a fundamental characteristic for the analysis of a process, since it
implies that a process can be characterized without knowing all its possible real-
izations.
Important relationships, which follow from ergodicity are shown by looking at the
covariance in different cases:
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(a) two random variables x, y: the covariance corresponds to the second central
moment (see eq.(F.11)):
µ11 = E{(x− ηx)(y − ηy)} = E{xy} − E{x}E{y} ; (F.29)
(b) a stochastic process x(t): the covariance of two r.v. extracted at the time
instants t1, t2 is called autocovariance of the process and is given by (see
eq.(F.19)):
C(t1, t2) = R(t1, t2)− η(t1)η(t2) ; (F.30)
(c) a stationarity stochastic process x(t) (see eq.(F.20)):
C(t1, t2) = C(τ) = R(τ)− η2 (τ = t1 − t2) ; (F.31)
which, for τ = 0 becomes:
C(0) = R(0)− η2. (F.32)
If the analyzed process is also ergodic, the statistic autocorrelation coincides with
the signal autocorrelation, and the statistic expected value coincides with the mean
value of the signal, so that the relationship (F.32) can be interpreted in terms of
signal power : since the autocorrelation of a signal evaluated at zero corresponds to
its total average power (see eq. (6.38)), from (F.32) follows that the autocovariance
of the process calculated at zero corresponds to the average AC power, being the




All methods that have been used extensively for time-frequency analysis of signals
are based on the assumption that on a short-time basis the signals are stationary.
This has the important drawback that the length of the assumed short-time sta-
tionarity determines the frequency resolution which can be obtained. To increase
the frequency resolution one has to take a longer measurement interval (window),
which means that non-stationarities occurring during this interval will be smeared
out in time and frequency.
A time-frequency characterization of a signal that overcomes this drawback is
the Wigner Distribution (WD), which was introduced in 1932 by Wigner in the
context of quantum mechanics ([103]). This operator is also known as Wigner-
Ville Distribution, or Wigner-Ville Transform, as it was later re-derived by Ville
in 1948 as a quadratic (in signal) representation of the local time-frequency energy
of a signal ([102]).
This signal transformation has some important properties that make it an ideal
tool for time-frequency signal analysis, as it allows to determine the value of the
instantaneous frequency of a signal at each given time instant.
Although the concept as such was not new, it still was little known in the area
of signal processing until 1980, when the WD obtained considerable attention in
optics. Newly, the WD was introduced in Radio Occultation experiments, for the
resolution of the ambiguity arising in the analysis of multipath-affected data ([35]).
In this Appendix a brief overview of the Wigner Distribution is given along with
some of its properties which are relevant for signal processing, in particular for the
processing of multipath-affected signals from radio occultation measurements.
First, the WD is defined for analog signals (continuous-time signals) and afterwards
adapted to the case of digital signals (discrete-time signals).
1An extensive treatment of this subject can be found in [12], [13], [14], and [15].
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G.1 Analog signals
Given two continuous-time signals f(t) and g(t), where f, g ∈ C, and t ∈ R, the

















with ω ∈ R. The asterisk denotes the complex conjugated quantity. It is possible
to show that the function Wf,g is a real quantity ([15]) which depends on both time
t and angular frequency ω, so that it is possible to associate a frequency value to
each time instant and vice versa.
The auto-Wigner distribution of a signal f(t) is:















that is, the distribution Wf (t, ω) is capable of rendering the spectral contents of
the signal f(t) at each given time instant ti with a frequency resolution which is
independent of the time.
Indicating with F (ω) and G(ω) the Fourier spectra of f(t) and g(t), respectively,
















one obtains the important relation:
WF,G(ω, t) = Wf,g(t, ω); (G.4)
Another important property of the WD can be derived by noting that eq. (G.1)


















































dω = f(t1) g
∗(t2); (G.7)





Wf,g(t, ω) dω = f(t) g
∗(t); (G.8)





Wf (t, ω) dω = |f(t)|2. (G.9)
This means that the integral of the WD over the frequency variable at a certain














This relationships shows that the integral of the WD of the signal f over the
infinite strip −∞ < ω < ∞ , ta < t < tb is equal to the energy contained in f(t)
in the time interval ta < t < tb. The total energy in f is therefore given by the







Wf (t, ω) dω dt =
∫ ∞
−∞
|f(t)|2 dt = (f, f) = ||f(t)||2, (G.11)
where (, ) denotes inner product.2
2The inner product (, ) is defined in the vector space V of the time signals. The WD is
considered as a bilinear map V ×V→ F,where F is the scalar field R, (see par.7.2.3).
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Similarly to (G.5), noticing from (G.3) that WF,G(ω, t) is the inverse Fourier trans-
















Analogously to the argumentation expressed by equations (G.5) through (G.9),




Wf (t, ω) dt = |F (ω)|2; (G.13)
This means that the integral of the WD over time at certain frequency ω yields















|F (ω)|2 dω. (G.14)
This relationships shows that the integral of the WD of the signal f over the infi-
nite strip −∞ < t <∞ , ωa < ω < ωb is equal to the energy contained in f in the
frequency interval ωa < ω < ωb. This relationship is complementary to (G.10).
Taking ωa = −∞ and ωb =∞ results again in eq. (G.11).
In order to characterize the WD more specifically, central moments can be defined.









−∞Wf (t, ω) dω
; (G.15)
which can be considered as the average frequency of the WD at time t; by recalling









It is possible to show that












Representing the signal f(t) in the usual complex form
f(t) = v(t)ej φ(t) (G.18)
where v(t) is the time-varying amplitude of the signal and φ(t) is time-varying
phase of the signal, it follows that:
Ωf (t) = φ
′(t). (G.19)
Eq. (G.19) means that the average frequency of the WD at time t is equal to the
derivative of the signal phase φ(t), that is, its instantaneous frequency.
Global moments of the WD are obtained by integration over the whole plane.
They are therefore constants, which characterize the WD in a global sense.








Wf (t, ω) dt dω = ‖f‖2 = ‖F‖2 (G.20)
P̄f is the total energy of the signal f , which is positive for all f 6= 0.
G.2 Discrete signals
In this section discrete-time signals, or sequences, of the type f [n] are considered,




f [n] e−jnω; (G.21)






F (ω)ejnω dω; (G.22)
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The cross-Wigner distribution of two sequences f [n] and g[n] is defined as:
Wf,g(n, ω) = 2
∞∑
k=−∞
e−j2kω f [n+ k] g∗[n− k]; (G.23)
the auto-Wigner distribution of a sequence f [n] is then given by:
Wf (n, ω) = 2
∞∑
k=−∞
e−j2kω f [n+ k] f ∗[n− k]; (G.24)
the WD is a function of the discrete variable n and of the continuous variable ω;
w.r.t. the latter variable the WD is periodic with period π (differently from the
period 2π of all spectra of discrete-time signals):
Wf,g(n, ω) = Wf,g(n, ω + π), ∀n, ω. (G.25)
In analogy with (G.4), also for discrete-time signals is:










Wf (n, ω) = |F (ω)|2 + |F (ω + π)|2; (G.28)
The relationship (G.28) shows that the energy density spectrum of the function f
obtained by means of the WD is periodic with period π. This, generally, causes
aliasing, i.e., frequency components that are π apart have the same influence on
the WD.
There are two important situations, however, where the aliasing does not occur,
because in these situations the spectrum F (ω) occupies only an interval of length
π and is zero in the remaining part of one period of the spectrum. The first case is
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that of an “oversampled” signal, i.e., a signal with a band-limitation to less than
π/2. Such a signal can be obtained either from an analogue signal by sampling
it with a sampling frequency that is larger than twice the Nyquist rate or by
interpolation of a discrete signal by a factor 2.
A second situation where only one of the terms on the right hand side in eq. (G.28)
differs from zero arises when considering analytic signals, the spectrum of which
vanishes for negative values of ω over the period of the spectrum. This is the
case for the Open Loop data processing, since the input data are represented in
complex form.





We define a quantization scale by dividing the (expected) signal excursion ∆
(absolute value of the difference between maximum- and minimum value of the
signal amplitude) into N sub-intervals of uniform width q = ∆/N , which we
call quantization intervals. We then assign to each quantization interval a value
qj = (ξj+1 + ξj)/2, where ξj+1 and ξj are the values of the extremes of the j-th
interval. The quantization process maps each value x of the sampled signal, (that
is, each value of the random variable (r.v.) x extracted from the stochastic process
X(t)), to the value qj which lies next to x on the quantization scale. In doing so,
a quantization error e = x − qj arises, which is obviously a r.v. with zero ex-
pectation. In order to calculate the quantization error variance σ2e , we are firstly
interested in the calculation of σ2e/x∈Ij , which is the variance of the quantization











(x− qj)2 px(x) dx (H.1)
Since, by assuming small quantization intervals, the r.v. x can be considered to be






(x− qj)2 dx =
1
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Considering that E{e} = 0, the variance of the quantization error is:





e2 pe(e) de =
∫ ∞
−∞




(x− qj)2 px(x) dx (H.3)







P{x ∈ Ij} ·
∫ ξj+1
ξj




(x− q1)2 px(x) dx +
∫ ∞
ξN
(x− qN)2 px(x) dx (H.4)
The last two terms in eq. (H.4) accounts for the saturation error of the mapping
x → qj, which is due to the fact that the signal to be digitized could exceed the
expected excursion ∆. In this case, all signal values larger than ∆/2 would be
mapped into the same interval IN , thus obtaining the same quantized value qN ,
and, symmetrically, all signal values smaller than −∆/2 would be mapped into




(x− q1)2 px(x) dx+
∫ ∞
ξN
(x− qN)2 px(x) dx = σ2, and recalling eq. (H.1),











px(x) dx + σ
2 (H.5)
If we were to assume that the input signal does not exceed the extremes ±∆/2 of




P{x ∈ Ij} ·
∫ ξj+1
ξj







Since, due to the assumption made:
∫ ∆/2
−∆/2












= σ2e/x∈Ij , (H.8)
that is, the variance σ2e of the total quantization error coincide with the variance
σ2e/x∈Ij of the error computed for the single quantization intervals. The quantity
q2/12, which was derived in this Appendix, is usually taken as reference for the
variance of the quantization error, that is, for the quantization noise power.
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